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Résumé
La maladie d'Alzheimer (MA) est la démence la plus importante dans le monde développé. Cette
maladie neurodégénérative rend de plus en plus difficile la capacité d'accomplir les tâches
quotidiennes de routine, elle peut également faire oublier les mots aux patients, les désorienter
dans le temps et l'espace, et à des stades avancés entraîne une perte de mémoire.
Malheureusement, la MA est considérée comme le prochain grand défi pour la santé publique de
la plupart des pays, le nombre de cas devant doubler au cours des 20 prochaines années en raison
du vieillissement de la population. Cette augmentation du nombre de patients s'accompagne
d'une augmentation des besoins de financement et de personnel de santé afin de répondre aux
demandes et aux besoins de ces patients. La MA peut être divisée en deux entités distinctes: une
maladie héréditaire bien définie et bien comprise qui représente jusqu'à 5% de tous les cas de
MA appelés maladie d'Alzheimer familiale, et une maladie moins définie appelée maladie
d'Alzheimer sporadique. Le facteur de risque le plus défini pour la MA est l'âge, mais récemment,
il a été démontré que le cerveau des patients atteints de MA avait un niveau réduit de BMI1 et
que la suppression de BMI1 dans les neurones humains ou chez la souris déclenche les
caractéristiques de cette maladie.
Alors que BMI1 était connu pour être important dans les stades de développement, nous
rapportons ici qu'il est crucial dans les cellules adultes pour maintenir la compaction de la
chromatine et l’inhibition de la transcription des séquences répétitives. De plus, ces deux
fonctions de BMI1 empêchent l'ADN d'acquérir une conformation G4. Cette conformation peut
entraîner une instabilité du génome, une augmentation des dommages à l'ADN et une altération
de l'expression des gènes, mais surtout, nous avons montré que dans les neurones corticaux, les
structures G4 peuvent influencer l'épissage alternatif de divers gènes, notamment APP. Ces
résultats apportent un éclairage nouveau sur l'origine de la maladie et l'importance de BMI1 et
de la structure secondaire de l'ADN dans le cadre de la MA.
Mots-clés : BMI1, G-Quadruplex, maladie d’Alzheimer, polycombes, séquences LINE,
hétérochromatine, instabilité génomique, G4.
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Abstract
Alzheimer's disease is the most prominent dementia in the developed world. This
neurodegenerative disease renders the ability to do the routine daily tasks more and more
difficult; it can also cause patients to forget words, be disoriented in time and space, leading to a
memory loss. Unfortunately, AD is considered the next big challenge for most country’s public
health, with the number of cases thought to be doubling within the next 20 years due to the aging
of the population. This increase in the number of patients comes with an increase in the need for
funding and for healthcare personnel to meet the demands and the requirements of these
patients. AD is divided into two separate entities: a well-defined and understood hereditary
disease that makes up to 5% of all AD cases called familial Alzheimer disease, and a less defined
one called sporadic Alzheimer disease. sAD most defined risk factor is age, but recently it was
shown that brains of sAD patients had a reduced level of BMI1 and that the knockdown of BMI1
in human neurons or mice triggers the hallmarks of this disease.
While BMI1 was known to be important in the developmental stages, we report here that it is
crucial in adult cells to maintain the compaction of the chromatin and the silencing of the
repetitive sequences. Furthermore, these two functions of BMI1 prevent the DNA from acquiring
a G4 conformation. This conformation can lead to genome instability, increased DNA damage,
and altered gene expression. However, most importantly, we showed that in cortical neurons, G4
structures could influence the alternative splicing of various genes, notably APP. These results
shed new light on the origin of AD, and the importance of BMI1 and the secondary structure of
the DNA in its context.
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1 Chapter 1 – Introduction
In this thesis, we are going to go through a journey from the molecular to the whole organism
passing by the microscopic to understand the complexity of Alzheimer’s disease better. We are
going to start our journey with the molecular structure of the DNA. The next step will touch the
macroscopic scale, studying the cell and its aging process. Building on our knowledge from the
first step, we will understand the influence of the molecular scale on the cell. Finally, we will
introduce Alzheimer’s disease, an illness affecting the brain studying it from a macroscopic point
of view, but also exploring the influence of the previous two steps on the onset of this disease
and its regulation.
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1.1 Secondary structure of the DNA
In this section, we are going to introduce the basis of secondary structures of the DNA and their
known roles. The secondary structure of the DNA refers to how molecules of DNA are organized
along the fiber axis of this polymer.

1.1.1 Complementary helix structure
The DNA is the macromolecule that holds the genetic information for all living organism (1,2). The
building blocks of this polymer are four nucleotides (monomers) classified in two groups: Purines
with adenine (A) and guanine (G), and the pyrimidines with Cytosine (C) and thymine (T) (3).
These nucleotides are organized in two sugar-phosphate chains running in opposite directions
(4). The two chains are linked together with hydrogen bonds between the bases of these
nucleotides, and hydrogen bonds create the rungs of the “ladder”. The nucleotides pairing is
specific, that is why we talk about a complementary structure, with adenine paired only with
thymine and guanine with cytosine (5). This complementary property was established by
Chargaff’s law, which states that in each cell, the quantity of adenine is equal to that of thymine,
and the amount of guanine is identical to that of cytosine (5). This model does not specify the
order of the nucleotides along the chains.
While all the above described the chemical composition of the DNA, in this essay, we are more
interested in the secondary structure of this polymer. By secondary structure, we are referring to
the unique organization of the molecules in the 3D space. This ladder is twisted along its axis to
form a double-stranded helix (6,7). Hence many forms of DNA arise dependent on the helix
chemical and biophysical properties. From these forms, three are biologically relevant: A-DNA, BDNA, and Z-DNA (8).
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A-DNA

B-DNA

Z-DNA

Helix sense
Rotation per bp (twist)
Sequence
Base pair per turn

Right-handed
+33°
Random
11

Right-handed
+36°
Random
10

Left-handed
-30°
Pu/Py alternation
12

Length of a complete helix (pitch)
vertical rise per bp
helical diameter

28 Å
2.56 Å
26 Å

34 Å
3.4 Å
20 Å

45 Å
3.7 Å
18 Å

Table 1 .

Figure 1.

Physical properties of the DNA double helix

3D representation of the three forms of DNA (9)

1.1.1.1 B-DNA double helix conformation
Dickerson described B-DNA or the paracrystalline form in 1980 (10). This form represents the vast
majority of DNA in living organisms since from an energetic point of view, this form is very stable
and neutral (11).
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1.1.1.2 A-DNA double helix conformation
Wang described A-DNA or the crystalline form in 1982 (12,13). This form is more compacted then
the B-DNA, as we can see in table 1 and fig. 1 (8) with a shorter pitch and a larger diameter. ADNA was thought to be irrelevant in a biological context because scientists did not have the
methods to detect it and quantify it in situ. Whelan, in 2014, provided the first evidence that ADNA was present in situ in significant quantities (14). This discovery opened the possibility for
further research about the role of A-DNA.
1.1.1.2.1 The biological role of A-DNA
Once A-DNA was proven to be relevant in vivo, researchers started to investigate what role it can
play. The first hint of its role stemmed from the form of the DNA: a compacted or crystalline form
was formed in dehydrated conditions (7,12). This conformation of the A-DNA provides protective
properties to the DNA, such as the protection against dissection under dry conditions in the spore
formation phase of a bacillus via its interaction with α/β small acid-soluble spore proteins (14–
16). Furthermore, A-DNA was proven to also protect against UV radiation (15,17,18). A-DNA can
even protect the genome from 5-Bromodeoxyuridine toxicity (19). All these pieces of evidence
made the A-DNA structure a potent mediator of genomic stability and protection.
When Mustak et al. probed the brains of suicidal victims of Bipolar Depression, they found an
unusually high quantity of A-DNA conformation compared to control patients (20). Their work,
even though it does not explain the mechanism behind this association, establishes a clear role
of DNA conformation to human disease.
1.1.1.2.2 Protein interactions with A-DNA
Scientists also tried to establish if some proteins interacted specifically with A-DNA. The first to
be found is the α/β small acid-soluble spore proteins (14–16) mentioned beforehand. RNA and
DNA-RNA helix are known to have the A-form (21,22). For this reason, the reverse transcriptase
of HIV interacts with the A-DNA form (23). Cyclic AMP receptor protein (CAP) can bind the motif
GTGNxCAC (24), the X in this motif can be a 6 bp or an 8 bp (25). It has been proven that CAP
interacts with A-DNA (26,27). That interaction is only possible in the motif with an 8 bp because
the A-form shortens the distance between both sides of the motif allowing the protein to interact
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(25). Another essential protein that preferentially interacts with A-DNA is the Taq polymerase
(Taq Pol) (28,29). The interaction between A-DNA and the DNA pol increases the fidelity of the
polymerase replicating the DNA by reducing the sequence-dependent structural alterations of
the DNA and thus decreasing the sequence-directed mutations (29–32).
1.1.1.3 Z-DNA double helix conformation
Wang first described Z-DNA conformation in 1979 (33–35). This conformation is more stretched
then the previous two with a more extended pitch and a narrower helix diameter, and another
big difference is the direction of the twist: A- and B-DNA are right-handed helix while Z-DNA is a
left-handed Helix, see table 1 and Fig. 1 (8). Though many doubted the existence of a double helix
in the left-handed model because they could not fit it in the original model of DNA, Crick scolded
them, referring to their inability to fit the Z-DNA in the model as a “lack of ingenuity on their
part” (7). Fortunately, scientists kept searching for antibodies that recognize these structures and
developed some that are highly specific (36–38). Using these antibodies, scientists were able to
visualize Z-DNA in vivo (39), proving their biological relevance.
1.1.1.3.1 The biological role of Z-DNA
Z-DNA occur in vivo as a transient state (40) in purine pyrimidine alternating regions (41–44). The
ephemeral nature of this conformation is a consequence of the Z-DNA being a high energy
conformer; this means that Z-DNA requires energy to be formed (11,45) and stabilized (46).
Epigenetics changes can provide the necessary conditions for the formation of Z-DNA, specifically
the methylation of DNA (47) and histone acetylation (48). Furthermore, many proteins have been
discovered that binds Z-DNA; these proteins are called ZBP for Z-DNA binding proteins with the
characteristics of having Zα and Zβ domains that have a high affinity to Z-DNA (49–51). Proteins
that have the Zα includes ADAR1 (49,50,52), ESL3 (53), E3L (49), Topoisomerase II (54,55). ZBP
also plays a role in changing the conformation of the DNA and inducing a B-Z transition (56).
The energy required for this confirmation can also be produced by the passing RNA-pol during
transcription that creates a supercoiled DNA with higher energy potential (57,58). Z-DNA is not
randomly distributed on the genome but instead concentrated around the transcription start sites
(TSS), and these structures were ten times more likely to be near the promoter (5’ of the gene)
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then to be at the end of the gene (3’ of the gene) (59). The first to introduce the model of B-Z
transition driven by transcription was Liu in 1987 (58). An elegant experiment in ciliated protozoa
reinforced this model. The hypotrichous ciliate Stylonychia mytilus has a macronucleus where the
transcription occurs during vegetative growth and a micronucleus that is transcriptionally inert
(60). When probed with an antibody recognizing Z-DNA, only the macronucleus showed
immunoreactivity, establishing the necessity of transcription to the formation of Z-DNA (61). It
was not until 1991 that Wittig had the first evidence of the Lui’s model in permeabilized
mammalian cell nuclei (62). Following this discovery, Z-DNA structures in the promoters of many
genes were shown to be proportional to the expression level of these genes, notably:
corticotropin hormone-releasing gene (63) and c-MYC (64,65). Moreover, a ChIP-seq experiment
confirmed the relationship between Z-DNA and transcription (66). It is worth noting that while
transcription can induce Z-DNA, in some cases, Z-DNA was found to inhibit transcription by
blocking the RNA polymerase and thus may be acting as a negative feedback loop (67,68).
1.1.1.3.2 Relationship between Z-DNA and human diseases
Contrasting the compact structure of the A-DNA that confers it the protective properties of the
genome, Z-DNA is stretched and thus theoretically more prone to damage. The susceptibility to
DNA damage was proven when it was shown that in human tumors, the chromosomal
breakpoints are associated with Z-DNA (69–72) and that this association is because Z-DNA favors
recombination (73) because this conformation expose base residues, facilitating any interactions
between the two DNA molecules (74). and acts as an anchor for large scale deletions (75).
Furthermore, Z-DNA was found near many promoters of tumor genes controlling their expression
level like BCL2, SCL (76), and c-MYC (64,65).
Z-DNA is also very immunogenic, which is part of the reason why it was easy to develop specific
antibodies against it (36–38). Being highly immunogenic also meant that it was susceptible to
induce disease, especially autoimmune disease. Antibodies targeting Z-DNA were found in many
autoimmune disorders like lupus erythematosus (36,77), rheumatoid arthritis (78), and Crohn’s
disease (79). The role of these antibodies is still to be determined as we don’t know how they
interact with the disease and if they cause it.
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Z-DNA was also found to be implicated in many neurodegenerative diseases like Aicardi-Goutières
(80), age-related macular degeneration (AMD) (81), Huntington disease and spinocerebellar
ataxia (82), Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) (79) and Alzheimer disease (AD) (83,84).
It is not all bad in the Z-DNA world, this structure was shown to reduce the potential of slippedstrand mispairing (SSM) DNA formation by 62% in the DM2 gene, and thus providing protection
against myotonic dystrophy (85). Slipped-strand occurs when we have a large portion of repetitive
DNA, mispairing between the complementary strands inducing a “slip” along the helical axis
where a part of the genome is not replicated or replicated twice (86). One can argue that the
stretch form of the Z-DNA provides more space between the nucleotide, making it harder for a
slip to happen.

1.1.2 G-quadruplex
While most of the DNA in the cells is in the double helix form, other conformations may arise,
which is the case of G-quadruplex (G4) first described in 1962 by Gellert (87). G4 does not follow
the complementary rules of bases, like in the double helix form. G4 is due to the unique ability of
guanine to self-assembly by a Hoogsteen hydrogen monovalent bond stabilized by a cation like
potassium or sodium in the middle forming a G-quartets (see Fig. 2A) (88). In order to form a
proper G4, at least two G-quartets should be stacked on top of each other’s (89). This kind of
structure can be unimolecular (intramolecular) formed by the same strand of DNA (Fig. 2B), or it
can be the result of the assembly of two (bimolecular) (Fig. 2C) or even four (tetramolecular)
strands of DNA (Fig. 2D) (90). It is worth noting that while in this essay, we will be talking mostly
about DNA G4, RNA can also form these structures (91).
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Figure 2.

Model of a G4 structure (modified image from (92))
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In this study we will be focusing on the unimolecular G4 structures, this category follows a very
defined consensus sequence of four stretches of Gs separated by three loops of variable size
summarized by Gm Xn Gm Xn Gm Xn Gm where the M value is constant with a minimum of 2 and the
N value is variable and can be from 3 to 12 (see Fig. 2B for an example) (93). G4 structures are
energetically very stable (90,94); this stability is partially influenced by the length of the loop that
was determined for up to 7 bases (95–97). However, this consensus was challenged and then
extended to 12 bases because the stability also depends on the cation in the middle of the
quartets: small loops are stabilized by potassium, but sodium stabilizes better the long loops (93).
The length of the loop does affect not only the stability of the structure but also the topology,
that is why we can have G4 structures with an antiparallel (Fig. 3A), parallel (Fig. 3B), or even a
mixed topology (Fig.3C)(98).
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Figure 3.

The topology of a unimolecular G4 structure
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1.1.2.1 Detection of G4 structures in vivo
1.1.2.1.1 Tools for detecting G4 structures
Since G4 structures are formed with a consensus sequence, many bioinformatics tools have been
developed in order to probe the genome and identify the putative G4 sequences in the genome
(PQS). PQS are regions on the genome that respect the consensus sequence and can, in theory,
form a G4 structure. As an example of this type of software, we can cite the G4hunter (99) or the
Quadparser (100). Most recently, artificial intelligence (AI) was trained on a large set of
experimental datasets in order to identify the folding capacity of the DNA (101).
Since these algorithms can only identify PQS and not actual structures in the cell, many molecules
have been developed to visualize in vivo these structures: IMT (102), and red-NIR (103) are two
molecules that can bind nuclear DNA G4 structures. These molecules are not fluorescent except
when they interact with the G4 structures, making them valuable tools for probing in vivo G4
structures. Another molecule, the CyT, can selectively bind and label RNA G4 structures (104).
Antibodies that can selectively recognize G4 structures were also developed in order to facilitate
the studies in this field. The first antibody was a single-chain variable fragment published in 2008
called hf2 (105), which had a high affinity to G4 structures. Another single-chain antibody clone
was detected using the phage display technique in 2013, and this antibody is called BG4 (106).
BG4 can recognize both nuclear DNA G4 and cytoplasmic RNA G4 structures (107). In 2014, the
1H6 monoclonal antibody was published with a high affinity to a broad G4 structure conformation
and topology: unimolecular or tetramolecular G4 in various topologies (108).
1.1.2.1.2 Localization of G4 structures in the genome
In an early experiment using immune histochemistry experiments (IHC), G4 structures were
mistakenly reported to be localized at constitutive heterochromatin (109), but many studies
challenged these findings (110). Many publications after, including two ChIP-seq experiments
(111,112) showed that G4 structures are present at: 1) constitutive heterochromatin, specifically
at telomeres (113–116) to help in capping them (117); 2) origins of replication (118,119); 3) and
a significant portion of G4 structures are at the promoter of genes (120,121). In fact, other than
the article mentioned above (109), little is known so far about the interplay between chromatin
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structure and G4 structures. Most of the work done on G4 structure focused on the proteins that
can resolve them as we will see in the next chapter.
1.1.2.2 Modulators of G4 structures in vivo
Since G4 structures have a very stable conformation, their unwinding is an active process with
the involvement of specialized proteins. The first helicase to be identified was in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae: the Sgs1 (122), the homologue of the human BLM protein. Pif1 (123,124) and its
human homologous protein PFH1 (125) were also involved in unwinding G4 structures in vivo as
well as ATRX (126) and replication protein A (RPA) (127). Moreover, many helicases family were
shown to be able to unwind G4 structures like the RECQ family helicases (128,129) which include
WRN (130), FANCJ (131–134), and Bloom (BLM) (135), another family is the helicases in the TFIIH
complex: XPD and XPB (136). While helicases are a very efficient and faithful way of resolving G4
structures, if such a structure is persistent DNA damage response (DDR) machinery can be
involved in excising the G4 structure and employing either homologous recombination repair (HR)
(137) or Polymerase theta-mediated end joining (TMEJ) (138).
1.1.2.3 The biological relevance of the G4 structures
Once the existence of the G4 structures in vivo was confirmed, and the localization of these
structures was determined and found to be very specific and peculiar, the next question was
about the role of these structures at these locations. The function of G4 was very diverse and
dependent on the location of it, for example, the G4 present at origins of replications were shown
to be required to initiate DNA replication at these sites (139,140). The G4 present at the promoter
of these genes was shown to be able to regulate their expression (141,142). For example, in the
transcription activation site of the human c-KIT oncogene, a G4 structure has been identified and
conserved across species (143). The G4 structure in the promoter of c-MYC, if stabilized, can
suppress the expression of this gene (144). On the other hand, the presence of a G4 structure in
the promoter of the OCT4 gene increases the expression levels of this gene (145), rendering the
understanding of the link between G4 structures and the expression level of the genes more
complex than initially thought.
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In immunology, the role of G4 structures is also very volatile. On the one hand, G4 structures
allow pathogens to avoid immune detection and surveillance by facilitating DNA recombination
at some specific loci such as in the Pilin locus and thus promoting antigenic variation (Av) (146–
148). On the other hand, G4 structures binding by the LR1 protein, a DNA binding factor specific
to B-cells, is a prerequisite for immunoglobin class switching (149).
Using a cell-free translation system, scientists theorized that G4 in the 5’ UTR of RNA could
modulate translation (150), but the mechanism by which the G4 regulates translation was not
discovered in this study. One explanation of this phenomenon came from the study of the fragile
X mental retardation protein (FMRP) that can also recognize a G4 structure in the 5’ UTR of the
SMNDC1’s RNA affecting its translation by blocking the access of the translation machinery to the
RNA (151).
1.1.2.3.1 Role of G4 structures in human diseases
Since we established that G4 structures could induce genomic instability and directed mutation
and since these structures are present at key loci in the genome like the telomeres, origin of
replication and key genes, it is only logical that these structures will be found to be implicated in
human disease. In fact, many human diseases are a result of mutations in specialized G4 helicases.
The WRN syndrome (152,153) described by Dr. Otto in 1904 is caused by a mutation of the WRN
helicase (154), this helicase, among other roles, is specialized in G4 unwinding. This mutation
leads to genomic instability since the telomeres of these patients are dysfunctional (155). Another
disease that is a direct result of a mutation in helicases is the Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) (156),
this protein is also specialized in unwinding G4 structures among other roles.. XP presents the
same telomeric genome instability as the WRN syndrome (157).
Cancer is a disease that also harbors a lot of genomic instability (158,159). Some of this instability
can be explained by the errors in replication occurring at G4 structures while replicating the
leading strand of the DNA (160). Many publications showed that the secondary structure of the
DNA, especially the presence of G4 structures, is the leading reason behind the genome instability
in cancer (161,162). In fact, this genome instability can be rescued by expressing the helicases
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that unwind G4 structures in such cancer (163) since the helicases allow DNA replication through
these structures (164).
G4 structures also affect neurons, especially at the C9ORF72 loci linked to frontotemporal
dementia (FTD) and ALS (165). The C9ORF72 loci harbor a GGGGCC that can form a G4 structure
with neuroprotective effects (166–168). In fact, the loss of TDP-43 in neurons, a G4 structure
binding protein (169), can cause neuronal loss (170,171).
1.1.2.3.2 Using G4 as a therapeutic tool
Given the implication of G4 structures in many human diseases and ever since the discovery of
molecules that can interact with these structures and stabilize them (142,172), many have
searched the possibility of targeting these structures as a therapeutic means. This approach is
prevalent in cancer treatment as a means to create a synthetic lethality in highly dividing cells by
stabilizing the G4 structures (173,174), increasing the genomic instability in these cells. This
approach is even more powerful when the cancer is lacking a G4 helicase, like the case of ATRX
deficient glioblastoma (175). G4 stabilization in cancer can also be used as a complementary
therapy along with traditional ones since it was shown that stabilizing these structures can
increase the sensitivity of glioblastoma and lung cancer cells to radiotherapy (176,177). We
should also remember that G4 structures are present and control the expression of many
tumorigenic genes like C-MYC, C-KIT, CD133 (178), and many others, this is another reason for the
usage of G4 ligands to be added in cancer therapy (179). For example, CX-5461 G4 ligand was
successfully used in cancer with BRCA1 or BRCA2 deficiency (180,181).
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1.2 Chromatin compaction and polycomb complexes
Now that we understand the basic structure of the DNA, it is important to know some basic
numbers. According to the latest genome compilation (GRCh38) we have 3,101,788,170 bp (182)
in each cell spaced by around 3.4 Å, making the full length of an uncoiled DNA fiber in a cell around
1m [bp X vertical raise per bp = (3 X 109)(0.34m X 10-9) = 1m]. This 1m of DNA is packed in a nucleus
of 6µm (6 X 10-6m) of diameter on average (183). A simple calculation reveals that the
circumference of the nucleus is around 19 µm which means that the DNA fiber can circle the
nucleus 53 000 times. For this fiber to fit in the nucleus, it should be very condensed. In fact, in
1880, Walther Flemming first described very condensed parts of the nucleus that absorb dyes,
thus baptizing it chromatin from the Greek word “chroma” or color (184). In 1951, Stedman
described this dense structure as a mix of DNA and histones (185). Histones are “peptone like
components of the cell nucleus” that can bind tightly to the DNA described by Kossel in 1884
(186). The histones act as scaffolds to contain these long DNA fibers in a specific architecture,
compacting it to fit the nucleus. What is known as core histones, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 form an
octamer, two octamers are needed to form the nucleosome core particle, wrapping 147 base
pairs of DNA around them (187). The nucleosome represents a higher organization of the DNA
called “beads on a string”, or the 11 nm fiber, by Ada and Don Olins in 1974 (188), this
conformation represents the primary condensation of the DNA. Linker Histones, H1 and H5, are
present between these nucleosomes to compact them even more in what is called a 30 nm
chromatin fiber (189–191). The 30 nm fiber represents the secondary condensation of the DNA
fiber, and the tertiary condensation of the DNA fiber is the compaction of multiple DNA polymers
via the interaction in a complex architecture (192).
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Figure 4.

Structure of coiled chromatin (modified from (193–195))

DNA fibers are negatively charged due to the phosphate-sugar backbone (196), so from an
electrostatic point of view, the DNA fiber should repulse itself making it unwind. In order to coil
this negatively charged fiber, energy in the form of positive charges is required. In the chromatin,
this energy is rendered by the histones since their tails are positively charged (197–199). This
positively charged tail helps neutralize the DNA/DNA repulsion and helps to bend the DNA fiber
in a compacted architecture (200).

1.2.1 Chromatin state
Emil Heitz, in 1928 reexamined the chromatin and noticed differences in the dye dependent on
the cell cycle. This work was the first classification of the chromatin: heterochromatin or the
chromatin that remains visible throughout the cell cycle, from the Greek heteros: other and
chroma: color. The euchromatin is regions of the chromatin that loses the dye after mitosis, from
the Greek eu: true and chroma: color (201). In 1966, Brown also divided the heterochromatin into
two groups: constitutive heterochromatin and facultative heterochromatin (202), this distinction
was at the time mainly based of the chromatization of the X chromosome (203,204). Since as
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mentioned before, the positively charged tails of the histone are responsible for the compaction
of the DNA, it is only logical that modifications to these tails are accountable for the degree of
that compaction. In fact, the tails of the histones are particularly rich in residues that can be
modified post-translationally. The most studied modifications are listed below:
Modification

Residue affected

Methylation (205)

Lysine, Arginine

Acetylation (205)

Lysine

Ubiquitination (206)

Lysine

Phosphorylation (207,208) Threonine, Serine
ADP-ribosylation (209)

Glutamate

SUMOylation (210)

lysine

Table 2 .

Post-translational modifications of the histone

These modifications are dynamic and reversible with enzymes that can deposit or remove them
named “writers and erasers” respectively. A writer that can acetylate a residue is called
acetyltransferase, the eraser of this modification is called deacetylase. A writer that can
methylate a residue is called methyltransferase, and its eraser is labeled demethylase. And finally,
a writer that can phosphorylate a residue is a kinase. In figures 5 and 6, reproduced courtesy of
Cell Signaling Technology, Inc, we can see the vast numbers of these enzymes along with their
target residues.
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Figure 5.

Writers and erasers of the histone’s modifications of H3
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Figure 6.

Writers and erasers of the histone’s modifications of H2A, H2B, and H4

Some of these modifications change the electrostatic properties of the histone tails modifying the
compaction of the chromatin, and thus the state of the chromatin, switching for example from
closed facultative chromatin to loosely open euchromatin. All these modifications constitute
what Waddington termed “the epigenotype” (211) in 1942. Waddington defined this domain as
“the branch of biology which studies the causal interactions between genes and their products
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which bring the phenotype into being.” (211) Alternatively, the link that bridges between the
genotype and the phenotype. This definition was changed over time, and with the advent of new
technologies, nowadays epigenetics is defined as “the study of changes in gene function that are
mitotically and/or meiotically heritable and that do not entail a change in the DNA sequence.”
(212). In simpler terms, epigenetics is the study of the effect of histone modifications on gene
expression. Epigenetics also include DNA methylation, chromatin remodeling, histone variants
(213) and non coding RNA (214). DNA methylation is the process by which a methyl group is added
to the cytosine base (215,216), adenine base can also be methylated but this methylation is less
studied (217). DNA methylation is primary performed by two DNA methyltransferase proteins
called DNMT1 and DNMT3a/b (218,219). DNMT1 preferentially recognizes the hemimethylated
DNA In mammalian cells (220). Hemimethylated DNA is formed during replication when the two
strands of DNA are separated and copied, the nascent strand, or the newly formed, is
unmethylated rendering the newly assembled two strands molecule hemimethylated. DNMT1 is
then essential to copy the DNA methylation pattern from one strand to the other, that is why it
is called a maintenance methyltransferase (221–223). On another hand, DNMT3a/b methylate
during development previously unmethylated DNA, this is called “de novo” methylation (224–
227). When DNA methylation occurs at regions rich in C and G bases called CpG islands present
in the promoter of genes (228), it hinders the transcription of the related genes (229). In 1964,
Allfrey was the first to describe such a correlation between histone modification and gene
expression. In his article, Allfrey explains how histone acetylation allows the translation via RNApolymerase, and he suggests that this acetylation may be a switch regulating gene expression
(205). Since the time of Allfrey, and with the advent of ChIP technologies, we now know more
and more about this epigenetic code and how each modification affects transcription. In table 3,
we will summarize the effect of the most studied modifications in epigenetics.
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List of the most studied histone modifications and their effect on gene expression

In the following section, we will describe these dynamic states of the chromatin, explaining the
differences and the roles of each one.

1.2.1.1 Euchromatin
The euchromatin contains the actively transcribed genes of the cell. In fact, not more than 5% of
our genome is actively transcribed in any given human cell (249). To be transcribed, the chromatin
should be decompacted into the 11 nm fiber conformation in order to be accessible by the
transcription machinery (250).
1.2.1.2 Facultative heterochromatin
The facultative heterochromatin is a designation for genomic regions containing genes that can
adopt closed or open chromatin conformation, making them silent or transcribed, respectively.
The choice of open or closed chromatin is dictated by the cell lineage and its maturation stage
(251,252). In simpler terms, facultative heterochromatin contains, for example, a gene that
should be expressed in early development but should be repressed in mature cells, or vice versa
(253,254). To have this flexibility in gene expression, affected genes are decorated with bivalent
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heterochromatin marks. H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, which are associated with gene activation and
repression respectively, are bivalent marks that render the gene in a “poised” state that can be
switched on and off dependent on the context (255).
1.2.1.3 Constitutive heterochromatin
In the literature, constitutive heterochromatin represents the genomic regions that are deserted
from coding genes. These regions should always be silenced; that is why, in 1972, Ohno termed
these regions as “Junk DNA” (256), it is evaluated that these sequences represent two-third of
the human genome (257). Constitutive heterochromatin is usually in the 30 nm fiber
conformation or higher conformation (258). The constitutive heterochromatin is enriched with
transposable elements covering around 45% of the human genome (259).Furthermore, the
heterochromatin contains vestige retroviral sequences integrated during evolution and
maintained through it (260,261). These retroviral sequences represent, in a very conservative
analysis, 8% of the human genome (262). This “junk DNA” if transcribed has the potential of
reintegration in the genome, that is why they are also called “transposon elements” or “jumping
DNA” (263). This reintegration can be very deleterious because it can target, for example,
oncogenic genes inducing mutagenesis or activation, like the case of c-MYC (264,265) or
BRCA1/BRCA2 (266,267). The activation of these genes can be, in part, explained by the fact that
these transposon elements harbor many transcription factor binding sites that can recruit the
transcription machinery and induce the expression of these said genes (268).
Another role for heterochromatin is maintaining chromosomal integrity. This is because
telomeres and centromeres are protected by this constitutive heterochromatin and represent a
significant fraction of it. Telomeres are the extremities of the chromosomes, acting as a cap in
order to protect the erosion of the chromosomes due to replication (269–273). On another hand,
centromeres are regions in the core of the chromosome that act as anchors for sister chromatids
pairing and control their segregation during mitosis (274,275). In fact, heterochromatin by the
action of heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) prevents telomere fusion. Overexpression of HP1 in
human cells reduces the amount of telomere fusion along with the 3’ overhang, and increases
the radioresistance of cells (276,277). It also maintains chromosomal integrity by reducing
chromosome breakage and rearrangement (278,279), this is done by the role of heterochromatin
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in the proper recruitment of the protein cohesion to the centromere safeguarding adequate
chromosome segregation (280,281).
Furthermore, and like the mechanism described in the A-DNA, the compaction of the chromatin
confers the genome refractory protection against DNA damage. In fact, the compaction of
chromatin and the proteins involved in this compaction acts as a physical barrier to DNA damage
reducing the damage dealt from radiation (282,283) as well as any damage from reactive
oxidative species (ROS) (284–286).
While the primary role of the heterochromatin is believed to be the protection of the genome
(287–295), and while it is deserted from genes, heterochromatin plays a significant role in gene
expression. This regulation of gene expression is made possible by the reorganization of nuclear
domains, where genomic regions are packed in separate geographic regions of the nuclei called
topologically associated domains (TAD) (296–298). In simpler terms, the 3D organization of the
nucleus can influence gene expression by trans or cis regulation.
1.2.1.3.1 Silencing in trans
The 3D organization of the genome inside the nucleus is proving to be very important. In fact,
Nuclear lamina is made of intermediate fibers called lamin that anchor the chromatin in the
nucleus (299) with the heterochromatin at the periphery (201) and the euchromatin in another
compartment of the nucleus (300). These compartments are called TAD, the compartment that
harbors the anchoring of the heterochromatin to the lamina is called Lamina associated domain
(LAD). The LADs are silent heterochromatin, while the other TADs usually contain active genes.
Furthermore, highly expressed genes are organized in defined regions called regions of increased
gene expression RIDGEs (301). During differentiation, genes can be shifted from active TADs to
silenced LADs and, in effect silencing these genes (302). A visual explanation is presented below
(Fig. 7), showing a red region being silenced in trans when it was reorganized and shifted toward
the LAD.
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Figure 7.

Gene silencing in trans by the heterochromatin (based on (303,304))

A. 3D representation of the nucleus with the delimitation of the chromosomal territories.
B. A magnification of the nuclear membrane showing the anchoring of the LADs along with
the target region (in red) that is active
C. The target region (in red) was moved during differentiation putting it in the LAD
compartment and thus effectively silencing it.
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1.2.1.3.2 Silencing in cis
This type of silencing was first described in 1930 by Muller in the Drosophila. Muller named this
type of silencing position-effect variegation (PEV) (305,306). PEV occurs when a part of the
heterochromatin is translocated near a gene. This translocation does not induce mutation in the
gene or its promoter, but it spread the heterochromatin domain beyond its normal reach,
heterochromatizing the gene in question (307,308). While PEV was first described in Drosophila,
this regulation also occurs in mice, inactivating some transgene (309,310), and some pieces of
evidence are emerging that it also happens in human cells via the Human Silencing Hub (HUSH)
complex (311).
It is essential to mention that while the definition of chromatin was based on the retention of dye
at first, nowadays, we have a molecular signature that can distinguish between the three
chromatin domains (see table 4).
euchromatin
DNA methylation
associated
proteins
histone marks

Table 4 .

facultative
heterochromatin

constitutive
heterochromatin
hypermethylated

HP1γ

HP1α/β

Hypomethylated
H3.3

Hyperacetylation Hypoacetylation Hypoacetylation
H3K9ac
H3K9me2
H3K9me3
H3K4me2
H4K20me1
H4K20me3
H3K4me3
H2AK119ub1
H3K36me3
H3K27me3
Commonly used markers to distinguish between the various states of the
chromatin (312)

1.2.2 Polycomb repressive complexes
Many proteins can write and erase epigenetic marks, as we saw in (Figs. 5 and 6). In this section,
we will focus on one of the most influential writers' complexes, and that is the Polycomb-group
proteins (PcG). This complex was discovered in 1978 by Lewis as a master switch controlling the
development and the specification of cellular identity in Drosophila (313). In this study, Lewis
described how the PcG is responsible for maintaining the repressive state of the bithorax gene
complex during development. The bithorax gene complex is a part of the homeotic gene complex
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of the Drosophila (314,315) regulating the development of anatomical structures (316). This
complex was then proved to be conserved in mice (317,318), not just by protein homology but
even with conserved functions (319). This complex was also evolutionary conserved in humans
(320,321), proving the importance of such a complex. In mammals, PcG was not only linked to
HOX gene silencing, but it was also linked to the proper differentiation of cells into their intended
mature state controlling their fate from the embryonic stage till the adult one (322–324) by
controlling the developmental regulators of stem cells (325,326). PcG was also involved in
managing the senescence of cells (327–330), and chromosome X inactivation (331–333). All these
discoveries point to the role of PcG in the formation and maintenance of facultative
heterochromatin silencing genes dependent on the cell environment. Indeed PcG was found to
be enriched at said facultative heterochromatin (334). Considering the importance of PcG, it was
extensively studied and linked to many human diseases like cancer (335,336), and other
development diseases (337). In humans, this complex is divided into two distinct complexes: the
Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), and the Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1).
1.2.2.1 PRC2
The primary role of the PRC2 complex is to initiate chromatin silencing by the trimethylation of
H3 on its lysine in the 27th position (H3K27me3). The repressive function of this complex is carried
out by the EZH2 subunit, the ortholog of the Drosophila E(z) protein (338). EZH2 trimethylates
H3K27 via its SET domain (339,340). SUZ12 protein, part of the same complex, is essential for this
activity and the stability of the complex since it's knockout decreases the level of EZH2 (341).
Moreover, EZH2 on itself cannot function as a methyltransferase, it should be associated with
SUZ12 and EED in order to tri- and di- methylate H3K27 (342–345), however, only EED is required
for the monomethylation of H3K27 (346). In figure 8, we can see the various core components of
the mammalian PRC2 complex and their interactions with the chromatin. The two components:
RbAp46 and RbAp48, also called P55, act as a chaperone that binds the histone and anchors the
complex to its place (347). JARID is an essential part of the PRC2 complex, especially during the
embryonic stage, regulating the differentiation of stem cells into mature cells (348,349). It is
crucial to mention that PRC2 methylates itself, specifically JARID, to gain the function of
methylating the H3K27 (350).
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Figure 8.

PRC2 complex and it’s interaction with the chromatin (351)

In summary, the PCR2 complex is evolutionarily conserved from its ortholog in Drosophila,
maintaining all the domains essential for its role, yet expending the number of proteins with
homologous counterparts (352). In table 5, we can see a comparison of these two complexes and
the proteins involved in their functions.
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PRC2
domain
Drosophila proteins mammals’ proteins
function
SET domain
EZH1
H3K27 methyltransferase
E(Z)
Histone binding
SANT domain
EZH2
SU(Z)12
SUZ12
Possible DNA/RNA binding
Zinc-finger domain
Jing
AEBP2
H2AK119Ub1 binding
WD40-repeat domain
ESC
EED
H3K27me1/2/3 binding
RbAp46
WD40 domain
NURF55
H3K36me3 binding
RbAp48
PCL1
PHD-finger domain
PCL2
Pcl
H3K36me3 binding
Tudor domain
PCL3
ARID domain
JARID2
RNA binding
Table 5 . PRC2 comparison between the Drosophila and the mammalian complex (337)
1.2.2.2 PRC1
In the most referenced pathway, PRC1 is recruited to the chromatin by the PRC2. PRC1 contains
a chromobox protein (CBX) that can read the H3K27me3 mark deposited by the PRC2 and recruit
the PRC1 complex to this mark (353,354). Once recruited, PRC1 by the action of RING1B and BMI1
ubiquitinates H2A on its lysine in the 119th position (331,355) see figure 9 for model
representation. Furthermore, PRC1 was shown to interact with another histone modifier: the
SUV39H1 (356). SUV39H1 contains two structural domains: a chromodomain and a SET domain
(357). Via these two domains SUV39H1 plays a central role in heterochromatin spreading (358):
SUV39H1 is recruited via the chromodomain that recognizes the methylation of the H3K9 (359),
then the SET domain is responsible for the histone methyl-transferase activity, methylating
surrounding histone H3 at their lysine 9 (360). Since the chromodomain of SUV39H1 can recognize
the product of this same protein this reaction is repeated spreading the heterochromatin around
the initial site establishing a positive feedback loop (361,362). The H3K9me3 mark in then
recognized by the chromodomain of HP1 (363,364). HP1 recruitment to the heterochromatin
induces its conformational change allowing the spreading of the heterochromatin (365) in a
bidirectional way (366).
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Figure 9.

Recruitment and function of PRC1 in mammalian cells (367)

As any canonical pathway, the hierarchical recruitment of PRC2 then PRC1, the more we study it,
the more we can discover that it is more diversified and more complex than initially thought (368).
In fact, in embryonic stem cells lacking EED, a vital component of the PRC2 complex, H3K27me is
absent, but PRC1 can still ubiquitinate its target genes showing that PRC1 can act independently
of PRC2 and be recruited by other mechanisms than the chromodomain of CBX (369). This activity
is mediated by a variant of PRC1 that has its CBX replaced by the RING1 and YY1-binding protein
(RYBP) (370,371). With some evidence showing direct recruitment of PRC1 to chromatin by
transcription factors like the Runx1/CBFβ (372). Furthermore, new studies revealed that the
recruitment of PRC2 could be dependent on the H2A ubiquitylation deposited by a variant of PRC1
inversing the canonical recruitment model that usually state PRC1 is recruited to PRC2 loci
(373,374). More specifically, a variant of PRC1 mono-ubiquitylate H2Aub at lysine 119, this leads
to the recruitment of PRC2 by the subunit JARID2 (373,375,376), leading to the silencing of PcG
target genes (377). Other studies revealed that H2A ubiquitination by PRC1 is sufficient for the
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gene repression of Polycomb target genes (378) and that without the involvement of PRC2. The
story gets more complicated because some studies showed, that constitutive PRC1, and not
variant PRC1, create a positive feedback loop on the PRC2 to reinforce and maintain gene
repression. In fact, the loss of H2Aub mediated by the loss of PRC1 reduces the levels of
H3K27me3, leading to higher gene expression in targeted genes (379,380).
Like the case of PRC2, the proteins of PRC1 were duplicated during evolution that is why in
mammals we have RING1A and RING1B that are duplication of the same genes with a slight
difference in roles (381) and we have BMI1 and Mel18 also a duplication of the same genes with
slightly diverse functions. To summarize the diversification of this complex, please refer to table
6 for a comparison of this evolution.
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Drosophila
proteins

domain

chromodomain

Pc

Sterile alpha
motif (SPM
domain)

Ph

Scm
dRING/Sce

RING-finger
domain

Psc

dRYPB
Zinc finger
domain

Table 6 .

PRC1
mammals’
proteins
CBX2
CBX4
CBX6
CBX7
CBX8
PHC1
PHC2
PHC3
SCMH1
SCMH2
RING1A
RING 1B
NSPC (PCGF1)
MEL18 (PCGF2)
PCGF3
BMI1 (PCGF4)
PCGF5
RYPB
YAF2
KDM2B

function

H3K27me3 binding (all)
H3K9me3 binding (CBX4)
RNA binding (CBX4 and CBX7)

Possible RNA binding

Histone Ubiquitination
(H2AK119Ub1)

DNA binding
H3K36me3 demethylase
unmethylated CpG island binding

Comparison table between the Drosophila PRC1 and its mammalian homologs
(337)

1.2.2.2.1 BMI1
In this work, we are going to focus on BMI1 or “B Lymphoma Mo-MLV insertion region 1
homolog”, a protein part of the PRC1 complex. BMI1 was first discovered in 1991 as an oncogene
that cooperates with Myc in the lymphomagenesis of B lymphoid tumors in mice (382,383). This
gene on Chromosome 10 and contains ten exons (Fig. 10-A). When translated, the final protein is
326 amino acids and weights 37 KDa. BMI1 is mainly localized in the nucleus of cells due to its
nuclear localization signal domain (NLS) localized at between the 42 and the 45th position (Fig. 10-
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B). Depending on the prediction model another NLS domain is also expected between the position
232 and 235 of BMI1 (384–386). Another essential feature of BMI1 is its RING finger domain,
which binds the ubiquitination enzyme, in this case, RING1B, and it’s substrate, in this case, H2A,
and acts as a ligase (387,388). In fact, the formation of the complex BMI1/RING1 is essential for
the ubiquitin ligase activity (389,390). This heterodimerization allows the autoubiquitination of
RING1 (391). While this ubiquitination does not affect the ubiquitin ligase activity of the complex
BMI1/RING1 in vitro, it does increase it in vivo, suggesting that this ubiquitination stabilizes the
complex and reinforces its ubiquitin activity in vivo (392). In fact, the formation of the
BMI1/RING1 complex reduces the affinity between RING1 and UbcH5c, the only ubiquitin ligase
that can polyubiquitylate RING1 leading to its degradation, thus increasing the stability of the
PRC1 complex (393). The C-terminal of BMI1 encapsulates a proline (P), glutamic acid (E), serine
(S), and threonine (T) rich domain known as PEST domain (Fig. 10-B), that directs the protein
degradation via the proteasome shortening the half-life of BMI1. The deletion of this domain
extends the half-life of BMI1 and stabilizes it (386). Furthermore, BMI1 contains two domains
surrounding a Helix turn Helix domain that can interact with PHC2 (394) and E4F1 (395), and a
domain around the Ile212 that allows the homo-dimerization of BMI1 (394). All these interaction
domains of BMI1 and its ability to self-dimerize makes BMI1 one of the central protein in the PRC1
complex that organizes its architecture by self-dimerizing and mediating its interaction with most
of the other components like RING1B, PHC2, and E4F1 (394).
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Figure 10.

A visual representation of the BMI1 gene and the BMI1 protein highlighting the
structural domains.

A. A visual representation of the genomic location of BMI1 (geneID: 648) showing the exons
and the introns (396).
B. Visual representation of the BMI1 protein (P35266) as referenced in the Uniprot database.
The first line shows the full-length protein, while the other lines show the structural
domains of this protein along with their localization (397).
BMI1 is ubiquitously expressed and translated in all organs, as shown in figure 11 from the
proteomic and genetic data collected by the Human Protein Atlas (398). However, BMI1 is
overexpressed in many cancers, as shown by the Gepia database (399,400). In fact, BMI1 plays an
essential role in the tumorigenesis of many cancers including prostate cancer (401–403),
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pancreatic cancer (404), colorectal cancer (405–407), lung (408–410), nasopharyngeal carcinoma
(411–413), breast cancer (414,415), along with many central nervous system (CNS) cancers like
medulloblastoma (416–419), neuroblastoma (420–422), and glioblastoma (423–426).

Figure 11.

Protein and RNA expression of BMI1 across various human tissues according to the
human protein atlas (398).

A. Protein expression data from the human protein atlas over 44 tissue is shown in a bar
graph
B. RNA expression data build by the human protein atlas based on three databases: Human
Protein Atlas (HPA) RNA-seq data, RNA-seq data from the Genotype-Tissue Expression
(GTEx) project and CAGE data from FANTOM5 project.
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BMI1 broad implication in cancer progression is not surprising since BMI1 overexpression is
sufficient to immortalize cells by activating the human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT)
expression (327,427–429). Alternatively, BMI1 can prevent senescence and apoptosis by silencing
its key target, Ink4a/Arf locus. This locus encodes for P16Ink4A and P19Arf (430). In normal
conditions, P16Ink4A prevents the association between cyclin D and cyclin-dependent kinase 4 and
6 complexes (CDK4/6) (431). If these two proteins are not associated, they cannot phosphorylate
the retinoblastoma protein (Rb) in its C terminal (432), thus allowing it to sequester the
transcription factor E2F (433). In the case of BMI1 overexpression, P16 expression is silenced.
Thus, cyclin D and Cdk4/6 can be associated, and hyper phosphorylate Rb. Hyperphosphorylated
Rb cannot bind E2F, allowing it to initiate the transcription of genes essential for G1/S transition
(Fig. 12). BMI1 also repress P19, in its turn P19 sequesters mouse double minute 2 (MDM2)
protein, a ubiquitin ligase that targets P53 and induces its proteasomal degradation (434,435), so
in BMI1 overexpression, P53 is ubiquitylated decreasing its half-life and its stability (436) (Fig. 12).
Furthermore, BMI1 and RING1 can directly bind P53 and ubiquitinate it, leading to its degradation
and the promotion of cancer cell proliferation (437), especially in cancers affecting the CNS like
the neuroblastoma and medulloblastoma (436). Since these pathways are critical in
tumorigenesis, they are often targeted in cancer therapies (438–440).
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Figure 12.

BMI1 regulates cell cycle via P16 P19 pathways

1.2.2.2.1.1 BMI1 in the CNS
While BMI1 is ubiquitously expressed in the organs, many studies have highlighted its role in the
CNS. BMI1 null mice have development problems inducing a defect in cerebellar growth (441).
These mice exhibit neurological problems at birth, like ataxia, epilepsy, and generalized
astrogliosis (442). The development problems of these mice are not restricted to the cortical
neurons; in fact, these mice exhibit a retinal development problem as well, and the cone
photoreceptors start degeneration soon after birth (443).
BMI1 was shown to be reduced with aging in humans and mice (285,444,445). This reduction
induces the aging phenotype (446) and can favor the onset of age-related disease. Recently the
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reduction of Bmi1 in mice was associated with neurodegeneration and Alzheimer like phenotypes
(447). In fact, in sporadic Alzheimer disease patients (sAD), BMI1 was reduced, and the reduction
of BMI1 in healthy cortical neurons was sufficient to induce AD phenotype in culture (448). The
role of BMI1 as a neuroprotector is often associated with its role in the activation of antioxidant
response genes (AOR). Under oxidative stress NRF2 induces the transcription of these AOR, and
P53 acts as an inhibitor of NRF2 reducing the transcription of AOR. BMI1 by degrading P53 can
reestablish the expression of these genes, thus reducing the harmful reactive oxygen species
(ROS) in the neurons (285,286). Still, recent studies have also demonstrated that BMI1 plays a
crucial role in repressing MAPT gene or microtubule-associated protein tau (this gene codes for
the Tau protein). Hence, the loss of BMI1 in neurons leads to the expression of MAPT, therefore
an increase in Tau proteins (448). Furthermore, loss of BMI1 stabilizes GSK3b and P53, increasing
the accumulation of Tau proteins and decreasing the proteasomal degradation of these proteins
(448).

1.2.3 Repetitive DNA
Previously we mentioned that one of the roles of constitutive heterochromatin was to maintain
genome stability by repressing repetitive sequences of the genome that are overrepresented in
it (449). In fact, while these repeats represent 45% of the human genome (259), the underlying
genomic sequence of these repeats is less important for genome stability than the chromatin
conformation surrounding them and the maintenance of that chromatin (450). DNA repeats are
considered in fact “Fragile sites” (451) prone to mutation, number variation, chromosomal
breaks, and replication stalling or arrest (452–454). On the other hand, if these sequences are
well maintained and structured by the chromatin, they can be a potent tool for the cell to ensure
its chromosomal stability (455), especially at telomeres (456). These structures can also help the
cell control its gene expression (457) and even play a significant role in evolution by favoring gene
duplication and mutation (458–460). These elements can be categorized in many ways; in the
next paragraphs, we will divide these elements into two major groups: the tandem repeats and
the interspersed repeats explaining the differences. In figure 13, we can see a summarized graph
of the repeats type in the human genome with their corresponding families. The data was
compiled from various publications along with the RepeatMasker database (461).
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Figure 13.

Hierarchical classification of DNA repeats

1.2.3.1 Tandem repeats
Tandem repeats are highly repetitive sequences, usually repeated in tandem without any nonrepetitive sequence interspersed between them (462). The minisatellite DNA is formed of
stretches of 9 to 100 bp repeated in clusters of 10 to 100 while the microsatellite also called short
tandem repeats (STR) are stretched of 3 to 5 bp repeated in clusters of 10 to 100 (463). The
primary family of this category is the satellite DNA that englobes the acrocentric, the centromeric,
and the telomeric DNA according to the RepeatMasker database (Fig. 13) (461).
Tandem repeats are, by nature, very prone to what is called “replication slippage” or slippedstrand mispairing (464). We have discussed the concept of SSM and its implication on genome
integrity previously. In the context of tandem repeats, an SSM event induces a copy number
variation within the cluster, turning a proto-microsatellite, for example, into a microsatellite
(465). Satellite DNA can also be beneficial, especially during mitosis, when satellite DNA has a
unique role in the pairing and the segregation of sister chromatins (466–468). Satellite DNA also
plays a crucial role in telomere capping (469).
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1.2.3.2 Interspersed repeats
The building blocks of the interspersed repeats are the transposon, or the part of the genome
that can jump, and migrate from one locus to the other duplicating itself. Transposons were
discovered in 1940 by Barbara McClintock, a discovery that earned her a Nobel prize in 1983
(470). These transposons or mobile elements can be duplicated and spread across various loci on
the genome creating the interspersed repeats.
The interspersed repeats can be divided into two categories depending on the mechanism
underlying the transposition of these elements: some transposon jump from one locus to the
other in the form of DNA using a protein called transposase to facilitate their integration in the
target locus. These transposons are called DNA transposons (Fig. 13). In this case, the template
sequence is cut from the original locus, or replicated then cut, and it travels to the target locus to
be integrated (471). Other transposon elements require to be transcribed, thus passing by an RNA
transitional phase before being incorporated back into the genome by a retrotranscriptase, these
elements are called RNA transposons or retrotransposons (472).
From these two categories of interspersed repeats, only the retrotransposons are considered to
be active and functional in the human genome nowadays (259). The retrotransposons can be
further divided into LINE or SINE, depending on the length of the transposon element.
1.2.3.2.1 LINE
LINE elements or Long interspersed nuclear elements, as their name indicated, are long elements
usually of 6 to 7 kb. Only the most conserved of the LINE elements still harbor all the elements
and code for all the proteins needed for transposing efficiently (473). The proteins required for
the retrotransposon machinery are under two open reading frames (ORF) in the LINE elements:
ORF1 code for the P40 coiled coil-mediated trimeric proteins that play as a chaperon for packaging
the RNA (474–476), this P40 protein is similar to the transposase 22 protein (474). ORF2 code for
the ORF2p protein that has a reverse transcriptase activity and an endonuclease activity, it is this
endonuclease activity, precisely it's capacity to cleave the DNA, that is responsible for the
reintegration of the LINE element into the genome. (477–480). For example, the insertion of L1
elements near the NF1 gene causes a disease called neurofibromatosis (481). LINE elements,
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specifically the L1 family, are highly active during embryonic neuronal differentiation (482). The
retrotransposition of these L1 elements in somatic cells may also be beneficial, creating
diversification within the same organism, for example, between the different neuronal cells. This
diversification in the genetic load of neurons was hypothesized to be important to increase the
neuronal plasticity (483).
1.2.3.2.2 SINE
SINE elements or Short interspersed nuclear elements, as their name indicated, are short
elements usually of around 0.3 kb. Unlike LINEs, SINEs are non-autonomous and required the
transposon machinery of LINEs to jump loci, that is why they are considered parasitic elements
(484,485). When these elements are inserted in or near genes they can cause diseases, in fact,
their insertion was associated with cancer (267), hemophilia A and B (486–488), cystic fibrosis
(489), and neurofibromatosis (481).
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1.3 Ageing, Alzheimer disease and neurodegeneration
In this last section of the introduction, we will be talking about the concept of aging, first from a
cellular point of view to the full organism's point of view, highlighting the neurodegeneration that
accompanies the aging of humans. The concept of aging has shifted a lot in the history of science
along with the concept of immortality, and nowadays we are experiencing another major shift in
this domain with an increased focus on how to become “immortal” or more precisely how to
extend the life span of humans (490). In order to fulfill this task, some scientists are promoting a
change in lifestyle (491), while others are relying more on drugs (492) to curb the aging process
and slow it down. One of the main targets of such drugs is senescence (493). In this section, we
will try to understand the aging process better and apprehend its significance.

1.3.1 Hayflick limit
The dogma in the scientific community was that cells are immortal if cultured outside the
organism and that only extracellular phenomena can affect the life span of cells. This dogma was
mainly propagated by an experiment done by Dr. Alexis Carrel, who reported in 1912 the serial
cultivation of cells derived from the embryonic chicken heart for more than 20 years (494). In
1961, while establishing a new cell line called WI-38 (495), Dr. Leonard Hayflick noticed that the
cells were dying after 50 passages or what he called subcultivations (496). Dr. Hayflick called this
phenomenon the “Phase III”, arguing that each cell had a limited internal number of divisions that
it can accomplish. This new view of the cellular mortality introduced the concept that intracellular
phenomena can also be responsible for cell senescence. It was Sir Macfarlane Burnett, a Nobel
laureate, that coined the term “Hayflick limit” to this new way of thinking about cellular
senescence in his book Intrinsic Mutagenesis: A Genetic Approach to Ageing (497). Cellular
senescence, or more precisely in this context cellular replicative senescence, is an irreversible
arrest of the cell cycle (498). Senescent cells are also distinguished by their secretomes that are
high in growth factors, proteases, inflammatory cytokines, and immune modulators; all these
secreted factors combined are called Senescence-associated Secretory Phenotype (499). In the
next section, we will be introduced to some of the modulators of this Hayflick limit in cells and
the molecular mechanism behind these modulators.
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1.3.2 Aging of the cell
In order to better understand the aging of an organism, we ought to understand the aging process
of its building blocks: the cells that form this organism, that is why we are going to explore some
of the factors that influence the aging of these building block, the senescence of the cells, and its
effect on the organism as a whole (500).
1.3.2.1 Telomere shortening
Dr. Hayflick continued his work on cellular senescence and established that there is an internal
counter on the number of divisions that a cell can undergo; he called this the replicometer. Dr.
Hayflick and Dr. Wright also proved that this replicometer was inside the nucleus (501,502). At
the time, the molecular mechanism behind this replicometer was unknown. The more we
understood the molecular aspect of biology, the more telomere became interesting candidates
of this replicometer since with each round of cell division, these telomeres get shorter (503). It
was proven that when these telomeres reach a certain critical length, the cell undergoes
senescence (504–506). The experiment that consolidated the idea that telomere shortening is the
replicometer is the introduction of telomerase in cells that lacked this protein. Telomerase
protein helps to replicate the telomeres allowing them to regain length (507). The overexpression
of this protein extended the life span of these cells showing the importance of telomere length
on the senescence of the cells (508,509).
In order to better understand the importance of telomeres, we need to understand their
functions. Telomeres are tandem repeats at the extremities of our chromosomes that span 5kb
to 15 kb of the human chromosomes (510). This stretch of DNA ends with a G-rich leading strand
that is in the single strand form called G-overhang. This G-overhang invades the C-rich double
strand region that is upstream of it, forcing the end of the telomere to create a loop, this loop is
called a T-loop (511,512). This structure is maintained and controlled by a complex called the
shelterin complex (277,513). These loops, along with the shelterin complex, are essential to
preserving the integrity of the chromosome by preventing the fusion of the telomeres at their
respective ends (514). They also play a role in circumventing the DDR that otherwise would
recognize the end of the chromosomes, notably the G-overhand as DNA damage (515–517).
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1.3.2.2 ROS
Energy is a necessity in every system, from classical mechanics to quantum mechanics passing by
chemistry and life science. The cell is not an exception, and it also requires energy to function.
This energy is produced in the mitochondria, that is why Dr. Willis called them the “powerhouse
of the cell” in 1992 (518). The conversion of this energy is done via the Krebs cycle, and the energy
is presented in the form of Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (519). Unfortunately, as a byproduct of
this cycle, many ROS are produced. The most common examples of these reactive chemicals are
the superoxide (*O-2) or hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The hydrogen peroxide can be partially
reduced to hydroxide ion (HO-) and hydroxyl radical (*OH) (520). Since these molecules have an
unpaired electron in their atomic orbital, rendering them unstable, they can attack other stable
molecules to accept or donate electrons (521). This process creates a vicious circle where the
attacked molecules can, in their turn, become reactive and attack other molecules. It is worth
noting that while ROS can attack the cellular components like proteins, lipids, and the DNA, they
can also attack the mitochondrial components worsening the vicious cycle. These ROS can be
counteracted with a plethora of antioxidants like the manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD)
(522), glutathione peroxidase (GPx) (523), Glutathione reductase (GR) (524), thioredoxin 2
(525,526), and catalase (CAT) (527). These endogenous antioxidants can be helped by exogenous
ones like vitamin C, vitamin E, carotenoids, alkaloids, and polyphenols (528).
During aging, the balance between ROS and antioxidants is tipped towards ROS, causing more
and more damage to the mitochondria (529), and the cell, and thus the organism as a whole
(530,531). In order to prove the importance of these ROS on aging a ROS-scavenging
mitochondrial-targeted catalase was overexpressed in mice, these mice lived longer and healthier
and had protection against age-related pathologies like cardiomyopathy (532–534). Since
neurons have a high consumption of energy, and since the primary substrate of that energy in the
brain is glucose, it is not surprising that the brain is profoundly affected by this imbalance during
aging, leading to neurodegeneration with age (535–538). Indeed, we can find many mitochondrial
DNA mutations in the brain of AD patients (539), leading to more imbalance and more damage
incurred from these ROS.
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1.3.2.3 Deregulation of the Ink4A/Arf locus
The Ink4A/Arf locus is found on chromosome 9 in the human genome. This locus code for two
important proteins that control the cell cycle: the P16Ink4A and P19Arf (430). We discussed earlier
the importance of these proteins and their role in the cell cycle progression. This locus loses its
transcription silencing with age (540). While this derepression can be linked to BMI1, other factors
can also influence it like the increased expression of protein C-ets-1 (ETS1), protein C-ets-2 (ETS2),
or myeloid/lymphoid leukemia protein 1 (MLL1) (541)
1.3.2.4 Heterochromatin loss
We have discussed in previous chapters the importance of chromatin compaction. In this section,
we will explore the link between this compaction and aging. The connection between aging and
heterochromatin loss or chromatin reorganization stems from experiments done in the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae that shows the critical role that heterochromatin plays on the lifespan
of this budding yeast (542). This correlation between chromatin loss and age is also observed in
C. elegans, along with the disruption of nuclear architecture due to the loss of peripheral
heterochromatin (543). In order to confirm this association, scientists investigated more complex
organisms, the Drosophila, an organism that is a model for aging. In Drosophila, heterochromatin
loss was associated with age, along with an aberrant transcription of genes and transposable
elements (544–546). Indeed, the phenotypes observed in Drosophila were also found in mammals
with old cardiac tissue overexpressing the major satellite repeats due to the loss of chromatin
repression (547). Aged human fibroblasts also exhibited a loss of chromatin compaction and a
defect in nuclear architecture that was lamin dependent, just like the yeast model (548). Due to
the varieties of these modifications in humans, the loss of heterochromatin was put under the
umbrella of epigenetic drift, this term was established from an extensive study comparing the
epigenome of monozygotic twins. The authors of this study describe how the epigenome of these
twins is similar at a young age and become more and more distinct with age (549). Longevity
studies of monozygotic twins (550,551) have concluded that around 70% of the difference in life
span is due to this epigenetic drift (552). These observations and phenotypes of nuclear
disorganization also explain the progeroid syndromes like Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome
(HGPS). These patients have a mutation in the LMNA gene that encodes the LAMIN A/C (553,554)
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and manifest premature aging with osteolysis, atherosclerosis, aged facial features, and
myocardial infractions reducing their life expectancy to 12 years old (555). This epigenetic drift
can be attributed to many external factors like lifestyle, nutrition, and physical activities
(556,557). At the same time, the chromatin loss linked to age can be explained by intrinsic factors
such as reduced level of histones proteins with age (558–560), this histone shortage leads to the
replacement of core histones by histone variants (561–564).
1.3.2.5 DNA damage accumulation
While the cell can replace nearly all its components from the proteins to the lipids, it does not
have a mechanism to replace its DNA. That is why DNA repair machinery is vital in order to combat
aging. It is estimated that spontaneous decay of the DNA that is the typical everyday damage not
linked to a specific damaging agent is very considerable in the cell (565). This spontaneous decay
alone can be estimated to produce 100 000 lesions in every cell, every day, all of this not counting
the damage from exogenous sources (566). These damages should be repaired by very efficient
machinery to maintain the integrity of the genome. While this machinery in human cells is very
developed, a meta-analysis study showed a high correlation between age and DNA damage in
humans (567), most probably owing to the accumulation of everyday remainders of damage not
repaired every day. This machinery is so important to combat aging that most of the progeria
syndrome, except HGPS discussed earlier, have a mutation affecting a prominent protein of DDR.
From these diseases we can name Werner syndrome (WS) caused by a mutation in a helicase
called Werner (WRN), Fanconi anaemia (FA) also caused by a mutation of helicases especially
from the Fanconi anemia helicases family like the Fanconi anemia group J protein (FANCJ) (568),
this helicase is also responsible for another progeroid syndrome called bloom’s syndrome (BS)
(569), and we have XP that have a mutation in the genes coding for a protein in the nucleotide
excision repair (NER) machinery (570,571).
For the sake of clarity, each of these factors was presented as separate entities, but the fact
remains that all these factors can influence each other acting as echo chambers, for example the
ROS damage is more important if the chromatin is decompacted (572). The complex interaction
between these factors leads ultimately to more DNA damage and accelerated aging.
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Neurons are very slowly replaced in the brain, if ever, compared to the other cells of the body.
That is why the brain is on the frontline of the battle with age, and many neurodegenerative
diseases have aging as the most important risk factor.

1.3.3 Alzheimer disease
Dementia is a syndrome affecting the brain and reducing the memory capacity, along with
thinking and the ability to perform mundane routine everyday tasks. While many forms of
dementia exist, we are going to focus on Alzheimer’s disease since the World Health Organization
(WHO) estimated that it does represent 60 to 70% of all the cases of dementia in their last report
about dementia (573).
In 1901 Dr. Alois Alzheimer diagnosed his patient Auguste Deter with a new disease now called
Alzheimer disease in his honor (574). The 50-year-old patient was paranoid and had sleep
troubles. Furthermore, the patient suffered from a fast pace of deteriorating memory and
increased confusion. Upon the death of the patient, Dr. Alzheimer was able to study the brain
following the autopsy further. The postmortem analysis revealed histological anomalies later
identified as amyloid plaques and tau neurofibrillary tangles along with massive general atrophy
and degeneration of the cortex (575). At the time, the discoveries of Dr. Alzheimer were received
with a lack of interest, but what was an isolated case is now considered as the next big challenge
of societies. In fact, from what was an isolated case of Auguste Deter in 1901, the diagnosis of
this disease kept on growing, and nowadays it is estimated that 5.7 million Americans live with
this disease with a doubling time of the number of cases expected to be of 5.5 years (576). This
number is estimated to keep growing in the next years to hit 14 million in 2050, according to the
American Association of Alzheimer (577).
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Figure 14.

Projection of patient’s number in the coming years (577).

This increase in the number of cases comes with a high burden. In fact, it is estimated that in 2017
the USA paid 277 billion dollars dedicated to the care of people with this disease. This number
should also be compounded with another as substantial cost, these patients are often, in 48% of
the cases, looked after by family members or significant person, these caregivers are not paid,
but the estimated cost of their collective work is expected to be around 232.1 billion dollars in
2017. This is not merely an economic problem, the caregivers and the patients have another high
cost to pay, a psychological and emotional cost for obvious reasons: The patients do not like to
be a burden on the others and carry a feeling of guilt. For any caregiver, it is not easy to take care
of a loved one. However, when combining this fact with the memory loss of the loved one that in
some cases, they do not even recognize you anymore, this burden becomes even more
substantial. As a matter of fact, caregivers incur tremendous emotional, psychological, and
physical hardship. This burden is then translated in an increased in their own medical expenses:
the average annual health care payment for a person that is not taking care of an Alzheimer
patient is around 13 700$ in the USA, this number is almost quadrupled for a caregiver reaching
48 000$ (577). The overall economic cost of AD in the USA 1 trillion$ in 2018 and will hit 3 trillions
$ in 2030 (578). All these costs come on societies that are already struggling with their
infrastructure and the number of healthcare professionals that are barely enough nowadays and
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a population that is aging with less and less workforce and more senior citizens with the
percentage of the population aged 65 years old and older is expected to increase according to the
American census (see Fig. 15).

Figure 15.

Projection of percentage of the population aged 65 years old and more according to the
American census (579)

It is worth noting that this aging of the population is the primary driver of the increase in the
number of cases of AD. When we normalize the incidents of the disease with age, we find that
the incidence of AD is constant since 1990 (see Fig. 16).
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Figure 16.

Prevalence of AD over the years (580)

1.3.3.1 AD subcategories
AD is mainly divided into two categories that differ from an etiology point of view and the age of
onset point of view. In this chapter, we are going to describe these two distinct diseases.
1.3.3.1.1 Familial AD
Familial AD (fAD), is a hereditary autosomal dominant disease resulting from a mutation of one
of three different genes: amyloid precursor protein (APP) (581), presenilin 1 (PSEN1) (582,583),
and presenilin 2 (PSEN2) (584,585). Being a disease linked to a specific mutation, the etiology of
this disease is well understood. Unfortunately, this category of AD represents less than 5% of all
AD cases (586). A significant distinction of this form of AD is the age of onset, having a genetic
cause is manifests relatively early for neurodegenerative disease. In this case, fAD onset occurs
before the age of 65, that is why this form is also called early-onset Alzheimer disease (EOAD)
(587,588). Since Auguste Deter was diagnosed with AD at the age of 51, we now know that she
had the EOAD form.
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1.3.3.1.2 Sporadic AD
Contrary to the fAD, sAD is not hereditary. The underlying cause of sAD still needs to be elucidated
since no mutation was identified to be the cause of this disease. While no specific mutations were
identified as disease-causing, Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) have identified many
genetic variants to be a risk factor, meaning that the bearer of these variants represents a higher
risk of developing sAD than the non-bearer. The most known allele variant identified by GWAS is
the APOEe4, it is the allele variant that has the most significant effect on the onset of sAD. In fact,
recent studies have demonstrated that human neurons derived from iPSC that carried the
APOEe4 variant secreted Aβ40 and Aβ42 peptides, hallmarks of AD, twice as much as the neurons
that had the APOE3 variant (589). Correcting the conformation of APOEe4 using a small molecule
protected these neurons and reduced the pathological hallmarks proving that APOEe4 can be a
therapeutical target to prevent AD (589). APOEe4 can also fragilize the Blood-brain barrier by
activating the CypA-MMP9 pathway leading to a breakdown of this vital barrier that isolates the
brain from the rest of the circulatory blood (590). The breakdown of this barrier can lead to the
entry of neurotoxic products from the circulatory blood and can increase the inflammation in the
brain (591,592), contributing to the cognitive decline seen in AD (590,591). In fact, the breakdown
of this barrier is one of the earlier biomarkers of AD (593,594). Other risk factors with smaller
effect size are the TM2D3 gene coding for the Beta-Amyloid-Binding Protein-Like Protein 2 (595),
the COBL gene coding for the Cordon-bleu protein interacting with actin (596), the SLC10A2 gene
(596), the TREM2 gene (597), and many other variants. GWAS analysis also identified alleles that
were protective against sAD, meaning having this allele reduced the risk of developing sAD.
APOEe2 variant (598), and APP (A673T) variants (599,600) are the most important protective
alleles against sAD. All these variants were reviewed by Freudenberg-Hua et al. (601), a visual
representation of the effect of these alleles, and their prevalence in the population can be seen
in figure 17 (reproduced from (601)).
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Figure 17.

Allele effect on the incidence of sAD with the prevalence of this allele in the population
as reproduced from Freudenberg-Hua et al. (601)

Since this form of AD is not hereditary, and we do not have a genetic cause for it, the underlying
mechanisms driving this disease are still unknown and need more study, this is unfortunate since
95% of AD cases are sAD. Another significant risk factor of this form is age; in fact, sAD occurs
after the age of 65 (587,588); that is why it is also called late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD).
1.3.3.2 Hallmark of AD
While the etiologies of these two forms of AD are different, the physiopathological manifestations
are very similar. Below, we are going to reveal the most important hallmarks of AD.
1.3.3.2.1 Brain atrophy
AD brains experience severe atrophy with the progression of the AD disease (602,603). This
atrophy is due to neuronal death in AD (604). In the age of Dr. Alzheimer, this atrophy can only
be seen in the postmortem autopsy. However, nowadays, these modifications can be visualized
with MRI scanning as a tool for diagnostic and a predictive tool for the progression of the disease
(605). Examples of brain atrophy can be seen in figure 18. New studies have revealed that this
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neuronal death is closely correlated with the progression of dementia and not any other hallmark
of AD-like the Ab42 plaques or the Tau tangles (606).

Figure 18.

A comparison between a healthy and an Alzheimer’s disease brain.

A) represent the picture comparison of the brain postmortem, the AD brain present lots of
caveats caused by the atrophy (this picture is in the public domain and was taken from
the NIH library (607))
B) represent the MRI results of these a healthy and AD brain. We can notice the caveats
even with the MRI (this picture was modified from (608)).
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1.3.3.2.2 Β-amyloid plaques
APP is a transmembrane protein expressed ubiquitously in the body, but it is known to have a
higher concentration at the synapses of the neurons, and most of the known functions of APP are
linked to the synapses. It is worth noting that while APP is ubiquitously expressed, APP (695), a
variant of APP, is solely expressed in the brain (609). Since a mutation of APP has been identified
as one of the causing effects in fAD, most of the studies concentrated on understanding the role
of APP in neuron functions. In healthy brains, APP has been shown to play a crucial role in
controlling the level of excitation of the synapse’s inputs by controlling the transcription levels of
keys players in the synaptic transmission pathway (610,611). In another study, the synapses of
APP-KO neurons had more synaptic vesicles, and these are the vesicles containing
neurotransmitters and released upon the synapses excitation in order to transmit the signal to
the other neurons. The increase in the numbers of these vesicles suggests that the APP-KO
neurons had more functional synapses than the control neurons, confirming the inhibitory role
of APP on the neurons' activity (612).
In the standard physiological processing of APP, or what is called a non-amyloidogenic pathway,
APP is first cleaved by an α-secretase (see Fig. 19), this cleavage releases an extracellular peptide
called sAPPα and another transmembrane fragment called C83. The cleavage by the α-secretase
cut through the Aβ sequence, the sequence responsible for the accumulation, and the
aggregation of amyloid plaques. Furthermore, the sAPPα demonstrated neuroprotective
properties (613–615). All these observations render the cleavage of APP by an α-secretase
beneficial and even neuroprotective. The second step of the non-amyloidogenic pathway is the
cleavage of the C83 by the γ-secretases, this cleavage produces an extracellular peptide called p3
and an intracellular peptide called APP- intracellular domain (AICD) (see Fig. 19). We still do not
know the exact role of the p3 peptide, but the AICD is a regulator of transcription that can
modulate the expression of various proteins involved in the neuronal pathways (616,617). PSEN1
and PSEN2, the two proteins identified in the fAD to be mutated belong to the complex of the γsecretases, demonstrating the importance of this step in the disease progression.
In a pathological brain, the amyloidogenic pathway is overrepresented. In this pathway, the first
cleavage is performed by the β-secretase instead of the α-secretase. This abnormal cleavage
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produces an extracellular peptide called sAPPβ and a transmembrane peptide called C99. The C99
fragment contains the intact Aβ sequence that is then released extracellularly when the γsecretase cleaves the C99 releasing the Aβ fragment and the AICD (Fig. 19). The Aβ fragment is
known for its ability to self-assemble, creating soluble oligomers, and the assembly of these
oligomers creates the β-pleated sheets observed by Dr. Alzheimer in the brain of Auguste Deter
(618,619). The Prevalent theory about AD disease is the “Amyloid theory”. This theory states that
the imbalance between the amyloidogenic and the non-amyloidogenic pathway results in an
increase in Aβ production and thus an increase in Aβ plaque formation, therefore, initiating AD
(620,621). Following this theory, many therapeutic human trials were conducted using antibodies
targeting Aβ plaques. More than 4 phase III human trials were conducted and failed due to lack
of efficacy (622). Although the “Amyloid theory” is the prevalent theory, many experiments
challenged it, showing that the presence of plaques is not correlated with the memory
impairment and that the removal of these plaques could not stop the progression of AD (623,624).
Furthermore, comparison studies revealed that the soluble oligomers of Aβ were the most
neurotoxic form of Aβ (625). These new revelations opened the possibility for a new school of
thought: in this theory, the plaques are protective against AD because they sequester the toxic
oligomers (626,627).
The mechanism behind tilting the balance between the non-amyloidogenic pathway and the
amyloidogenic pathway is evident in the fAD since many of the key players are known to be
mutated in this form. In sAD, the mechanism behind this switch is more complicated because the
key players are not known to have significant mutations.
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Figure 19.

Physiological and pathological pathways of APP processing (628)

1.3.3.2.3 Tau tangles
Tau protein is predominantly expressed in neurons (629). Tau protein is involved in the
axoplasmic transport in the neurons (630), this function is especially important in neurons since
they are large cells with long axons requiring the transportation of molecules from the nucleus to
the effector site: the synapses. Tau binds to the microtubule via its microtubule-binding domain
(631); this interaction stabilizes the polymerization of these microtubules (632). Tau can be
phosphorylated by different kinases (633). This phosphorylation of Tau reduces the efficiency of
tau binding to the microtubule and its effect on stabilizing them (634), the phosphorylation of
Tau, and their subsequent disassociation from the microtubules promote Tau self-assembly and
oligomerization (635). The oligomerization of Tau produces Tau tangles, also called Neurofibrillary
tangles (NFT). NFTs have been identified by Dr. Alzheimer in the brain of Auguste Deter along with
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the Aβ plaques as a marker of AD. However, NFTs have been demonstrated in a panoply of
neurodegenerative diseases that are grouped under the umbrella of tauopathies.
In AD NFTs are formed before the Aβ plaques in the brain (636), but this accumulation will be
restricted to the transentorhinal region of the brain (NFTs stage I and II) (637). NFTs will start
invading the limbic regions like the hippocampus (NFTs stage III and IV) and then the neocortex
(NFTs stage V and VI) after Aβ plaques deposition (Fig. 20 reproduced from (638)) (638,639).
Most importantly, and unlike Aβ plaques, the spatial and temporal deposition pattern of NFTs
mimics the neuronal loss (636). Moreover, NFTs deposition, also unlike Aβ plaques, correlate with
the cognitive loss progression (640). All these observations taken together make NFTs a better
indicator of AD diagnostic and progression than Aβ plaques. It is worth noting that NFTs are
considered an indicator of the disease and not the cause of it, in fact, NFT are not toxic (641,642),
but the soluble intermediate oligomers of tau are the toxic forms (643,644).

Figure 20.

Chronological assessment of the NFTs deposition along with the Aβ plaques (638)

Development of neuroﬁbrillary changes and amyloid deposits in 2,661 non-selected autopsy
cases as calculated from (637)
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To better understand the trigger initiating AD, researchers studied the influence of Tau on Aβ and
vice versa. These studies demonstrated that Tau of its own, without any Aβ, induces the toxicity
and the memory loss seen in AD (645–647). Furthermore, the toxicity of Aβ can be mitigated if
not rescued by the reduction of Tau levels (648,649). These observations reinforce the theory
called “the Tau theory” that states Tau as the primary trigger of AD. Unfortunately, these
observations are not clean-cut, and many contradictory pieces of evidence shine a different light,
in particular, and experiment that shows that Aβ exacerbates the tau pathology but not vice versa
(650) undermining the bases of the “Tau theory”. The reason why Tau is hyperphosphorylated in
AD is still to be elucidated.

1.3.4 Sporadic AD and aging
While we do not know how AD is triggered or by what, we do have age as the leading risk factor.
Age is, in fact, the common denominator that ties all the scales that we have explained
beforehand. Age induces gradual changes in the chromatin structure, these changes cause DNA
damage and modified gene expression, all of which can be seen in AD samples. In fact, AD brains
have relaxed heterochromatin (447,448). This decondensation of the chromatin leads to the
expression at a higher level of the repeat elements of the genome, especially the LINE elements
(651,652). The decondensation of the heterochromatin and the subsequent changes in the
expression of the repeat element induce, as stated before, DNA damage accumulation, this DNA
damage accumulation is well documented in the case of AD (653–656). The accumulation of the
DNA damage and the repair machinery of this damage increases the expression of Tau (657,658)
phosphorylation of Tau (659). Moreover, to turn full circle, Tau promotes heterochromatin
relaxation (660), and p-Tau induces overexpression of the transposable elements (661).
Furthermore, Aβ and tau induce DNA damage (662,663). To conclude, AD is a complex disease in
which all the strata of the cell are involved from the microscopic to the macroscopic. Furthermore,
that neurodegeneration is a vicious circle in which every stratum feeds the next.
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2 Chapter 2 – The Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 Protein
BMI1 is Required for Constitutive Heterochromatin
Formation and Silencing in Mammalian Somatic Cells
In this article, we studied the role of BMI1 in the maintenance of constitutive heterochromatin in
mammalian somatic cells. Before this article, it was thought that BMI1 was excluded from the
constitutive heterochromatin and restricted to the facultative one.
While publishing this article we submitted data as “reviewers’ eyes only” since the journal was
not publishing supplementary data. The reviewers of our article had access to these figures and
assessed the article in light of these figures along with the core manuscript. These data are
presented in this work in annex I.
This article demonstrated not just that BMI1 is localized at constitutive heterochromatin, but it
plays an essential role in the recruitment of proteins associated with constitutive
heterochromatin, specifically to the repetitive loci in order to silence them.
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Background: BMI1 silences the expression of genes located at the facultative heterochromatin.
Results: BMI1 is abundant at repetitive genomic regions, including the pericentromeric
heterochromatin (PCH), where it is required for compaction and silencing.
Conclusion: BMI1 is essential for PCH formation.
Significance: BMI1 function at PCH is important to understand how BMI1 regulates genomic
stability.

2.1 Abstract
The Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 (PRC1), containing the core BMI1 and RING1A/B proteins,
mono-ubiquitinylates histone H2A (H2Aub), and is associated with silenced developmental genes
at facultative heterochromatin. It is, however, assumed that the PRC1 is excluded from
constitutive heterochromatin in somatic cells based on work performed on mouse embryonic
stem cells and oocytes. We show here that BMI1 is required for constitutive heterochromatin
formation and silencing in human and mouse somatic cells. BMI1 was highly enriched at
intergenic and pericentric heterochromatin, co-immunoprecipitated with the architectural
heterochromatin proteins HP1, DEK1, and ATRx, and was required for their localization. In
contrast, BRCA1 localization was BMI1-independent and partially redundant with that of BMI1 for
H2Aub deposition, constitutive heterochromatin formation, and silencing. These observations
suggest a dynamic and developmentally regulated model of PRC1 occupancy at constitutive
heterochromatin, and where BMI1 function in somatic cells is to stabilize the repetitive genome.
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2.2 Introduction
Chromosomes are structurally organized in distinct sub-compartments, as determined by the
local DNA sequence and chromatin organization. Euchromatin defines “relaxed” chromatin
regions containing actively transcribed genes. In contrast, heterochromatin defines “compacted”
chromatin regions containing tissue-specific and developmental genes (the facultative
heterochromatin) or gene-poor regions (the constitutive heterochromatin) (664). The
constitutive heterochromatin is found at the center (centromere) and ends (telomeres) of
chromosomes and is mostly constituted of repetitive DNA sequences (664). Numerous (about
10,000) repetitive A/T rich DNA elements of 231 bp are also found in the pericentromeric
heterochromatin (PCH) of mouse chromosomes. Because constitutive heterochromatin regions
contained repetitive DNA sequences, the maintenance of chromatin compaction is essential to
preserve genomic stability (665). During mitosis, repetitive elements can recombine, resulting in
non-homologous recombination between different chromosomes or different regions of paired
chromosomes and thus chromosomes deletion, translocation, and fusion (666). Repetitive DNA
sequences can also be transcribed, resulting in aberrant non-coding RNA. Stabilization of
telomeres and centromeres is also essential for chromosome ends capping and kinetochore
attachment during mitosis (667). Finally, about 40% of the mammalian genome is constituted of
“parasitic” retro-element located in intergenic regions of chromosomes. Active repression of
these elements is important to maintain genomic stability since some of these can self-replicate
and randomly integrate the genome (668,669).
Nucleosomes are the basic building unit of chromatin and are constituted of a 147 bp of DNA
wrapped against a histone octamer containing two molecules of each of the four histones H2A,
H2B, H3 and H4 (the nucleosome core particle) (664). The addition of linker histones, such as
histone H1, increases the amount of associate DNA by 20 bp to elicit higher levels of chromatin
compaction and high order chromatin structure. The chromatin is also attached at multiple points
to the nuclear envelope, and the spatial organization of the chromatin in the nucleus is important
for the regulation of gene transcription (670,671). Post-translational modifications of histones,
such as methylation, acetylation, and ubiquitylation, can modify chromatin compaction and
stability. For example, silent or compact chromatin is associated with tri-methylation of histone

H3 at lysine 9 (H3K9me3) or 27 (H3K27me3), while open chromatin is associated with histone H3
tri-methylation at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) or acetylation at lysine 9 (H3K9ac) (672). Acetylation brings
in a negative charge, acting to neutralize the positive charge on histones and decreases the
interaction of the N termini of histones with the negatively charged phosphate groups of DNA. In
pathological conditions, histones hyper-acetylation can result in chromatin and chromosomes decondensation (673).
A core of proteins is involved in the establishment and maintenance of constitutive
heterochromatin. Most of these proteins are conserved in Drosophila and were identified as
modifiers of position effect variegation (664). In mammals, the buildup of these proteins to
heterochromatic DNA follows a relatively well-characterized sequence where zinc finger proteins
recognize and bind repetitive DNA sequences. This is followed by enrichment for Histones H1 and
H2a/z, accumulation of Hmga1/2, attachment of KAP1/Trim28 (a SUMO E3 ligase), and of the
ATP-dependent chromatin remodeler ATR, deacetylation of histones by HDAC2 and trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine 9 by SUV39h1 and SUV39h2. Association of SUMOylated HP1a
and HP1b to a non-coding RNA results in increased binding affinity for H3K9me3, and this is
further enhanced and stabilized by the suppressor of variegation protein DEK1 (674,675). The
DEK1/HP1/SUV39 complex then propagates the H3K9me3 marks on the chromatin, resulting in
heterochromatin formation (676–680). Interestingly, ATRx localizes at both telomeric and PCH,
and germline mutations in ATRx are associated with the Alpha-Thalassemia with mental
Retardation X-linked syndrome (126,681,682). Surprisingly, it was shown that the BRCA1 protein,
which possesses histone H2A mono-ubiquitin ligase activity when in complex with BARD1, is also
enriched at PCH and required for H2A ubiquitination, heterochromatin compaction and silencing
(683–685). This novel BRCA1 function was proposed to explain the severe genomic instability
phenotype of BRCA1-deficient cells (684).
Polycomb group (PcG) proteins form large multimeric complexes involved in gene silencing
through modifications of chromatin organization (335). They are classically subdivided into two
groups, namely Polycomb Repressive Complex 1 (PRC1) and PRC2 (321). Histone modifications
induced by the PRC2 complex (which includes EZH2, EED, and SUV12) and the PRC1 complex
(which includes BMI1, RING1A, and RING1B/RNF2) allows stable silencing of gene expression in
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euchromatin and facultative heterochromatin (344,686,687). Notably, previous recruitment
models of PcG proteins through sequential histone modifications have been revised following
that PRC1-variants could operate independently- and even upstream of PRC2 (373,374). The PRC2
contains histone H3 tri-methylase activity at lysine 27 (H3K27me3), while the PRC1 contains
histone H2A mono-ubiquitin ligase activity at lysine 119 (H2Aub) (344,686,687). A number of
observations have implicated these proto-oncogenes in human cancers (688–693). At the
opposite, Bmi1-deficient mice display neurological abnormalities, post-natal depletion of stem
cells, increased reactive oxygen species, reduced life span, and premature aging phenotypes
(286,327,694,695). Likewise, primary human and mouse cells deficient for BMI1 undergo rapid
senescence, in part through activation of the tumor suppressor INK4A locus (327,695,696). BMI1
was also implicated in DNA damage response and repair, and maintenance of genomic stability
(423,697–699).
Although PRC1 proteins have not been directly implicated in constitutive heterochromatin
formation or maintenance, at least some line of evidence support this possibility: 1) Immuno-gold
localization of BMI1 by electron microscopy in U-2 OS cells revealed high enrichment in electrondense heterochromatin; 2) BMI1 immuno-localization was found at PCH in transformed human
cell lines (356,700–702). However, based on work performed on mouse embryonic stem cells and
oocytes, it is generally assumed that PRC1 proteins are excluded from PCH in normal mammalian
somatic cells (374,703–705). In contrast with this model, we found that BMI1 is abundant at
constitutive heterochromatin in mouse and human somatic cells, and required for
heterochromatin formation/maintenance and silencing. In Bmi1-null mice, cortical neurons
showed loss of heterochromatin compaction and activation of intergenic retro-elements and
satellite repeats. Consistently, Bmi1 co-localized with H3K9me3 and was highly enriched at PCH
in mouse neurons. BMI1 was also enriched at constitutive heterochromatin, including PCH, in
normal human neural precursors. Furthermore, BMI1 co-purified with architectural
heterochromatin proteins and with histone H3K9me3. BMI1 localization and H2Aub deposition at
constitutive heterochromatin were EZH2 and H3K27me3-independent. In both transformed and
normal primary somatic cells, BMI1 inactivation resulted in the loss of heterochromatin and
alteration in the architecture of the nuclear envelope. Notably, BRCA1 localization was unaffected
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upon BMI1 deficiency, and both proteins showed partial functional redundancy for H2A
ubiquitination, heterochromatin formation, and silencing. These findings reveal an essential
function for BMI1 in constitutive heterochromatin formation and silencing in mammalian somatic
cells.
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2.3 Experimental procedures
2.3.1 Animals
Mice were used in accordance with the Animal Care Committee of the Maisonneuve-Rosemont
Hospital Research Center (Approval ID #2009-40; #2009-42; # 2011-23).

2.3.2 Neuronal cultures
Embryonic day 18.5 cortices were dissected in oxygenated HBSS. Following meninges removal,
cortices were cut to ~1mm3 pieces, and incubated at 37ºC for 15 min in 2 ml TrypleEx solution
(Invitrogen). Afterward, the enzymatic solution was discarded, and cortex pieces dissociated in
HBSS with a 1 ml tip (10 times up and down). After dissociation, cells were plated at 1.5 x 105
cells/well on poly-L-lysine-coated 6-well plates or 8-well cultures slides (BD Biosciences). Cells
were maintained in a normal medium composed of Neurobasal-A Medium (Invitrogen),
Glutamax-I (Gibco), gentamycin (50 µg/ml; Gibco), B27 supplement (Gibco), NGF (50 ng/ml;
Invitrogen) and BDNF (0.5 ng/ml; Invitrogen).

2.3.3 Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay
ChIP was performed using the ChIP Assay kit (Upstate). Cells were homogenized at RT according
to the manufacturer’s protocol and sonicated on ice for 10 sec at 30% amplitude to shear the
chromatin (Branson Digital Sonifier 450, Crystal Electronics, On. Canada). Sonicated materials
were immunoprecipitated using 2 µg mouse anti-BMI1, mouse anti-H2AK119ub clone E6C5,
mouse anti-RING1B, and mouse anti-HP1 (Millipore), rabbit anti-H3K9me3, and rabbit antiH3K27me3 (Abcam), rabbit anti-BRCA1 (SantaCruz), and rabbit anti-mouse IgG (Upstate)
antibodies. Fragments were then amplified by real-time PCR in triplicates. Human primers sets
used were as in (684). ChIP-qPCR data were analyzed according to the Percent Input method.
First, the raw Ct of the diluted 1% input fraction is adjusted by subtracting 6.64 cycles (i.e. log2 of
the dilution factor 100). Subsequently, the percent input of each IP fraction is calculated according
to this equation: 100*2(Adjusted Input Ct-Ct(IP).
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2.3.4 Real-time RT-PCR
Mouse cortices or human cells were diced, and RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen). Reverse transcription (RT) was performed using 1 µg of total RNA, and the MML-V
reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Real-time PCR was carried in triplicates using Platinum
SYBRGreen Supermix (Invitrogen) and Real-time PCR apparatus (ABI prism 7002).

2.3.5 Micrococcal nuclease and DNase assays
One million (106) cells were harvested at the log phase growth and used in either nuclease
sensitivity assay. Cells were permeabilized (0.02% l-α-lysolecithin, 150 mM sucrose, 35 mM
HEPES, 5 mM KH2PO4, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM CaCl2) on ice for 90 seconds, and then washed in icecold PBS. The cell pellet was resuspended in nuclease buffer (150 mM sucrose, 50 mM Tris–HCl
(pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2) on ice, and nucleases were added. Digestions were performed
at 24°C. Reactions were stopped by adding digestion stop buffer (20 mM Tris.Cl (pH7.4), 0.2 M
NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 2% SDS) and 0.1 mg/ml RNaseA for 30 min at 37°C. DNA was extracted by
phenol/chloroform and visualized on 0.8% native agarose gel/ethidium bromide.

2.3.6 Plasmid constructs and viruses
Sequence-specific oligonucleotides stretch shRNA designed to target the BMI-1 ORF (accession #:
BC011652): were synthetized. Oligo#1 (nt 1061-1081) 5’-CCTAATACT TTCCAGATTGAT-3’, and
oligoScramble (nt 573-591) 5’- Ggtacttcattga tgccac-3’ were used in this study. These sequences
are followed by the loop sequence (TTCAAGAGA) and finally, the reverse complements of the
targeting sequences. The double-stranded shRNA sequences were cloned downstream of the H1P
promoter of the H1P-UbqC-HygroEGFP plasmid using Age1, SmaI, and XbaI cloning sites. The
shRNA-expressing lentiviral plasmids were cotransfected with plasmids pCMVdR8.9 and pHCMVG into 293FT packaging cells using Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's
instructions. Viral containing media were collected, filtered, and concentrated by
ultracentrifugation. Viral titers were measured by serial dilution on 293T cells, followed by
microscopic analysis 48 hr later. For viral transduction, lentiviral vectors were added to
dissociated cells prior to plating. Hygromycin selection (150 µg/ml) was added 48 h later. shBRCA1
constructs (MISSION shRNA) are from Sigma, and siRING1B (FlexiTube siRNA) are from Qiagen.
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The RNAi-resistant BMI1-Myc construct (BMI1myc-R) was generated by synthesis (GenScript) and
where the nucleotide sequence of the human BMI1 cDNA (5’-CCTAATACT TTCCAGATTGAT-3’) was
changed to (5-CCC AACACATTTCAAATAGAC-3), thus preserving the original amino-acid sequence
of BMI1.

2.3.7 Proteomics
293T cells were transfected with the EFv-CMV-GFP (GFP-293T) or EFv-BMI1-Myc-CMV-GFP (Myc293T) plasmids. Protein extracts were subjected to immunoprecipitation using an anti-Myc
antibody. Immunoprecipitates were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and LC-MS analysis was performed.

2.3.8 Fixation, sectioning, and immunolabeling
Tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin according to standard
protocols. 5 to 7 µm thick sections were mounted on Super-Frost glass slides (Fisher Scientific)
and processed for immunohistochemistry staining. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded slices were
analyzed by using the Vectastain® ABC kit (Vector) according to the manufacturer instructions.
Peroxidase substrate DAB (brown) (Sigma). Observations were made under a fluorescence
microscope (Leica DMRE, Leica Microsystems), and images were captured with a digital camera
(Retiga EX; QIMAGING; with OpenLab, ver.3.1.1 software; Open-Lab, Canada). Antibodies used in
this study were mouse anti-BMI1 and anti-HP1 (Millipore), rabbit anti-H3K9Ac, and anti-H3K9me3
(Abcam). Secondary antibodies used were FITC-conjugated donkey anti-mouse and rhodamineconjugated donkey anti-rabbit (Chemicon).

2.3.9 Immunoprecipitation and Western blot
For BMI1/Myc immunoprecipitation experiments, 293T cells were transfected with EFv-/CMVGFP or EFv-BMI1Myc/CMV-GFP plasmids using Lipofectamine according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Whole-cell extracts were collected in immunoprecipitation (IP) buffer [100 mM TrisHCl, pH7.5; 150 mM NaCl; 0.1% Tween 20; protease inhibitors Complete (Roche Applied Science)].
Following the determination of protein concentration, lysates were subjected to immunoaffinity
purification. Briefly, protein extracts (4 mg) were incubated with continuous rotation for 3 h at
4°C with 50 ul of affinity matrix carrying mouse monoclonal anti-c-Myc IgG (clone 9E10; Covance).
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The matrix was washed four times with the wash buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5; 150mM NaCl;
0.1%Tween 20; protease inhibitors Complete). The bound proteins were eluted by treating the
beads twice with 1 bead volume (50 ul) of c-Myc peptide solution (Covance) (400 ug/ml in 20 mM
Tris-HCl, pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl) for 15 min and used in Western blot experiments. Detection and
identification of immunoprecipitated proteins were performed by Western blot and LC-MS/MS
(liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry). For LC-MS/MS analysis, proteins were
revealed in silver-stained gels according to standard protocol. Protein band cutting, trypsin-based
in-gel protein digestions, and subsequent LCMS/MS procedures were performed in the
Innovation Centre at Genome Quebec.

2.3.10 Primer sequences
Gene
Forward
Reverse
Hprt
5’-ACTGTAATGATCAGTCAACGGG-3’
5-GGCCTGTATCCAACACTTGG-3’
Bmi1 5’-GGAGACCAGCAAGTATTGTCCTATTTG-3’ 5’-CTTACGATGCCCAGCAGCAATG-3’
P16
5’-CAACGCCCCGAACTCTTTC-3’
5-GCAGAAGAGCTGCTACGTGAAC3’
Line
5′-TGGCTTGTGCTGTAAGATCG-3′
5′-TCTGTTGGTGGTCTTTTTGTC-3′
Sine
5′-GAGCACACCCATGCACATAC-3′
5′-AAAGGCATGCACCTCTACCACC-3′
Min.sat
5′-TTGGAAACGGGATTTGTAGA-3’
5′-CGGTTTCCAACATATGTGTTTT3′
Maj.
5′-GGCGAGAAAACTGAAAATCACG-3′
5′-CTTGCCATATTCCACGTCCT-3′
sat
IAP1
5′-CGCTCCGGTAGAATACTTAC-3′
5′-TGCCATGCCGGCGAGCCTGT-3′
Table 7 . Mouse RT-qPCR primers

Gene
Line
Sine
Min. sat
Maj. sat
IAP1
HoxA7.1
Globin

Forward
Reverse
5′-TGGCTTGTGCTGTAAGATCG-3′
5′-TCTGTTGGTGGTCTTTTTGTC-3′
5′-GAGCACACCCATGCACATAC-3′
5′-AAAGGCATGCACCTCTACCACC3′
5′-TTGGAAACGGGATTTGTAGA-3’
5′-CGGTTTCCAACATATGTGTTTT-3′
5′-GGCGAGAAAACTGAAAATCACG-3′
5′-CTTGCCATATTCCACGTCCT-3′
5′-CGCTCCGGTAGAATACTTAC-3′
5′-TGCCATGCCGGCGAGCCTGT-3′
5’-GTGGGCAAAGAGTGGATTTC-3’
5’-CCCCGACAACCTCATACCTA-3’
5′-CAGTGAGTGGCACAGCATCC-3′
5′-CAGTCAGGTGCACCATGATGT-3′
Table 8 . Mouse ChIP-qPCR primers
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Gene
GAPDH
BMI1
P16
Alu

Forward
5’-TCACCAGGGCTGCTTTTAAC-3’
5’-AATCCCCACCTGATGTGTGT-3’
5’-GGGTTTTCGTGGTTCACATC-3’
5’-CCTCAATCTCGCTCTCGCTC-3’

McBox

5′-AGGGAATGTCTTCCCATAAAAACT-3′

Sat a
Sat III

Gene
HOXC13.
2
Globin
Alu
McBox
Sat a
Sat III

Reverse
5’-ATCCACAGTCTTCTGGGTGG-3’
5’-GCTGGTCTCCAGGTAACGAA-3’
5’-CTGCCCATCATCATGACCT-3’
5’-CTCTAAGGCTGCTCAATGTCA3’
5′-GTCTACCTTTTATTTGAATTCCCG3′
5′-CAACGAAGGCCACAAGATGTC-3′

5′-AAGGTCAATGGCAGAAAAGAA-3′
5′5′-TCCATTCCATTCCTGTACTCGG-3'
AATCAACCCGAGTGCAATCNGAATGGAATCG-3′
Table 9 . Human RT-qPCR primers

Forward

Reverse

5’-AGCAGAGCTCAGTGGGAGAG-3’

5’-AATTTCAGGCCCACCCTTAG-3’

5’-GGCTGTCATCACTTAGACCTC-3’
5’-CCTCAATCTCGCTCTCGCTC-3’

5’-GGTTGCTAGTGAACACAGTTG-3’
5’-CTCTAAGGCTGCTCAATGTCA-3’
5′GTCTACCTTTTATTTGAATTCCCG-3′
5′-CAACGAAGGCCACAAGATGTC-3′

5′-AGGGAATGTCTTCCCATAAAAACT-3′

5′-AAGGTCAATGGCAGAAAAGAA-3′
5′AATCAACCCGAGTGCAATCNGAATGGAATCG- 5′-TCCATTCCATTCCTGTACTCGG-3'
3′
Table 10 . Human ChIP-qPCR primers

2.3.11Statistical analysis
Statistical differences were analyzed using Student's t-test for unpaired samples. Two wayANOVA test was used for multiple comparisons with one control group. In all cases, the criterion
for significance (P-value) was set, as mentioned in the figures.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Bmi1 is required for constitutive heterochromatin formation and silencing
in mouse cortical neurons
We performed transmission electron microscopy on cortical slices from WT and Bmi1-/- mice at
postnatal day 30 (P30). Notably, electron-dense chromocenters were smaller, and the nuclear
envelope was generally irregular in Bmi1-/- neurons (Fig. 21A). By immunohistochemistry (IHC) on
cortical sections and using antibodies against H3K9me3 and H3K9ac-a mark of open chromatin,
we observed reduced H3K9me3 labeling in Bmi1-/- neurons together with increased H3K9ac
labeling (Fig. 21B). Immuno-reactivity for HP1, KAP1, HDAC1, and ATRx was also reduced in Bmi1/-

neurons, suggesting heterochromatin anomalies (Fig. 21B). Quantitative analysis revealed that

the number of H3K9me3-positive chromocenters was reduced in Bmi1-/- neurons, while neuron’s
nuclear diameter was increased (Fig. 21C). Because post-natal neurodegeneration may account
for the observed chromatin anomalies, we analyzed cortical sections from WT and Bmi1-/embryos at e18.5. We found that H3K9me3 and HP1 staining were reduced in Bmi1-/- neurons,
while that of H3K9ac was unaffected, suggesting that histone hyper-acetylation is secondary to
defective heterochromatinization (Fig. 21D). Likewise, cultured cortical neurons from Bmi1-/embryos showed reduced H3K9me3 labeling when compared to Bmi1+/- littermates (Fig. 21E). By
immuno-fluorescence (IF) on P30 brain sections, we observed reduced immuno-labeling for
Lamin A/C at the center of Bmi1-/- neuron’s nuclei when compared to WT, suggesting anomalies
in the nuclear envelope (Fig. 21F). Deficiency in constitutive heterochromatin formation can
affect repeat-DNA sequences expression. By quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR) analyses, we found
increased expression of Major pericentromeric repeats in Bmi1-/- mouse cortices and of intergenic
LINE elements and Major and Minor pericentromeric repeats in Bmi1-/- cultured e18.5 neurons,
when compared to WT (Fig. 21G-H). To test if Bmi1 was enriched at PCH in mouse neurons, we
performed Chromatin Immuno-Precipitation (ChIP)-qPCR on cultured WT and Bmi1-/- e18.5
neurons after 7 days in vitro. We found that Bmi1 specifically accumulated at all repeat-DNA
sequences and at the Bmi1-target gene Hoxa7 (Fig. 22A). Notably, while enrichment for
H3K27me3 was observed at Hoxa7 in WT neurons (and slightly reduced in Bmi1-/- neurons),
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H3K27me3 enrichment at repeat-DNA was negligible in both conditions (Fig. 22A). Bmi1deficiency in mouse neurons also resulted in depletion of RING1B, HP1, H3K9me3, and H2Aub at
repeat-DNA sequences, while the accumulation of BRCA1 was unaffected or increased (Fig. 22A).
Bmi1 co-localization with H3K9me3 in mouse cortical neurons was confirmed by IF on brain
sections at P30 (Fig. 22B). Bmi1 antibody specificity was further validated by IF on cultured e18.5
cortical neurons (Fig. 22C). These results revealed that Bmi1 is required for heterochromatin
formation and repeat-DNA silencing in mouse cortical neurons and enriched at PCH together with
RING1B and BRCA1.

Figure 21.

Bmi1-deficient mouse cortical neurons present heterochromatin anomalies

(A) Transmission electron microscopy analysis of cortical neurons in P30 WT and Bmi1-/- mice.
Note the reduction in electron-dense chromocenters and the anomalies in nuclear membrane
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architecture in Bmi1-/- neurons (arrows). (B) Paraffin-embedded brain sections from P30 WT and
Bmi1-/- mice were analyzed by immuno-histochemistry. Labeled cells are neurons located in the
upper cortical layers of the cerebral cortex. Scale bar, 10 µm. (C) Quantification of the total
number of H3K9me3-positive chromocenter and number of large H3K9me3-positive
chromocenters. Note that neuron’s nuclear diameter is increased in Bmi1-/- mice. Where n = 3
brains for each genotype. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. (D) Paraffin-embedded brain sections from e18.5
WT and Bmi1-/- embryos were analyzed as in (B). (E and F) Cultured embryonic cortical neurons
(E) and P30 cortical sections (F) were analyzed by immuno-fluorescence, revealing reduced
H3K9me3 and Lamin A/C labeling (arrows) in Bmi1-/- neurons. Scale bars: (E) 40 µm, (F) 10 µm,
(F’) 5 µm. (G) Whole cortices or (H) e18.5 neurons from WT and Bmi1-/- mice were analyzed by
qPCR for satellite repeats and intergenic retro-elements expression. P16Ink4a was used as positive
control. Note the up-regulation of minor and major satellite repeats in Bmi1-/- neurons. Where n
= 3 independent samples for each genotype. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Figure 22.

Bmi1 is required for H2Aub deposition and accumulates at repeat-DNA sequences in
mouse cortical neurons
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(A) WT and Bmi1-/- neurons were analyzed by ChIP for proteins enrichment at satellite repeats,
intergenic retro-elements and HoxA7 (positive control). Note the accumulation of Bmi1 and
Ring1b at all repeat-DNA sequences, including Major and Minor satellite repeats. While HP1
accumulation and H2Aub and H3K9me3 deposition were reduced in Bmi1-/- neurons at all tested
loci, BRCA1 accumulation was either unaffected (Minor and Major satellites) or increased (Line,
Sine and IAP). Note the near absence of BRCA1 accumulation at HoxA7.1 and HoxA7.3 in both WT
and Bmi1-/- neurons. (B) Immuno-fluorescence analysis showing Bmi1 co-localization with
H3K9me3 in WT mouse cortical neurons at P30 (arrowheads). Scale bar, 10 µm. (C) Immunofluorescence analysis showing loss of Bmi1 signal and reduced H3K9me3 labeling in cultured
e18.5 Bmi1-/- mouse cortical neurons when compared to Bmi1+/- neurons. Scale bar, 10 µm.

2.4.2 BMI1 is highly enriched at repetitive sequences in human neural precursors
To investigate BMI1 distribution on the chromatin genome-wide, we took advantage of publicly
available BMI1 ChIP-Seq raw data on normal human neural precursors (706). Using MACS
statistical peak calling, we identified 21,525 BMI1 binding sites. The majority of the peaks (56%)
were located at intergenic regions, which are highly enriched for constitutive heterochromatin
(Fig. 23A). As expected, we observed BMI1 enrichment at the canonical BMI1 targets CDKN2A
(p16INK4A) and HOXC locus (Fig. 23E; top). Among 9,471 gene-associated BMI1 peaks, 714 peaks
were also enriched by at least 2-fold for either H3K9me3 or H3K27me3. Notably, 565 were
marked for both H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 (Fig. 23B). We further annotated BMI1 peaks
surrounding DNA repetitive sequences using repeat masker. Surprisingly, 81% of the total pool of
BMI1 was located at repetitive sequences (Fig. 23C) with 985 peaks co-enriched with H3K9me3
and 1,067 peaks co-enriched with H3K27me3 (Fig. 23D). If considering repetitive sequences
containing at least one BMI1 peak, LINE, SINE and LTR were the most represented families of
repeats. Among satellite repeats, BMI1 was mainly enriched at PCH regions (Fig. 23F-inset). A
closer look at PCH regions on chromosome 9 revealed a “pocket-like” deposition of BMI1 peaks
surrounding the H3K9me3 deposition (Fig. 23E). A similar pattern of BMI1 peaks distribution was
also found at PCH regions in human chromosomes 1-10. Notably, repetitive sequences containing
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3 or more BMI1 peaks were largely represented (80%) in centromeric satellite repeats (Fig. 23G).
In contrast, although 20% of LINE L1 repeats contained 3 or more BMI1 peaks, no other LINE
subfamilies were highly enriched for BMI1 (Fig. 23G). We concluded that in human neural
precursors, BMI1 is enriched at constitutive and facultative heterochromatin with prevalence for
repetitive sequences.
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Figure 23.

BMI1 is enriched at repetitive sequences in human neural progenitor cells
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(A) Proportion of BMI1 peaks associated to a gene (surrounding or upstream 2kb of a gene). Total
number of peaks: 21,525 (B) Proportion of gene associated BMI1 peaks co-enriched for H3K9me3
or H3K27me3. (C) Proportion of BMI1 peaks surrounding a repetitive sequence. (D) Proportion of
repeat-associated BMI1 peaks co-enriched for H3K9me3 or H3K27me3. (E) Example of canonical
BMI1 target genes (CDKN2A and HOXC) and of the pericentromeric region of human chromosome
9. Red arrowheads indicate BMI1 peaks. Top: physical map on the chromosome. (F) Families of
repeat containing at least one BMI1 peak. (G) Families of repeat containing three or more BMI1
peak. BMI1 peaks determined by MACS peak calling; p-value<0.05. At least 2-fold enrichment for
H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 were considered.

2.4.3 BMI1 co-purifies with architectural heterochromatin proteins
To identify new BMI1 partner proteins, we infected 293T cells with a lentivirus expressing a Myctagged BMI1 fusion protein and GFP (EFv-BMI1Myc/CMV-GFP) or a control virus only expressing
GFP. After immuno-precipitation (IP) with an anti-Myc antibody, samples were separated on a 1D
gel and sequenced by LC-MS (Fig. 24A). We identified several unique peptides in BMI1Myc samples
corresponding to proteins involved in heterochromatin organization, including histone H1x, HP1a
(also called CBX5), LAMIN A/C and LAMIN B, DEK (also called DEK1) and CENP-V (Fig. 24A)
(670,674,707,708). We also identified 2 members of the ISWI-family, BAZ1a (also called ACF1)
and BAZ1b, which can promote heterochromatin formation and transcription silencing by
generating spaced nucleosome arrays (709). To validate some of these findings, we performed IP
experiments on control and BMI1Myc virus-infected cells. As expected, we observed that RING1B,
but not EZH2, co-precipitated with BMI1 (Fig. 24B). Co-precipitation of ATRx, KAP1, DEK1 and HP1
with BMI1 was also observed, with a notable enrichment of ATRx when compared to input (Fig.
24B), and where the full length (~280Kda) and truncated (~180Kda) ATRx isoforms were present,
together with a lower molecular weight isoform of ~115Kda. Notably, while co-precipitation with
histones H3K9me3, H3 (total), H1 and H2Aub was robust, co-precipitation was not observed with
histones H3K9me2, H3K27me2 and H3K27me3 (Fig. 24B). We use FPLC to separate protein
complexes and found that BMI1 was present in one fraction of very large molecular weight and
in several other fractions of lower molecular weight all also containing HP1 and ATRx (Fig. 24C).
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By IF studies, we confirmed that BMI1 largely co-localized with H3K9me3 in interphase nuclei (Fig.
24D).

Figure 24.

BMI1 co-purifies with architectural heterochromatin proteins
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(A, B) 293T cells were infected with EFv/CMV-GFP or EFv-BMI1Myc/CMV-GFP viruses. Protein
extracts were subjected to IP using an anti-Myc antibody, and immunoprecipitates were resolved
by SDS-PAGE and analyzed either by LC-MS/MS (A) or Western blot (B). (A) Note the copurification of BMI1 with several heterochromatin proteins and with Lamins. (B) Note the
preferential co-purification of BMI1 with histone H3K9me3 (*) and ATRx. The ** symbol on the
panel indicates an artifact coming from partial leakage of the second sample. (C) Native nuclear
extracts were size-fractionated by FLPC and analyzed by Western blot (upper panel) and Ponceau
Red staining (lower panel). Note BMI1 co-fractionation with ATRx and HP1-containg protein
complexes (arrows). (D) 293T cells were labeled with BMI1 and H3K9me3 antibodies,
counterstained with DAPI, and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Note the co-localization of BMI1
with H3K9me3-positive chromatin domains. Scale bar, 10 µm. Quantitative confocal analysis was
used to measure the proportion of overlapping signals.

2.4.4 BMI1 is required for heterochromatin compaction and silencing
To evaluate BMI1 activity in heterochromatin silencing, we measured gene expression in loss- and
gain-of-function experiments. Upon BMI1 deficiency, 293T cells showed reduced proliferation
and underwent cell proliferation arrest after 3 passages (Fig. 25A). BMI1 over-expression had
however no apparent adverse effect on cell proliferation (not shown). In BMI1 knockdown cells,
expression of the canonical BMI1 target gene p16Ink4a as well as that of McBox and SATIII was
increased (Fig. 25B). Conversely, BMI1 over-expression resulted in transcriptional repression of
p16Ink4a and of all tested repeat-DNA sequences (Fig. 25C). By ChIP-qPCR experiments on
shScramble and shBMI1-treated cells, we found that BMI1 and RING1B were highly enriched at
repeat-DNA sequences and HOXC13 in control cells (Fig. 25D). In shBMI1 cells, BMI1, RING1B,
HP1, H3K9me3 and H2Aub were reduced at all chromatin regions tested (Fig. 25D). In contrast,
BRCA1 enrichment at repeat-DNA sequences was independent of BMI1 function. Increased
BRCA1 enrichment was even observed at ALU sequences upon BMI1 deficiency (Fig. 25D). We
tested if RING1B knockdown mimicked the BMI1-deficient phenotype. While RING1B
accumulation at constitutive heterochromatin and HOXC13 was highly reduced in siRING1Btreated cells (clone #4, 80% RING1B knockdown), H2Aub reduction was only detected at HOXC13
(Fig. 41). RING1B knockdown had no effect on BMI1, HP1 and H3K9me3 on all tested regions. No
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significant effect on repeat-DNA sequences expression was observed (Fig. 41), revealing that
RING1B knockdown is not sufficient to reproduce the BMI1-deficient heterochromatin
phenotype. BMI1 enrichment at repeat-DNA sequences was also EZH2 and H3K27me3independent (Fig. 42). Nuclease hypersensitivity is a common phenotype of cells deficient in
heterochromatin condensation (674,710–712). We used native chromatin extracts isolated from
control and shBMI1 293T cells in MNase and DNaseI experiments and found that cells with BMI1
knockdown were hypersensistive to both nucleases (Fig. 25E), thus suggesting globally reduced
chromatin compaction.
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Figure 25.

BMI1 is required for heterochromatin compaction and silencing in human cells

(A-C) 293T cells were infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses (A, B), or with viruses expressing
either GFP or the BMI1-myc fusion protein and GFP (C). (B, C) Gene expression was analyzed by
qPCR, and where n = 3 independent cultures. (D) 293T cells knockdown for BMI1 were analyzed
by ChIP for proteins enrichment at satellite repeats, intergenic retro-elements and HoxC13.2
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(positive control). (E) 293T cells were infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses and treated or
not with MNase (0.4U at 24°C for different time periods) or DNaseI at the indicated
concentrations for 20 minutes at 24°C. Note the nuclease hypersensitivity phenotype of BMI1
knockdown cells. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

2.4.5 Severe heterochromatin and nuclear envelope alterations in human cells
deficient for BMI1
To further characterize the BMI1-deficient phenotype, we analyzed cells by confocal IF using
heterochromatin and nuclear envelope markers. We found severe depletion of the H3K9me3 and
H3K27me3 histone marks in BMI1-knockdown cells together with dramatic elevation of the
H3K9ac mark (Fig. 26A and C). Likewise, DEK1 and HP1 heterochromatic nuclear foci were lost
upon BMI1 knockdown and positive cells for LAMIN A/C were significantly reduced (Fig. 26B-C),
suggesting perturbation of the nuclear envelope architecture.
To test whether this correlated with alterations in the subnuclear distribution of
heterochromatin proteins, we performed cellular fractionation experiments and where the SDSsoluble fraction is thought to be highly enriched for constitutive heterochromatin proteins
(425,674). In controls cells, BMI1 was detected in the 450nM NaCl and SDS fractions (Fig. 26D).
ATRx, HP1, BRCA1 and H3K9me3 were also highly enriched in the 100nM-450nM NaCl- and SDSsoluble nuclear fractions. Modest HP1 distribution was also found in the nucleosol fraction (Fig.
26D). In shBMI1 cells, which underwent premature cell proliferation arrest (thus explaining the
overall reduced total protein loading), ATRx, HP1 and H3K9me3 were highly reduced in the SDS
fraction and displaced in the other fractions. In contrast, the distribution of BRCA1 in chromatin
fractions and its overall expression were unaffected upon BMI1 knockdown (Figs. 26D and Fig.
43). To test BMI1 function in primary human cells, human dermal fibroblasts were infected with
the lentiviruses and analyzed by IF. We observed that in contrast to control cells where robust
H3K9me3 labeling was widespread throughout the interphase nucleus, H3K9me3 labeling in BMI1
knockdown cells was highly reduced and present at the nuclear periphery where it did not colocalized with DAPI (Fig. 26E). Notably, co-localization of H2Aub and H3K9me3 with DAPI in
shBMI1-infected cells could be rescue by an RNAi-resistant BMI1-Myc fusion protein (BMI1myc-R),
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thus excluding possible off-target effects (Fig. 26F). Bubbling of the nuclear envelope and loss of
DEK1 nuclear labeling were also observed (Fig. 26E), revealing BMI1 requirement for constitutive
heterochromatin maintenance in both transformed and primary human cells.
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Figure 26.

BMI1 knockdown cells present heterochromatin and nuclear envelope alterations
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(A-C) Formaldehyde fixed 293FT cells were immunolabeled and counterstained with Dapi. Scale
bar, 10µm. Positive cells were counted on 4 different images for a total of 200 cells per condition,
and the percentage of positive cells was calculated accordingly. T-test with two tails, where P ≤
0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***. Note that the apparent localization of LAMIN A/C in the cytosol is the
result of Triton X-100 treatment. (D) 293T cells were infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses
and cell’s compartments were fractionated. Note ATRx, HP1 and H3K9me3 reduction (*) in the
SDS fractions of shBMI1-treated cells. (E) Human dermal fibroblasts were infected with
shScramble or shBMI1 viruses, immunolabeled and counterstained with DAPI. Note reduced DEK1
and H3K9me3 labeling, and H3K9me3 localization at the nuclear periphery, in BMI1 deficient cells.
Bubbling of the nuclear envelope was also observed (inset), where P ≤0.01**. Scale bar, 10 µm.
(F) Human dermal fibroblasts were infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses, and next
transfected with a plasmid encoding an RNAi-resistant BMI1 Myc-tagged construct. Note the
rescue of H2Aub and H3K9me3 nuclear labeling in Myc-positive cells knockdown for BMI1
(arrows). Scale bar, 10 µm.

2.4.6 BMI1 and BRCA1 display partial functional redundancy in heterochromatin
compaction
Since BMI1/RING1A/RING1B and BRCA1/BARD1 display H2A mono-ubiquitination activities and
that BRCA1 enrichment and distribution at heterochromatin is not affected upon BMI1 depletion,
we tested whether BMI1 and BRCA1 displayed functional redundancy. For this, we first
inactivated BRCA1 to test the impact on BMI1 localization. In control cells, both BRCA1 and BMI1
were enriched at repeat-DNA sequences (Fig. 44). In BRCA1 knockdown cells, BRCA1, HP1, H2Aub
and H3K9me3 levels were reduced and the transcription of repeat-DNA sequences was increased
(Fig. 44C), altogether confirming previous findings (684). Notably however, BMI1 and RING1B
were enriched at all tested regions upon BRCA1 knockdown (Fig. 44). Next, stably infected shBMI1
cells were transfected with an shBRCA1 plasmid, generating double knockdown (DKN) cells. While
H3K9me3 enrichment was reduced by 55-70% in DKN cells at all tested chromatin regions,
enrichment for HP1 and H2Aub was further reduced by 80-90% (Fig. 27A), suggesting additive
effects in DKN cells when compared to single BRCA1 or BMI1 knockdown cells. To test whether
BMI1 could compensate for BRCA1 deficiency, we over-expressed the BMI1Myc construct. In
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control cells, BMI1 over-expression could not displace endogenous BRCA1 localization on the
chromatin (Figs. 27B). However, chromatin accumulation of both endogenous and ectopic BMI1
proteins was highly increased at all tested regions following BRCA1 knockdown (Fig. 27B). A
similar but less dramatic trend was also observed for RING1B. Most notably, while BMI1 overexpression could increase H2Aub and H3K9me3 deposition as well as HP1 accumulation at all
tested regions in control cells, it could also rescue the corresponding heterochromatin anomalies
in shBRCA1 cells (Fig. 27B). BMI1 over-expression in shBRCA1 cells also resulted in normalization
of ALU, McBox, Sata and SatIII expression (Fig. 27C), altogether suggesting functional redundancy
in constitutive heterochromatin compaction and silencing between BMI1 and BRCA1.
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Figure 27.

BRCA1 and BMI1 display redundant activities in constitutive heterochromatin formation
and silencing
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(A) 293T cells were infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses. After selection with hygromycin,
cells were transfected or not with an shBRCA1-encoding plasmid and analyzed by ChIP. Note the
severe reduction for HP1, H3K9me3 and H2Aub at human Satellite repeats in shBMI1/shBRCA1
cells. All data where normalized to shSramble (black horizontal bars). (B) 293T cells stably
expressing BMI1Myc or not were transfected with shScramble or shBRCA1 plasmids and analyzed
by ChIP (B), and qPCR (C). (B) Endogenous and exogenous BMI1 was enriched in shBRCA1-treated
cells at all tested loci. BMI1 over-expression also rescued HP1, H3K9me3 and H2Aub depletion in
BRCA1 knockdown cells at human Satellite repeats. All data where normalized to shSramble (black
horizontal bars). (C) BMI1 over-expression rescues repeat-DNA sequences expression in BRCA1
knockdown cells, where P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**. (D) Model depicting the dynamic and
developmentally regulated PRC1 (BMI1) occupancy at PCH. In ES cells and oocytes, BMI1 is
expressed at low levels and binding to PCH is prevented by DNA methylation. At pre-implantation
stages, DNA methylation is erased coincidently with low levels of BMI1. During development, high
BMI1 levels in progenitor cells stimulate PCR1-mediated H2Aub (1), which promotes H3K9me3
deposition (2), and propagation (3). In turn, H3K9me3 prevents PRC2-mediated H3K27me3
activity on nucleosomal histones (4). PRC2 occupancy at PCH prior to PRC1 would allow deposition
of the H3K27me3 mark (right) and the bivalent histone signature. In mature somatic cells, the
PRC1 and BRCA1/BARD complexes are highly enriched at PCH, leading to heterochromatin
compaction and silencing. DNA methylation at PCH may occur after spreading of the H3K9me3
mark.
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2.5 Discussion
We showed here that Bmi1-deficient mouse neurons and BMI1 knockdown human cells displayed
severe anomalies at the constitutive heterochromatin. These anomalies were accompanied by
transcriptional activation of repeat-DNA sequences and correlated with robust accumulation of
BMI1 at constitutive heterochromatin. Genome-wide analysis of BMI1 distribution on the
chromatin further revealed predominant enrichment at repetitive DNA sequences. BMI1 copurified with architectural heterochromatin proteins, co-localized with H3K9me3, and was
required for HP1, DEK1 and ATRx localization at constitutive heterochromatin. In contrast, BRCA1
localization was BMI1-independent, and both proteins displayed partial functional redundancy
for H2Aub deposition, heterochromatin formation and silencing.
The recruitment mechanisms of PcG proteins are complex and not fully understood. In mouse ES
cells and oocytes, evidence suggests that recruitment of PcG proteins at PCH is prevented by high
level of DNA methylation (374,705). Likewise, observations of Polycomb bodies at PCH in
transformed human cells are thought to occur following loss of DNA methylation (374,701,705).
Based on this, it was proposed that PcG proteins are excluded from PCH in normal somatic cells
(705). Using several methods, we demonstrated BMI1 enrichment at PCH and other repetitive
elements in mouse neurons, human neural precursors and immortalized human cells. Our cell
fractionation assays further demonstrated that about 50% of the BMI1 pool was bound to the
SDS-soluble chromatin fraction, which is enriched for constitutive heterochromatin. Interestingly,
we also observed that: 1) BMI1 did not co-purify with EZH2 or H3K27me3; 2) EZH2 and H3K27me3
were not enriched at constitutive heterochromatin; and 3) BMI1 accumulation at constitutive
heterochromatin and HOXC13 was EZH2-independent. Although apparently surprising, these
results are in agreement with numerous findings showing that PRC1 recruitment can be PRC2independent, or that the PRC1 can work upstream of the PRC2 (369,370,373). It is also notable
that RING1B knockdown could not mimic the BMI1-deficient phenotype. More specifically, while
H2Aub levels were reduced at HOXC13 in RING1B knockdown cells, this was not accompanied by
a corresponding reduction in HP1 and H3K9me3 levels, as observed in BMI1 knockdown cells.
Furthermore, there was no apparent effect on H2Aub levels at heterochromatin. This finding
leaves us open with many explanations, one being functional compensation by RING1A for H2Aub
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deposition, as shown in other context (331,392,703,713). It is also possible that in addition to
promote H2Aub at silenced developmental genes and heterochromatin, BMI1 stimulates
chromatin compaction and H3K9me3 loading through interactions and activities not shared by
RING1A or RING1B (714).
Based on our findings and previously published work (356,700–702), we propose that PRC1
recruitment to PCH is highly dynamic and developmentally regulated (Fig. 27D). The highly
variable DNA methylation states between ES cells/oocytes and progenitor cells/somatic cells, in
combination with the distinct histone tail modifications and chromatin compactions levels, would
explain the re-localization of PRC1 components to PCH in progenitor and somatic cells (715–717).
Consistently, BMI1 expression levels are extremely low in human ES cells when compared to
human neural progenitors and post-mitotic neurons (V. P., A. B., M. A., A. F. and G. B.,
unpublished). While PRC1 proteins are excluded from PCH in ES cells and oocytes, they would
start to accumulate at PCH during mid-embryonic development coincidently with H3K9me3
deposition and progressive de novo DNA methylation (717). This is supported by the ChIP-Seq
data showing that BMI1 is moderately enriched at PCH when compared to HOX and p16INK4A
canonical sites in human neural progenitors (Fig. 23). Interestingly, both H3K9me3 and H3K27me3
marks were also present at PCH but did not clearly overlap (Fig. 23), similarly as reported in DNAmethylation deficient mouse ES cells (374). The histone modification pattern of human neural
progenitors at PCH is also distinct from that of mouse neurons where H3K27me3 is excluded (Fig.
22). This could be best explained by the robust accumulation of H3K9me3 at PCH in post-mitotic
neurons, since H3K9me3 can prevent PRC2, but not PRC1 recruitment (374). Indeed, Bmi1 is
highly enriched in mouse neurons at PCH when compared to canonical sites (Fig. 22). Taken
together, these observations suggest a dynamic and developmentally regulated model of PcG
occupancy at PCH (Fig. 27D). Because constitutive heterochromatin is intrinsically unstable, we
further propose that in somatic cells, the main biological function of BMI1 is to stabilize the
repetitive genome by promoting chromatin compaction and silencing.
We observed that the Bmi1-null neuronal phenotype was associated with increased nuclear
diameter and an irregular nuclear envelope. Human cells knockdown for BMI1 also presented
anomalies in nuclear envelope architecture (Fig. 26B-E). These anomalies are particularly
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interesting considering that loss of heterochromatin foci can result in disruption of the nuclear
lamina (670). Perturbations of the nuclear envelope architecture is also a prominent feature of
Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria cells carrying mutations in LAMIN-A and of normal ageing human
cells (548). In most eukaryotes, constitutive heterochromatin perturbations result in genomic
instability and premature aging or reduced lifespan (673,679,718–721). It is thus notable that
Bmi1-deficient mice show reduced lifespan, genomic instability, neurodegeneration and progeria
features (286,423,442,697–699). Similar anomalies were also reported for ATRx-deficient mice
(681,682). Taken together, this raises the possibility that BMI1 requirement for constitutive
heterochromatin formation and silencing could underlie the premature ageing/senescence and
genomic instability phenotypes observed in Bmi1-null mice and cells.
The BRCA1/BARD1 complex is required for heterochromatin formation and silencing through
mono-ubiquitination of H2A at PCH, and the genomic instability phenotype of BRCA1-/- cells could
be rescued by over-expression of a histone H2A protein fused to an ubiquitin moiety in C terminus
(684). How BMI1 or BRCA1-mediated H2Aub deposition at repetitive DNA sequences translates
into H3K9me3 loading and heterochromatin spreading is unknown. One possibility is that H2Aub
induces allosteric changes in the histone H3 lysine tri-methyltransferases SUV39H1/2 to promote
their activity, such as proposed for H2Bub and H3K4 methylation (722,723). This would be
consistent with previous observations that PRC1 components can interact with SUV39H1 (356).
Alternatively, BMI1 may directly or indirectly regulate the transcription of H3 lysine
methyltransferases or demethylases, thus operating in trans. We showed here that coinactivation of BMI1 and BRCA1 induces more severe heterochromatin anomalies than individual
BMI1 or BRCA1 deficiencies, and that BMI1 over-expression could rescue the BRCA1-deficient
heterochromatin phenotype. These results suggest that BMI1 and BRCA1 are at least partially
redundant for H2Aub deposition at constitutive heterochromatin, although the BRCA1/BARD1
complex targets H2A at lysines 127-129 (683). This would indicate that the commonly used antiH2Aub antibody recognizes both the H2AK119ub and H2AK127-129ub motifs. The observation
that BMI1 and BRCA1 proteins accumulation is mutually independent and that BMI1 levels are
increased in BRCA1-deficient cells (and reciprocally) also suggests that both protein complexes
possibly bind to very close substrates to catalyze H2A mono-ubiquitination. Structural analyses
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have indeed revealed a high degree of conservation between the nucleosome-binding loop of
BRCA1 and the corresponding domain of RING1B (724). Notably, the reduced neuronal
chromocenter number and size phenotype observed in Bmi1-null neurons is about identical to
that reported for mouse cortical neurons conditionally deficient for BRCA1, thus further
supporting our findings (684). Taken together, this suggests that although BMI1 and BRCA1
protein complexes target distinct lysine residues on histone H2A, the resulting biological effects
on heterochromatin compaction and silencing are highly similar.
In conclusion, we demonstrated for the first time that BMI1 is highly enriched at intergenic
repetitive elements and PCH of the mouse and human genomes in normal somatic cells, and
required for constitutive heterochromatin formation and silencing. Since BM1 is also present at
PCH in cancer cell lines and that several cancer cells were shown to be sensitive to BMI1 inhibition,
this raises the possibility that BMI1 may be important to stabilize the transformed
heterochromatic genome. BMI1 function at constitutive heterochromatin may be even more
critical in BRCA1-deficient tumors, thus opening possibilities for the development of synthetic
lethal strategies.
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3 Chapter 3 – G-quadruplexes originating from evolutionary
conserved L1 elements interfere with neuronal gene
expression in Alzheimer’s disease
The new field of studying G-quadruplex structures is evolving rapidly. The literature showed so
far the importance of these structures because they can alter the transcription of genes. For
example, c-MYC, if they are in their promoter regions, G4 can also complicate the replication and
the DDR process because of the bulge created on the DNA by these structures.
Knowing that these structures are thermodynamically more stable than the DNA double helix,
most of the studies in the field focus so far on how these structures are resolved and what are
the helicases that are implicated in this process. This article focus on how the cell can protect
itself against the formation of said structures. In the second part, the article studied what is the
effect of these structures if they are not well regulated in a disease context like Alzheimer's
disease.
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3.1 Summary
DNA sequences containing consecutive guanines organized in 4-interspaced tandem repeats can
form stable single-stranded secondary structures, called G-quadruplexes (G4). Herein, we report
that the Polycomb group protein BMI1 is enriched at heterochromatin regions containing putative
G4 DNA sequences, and that G4 structures accumulate in cells with reduced BMI1 expression
and/or relaxed chromatin, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD) neurons. In AD neurons, G4
structures preferentially accumulated in lamina-associated domains, and this was rescued by reestablishing chromatin compaction. ChIP-seq analyses revealed that G4 peaks corresponded to
evolutionary conserved Long Interspersed Element-1 (L1) sequences predicted to be
transcriptionally active. Hence, G4 structures co-localized with RNAPII, and inhibition of
transcription reversed the induction of G4 without affecting chromatin’s state, thus uncoupling
both components. G4 structures were also associated with perturbed neuronal gene expression
and splicing in AD. We conclude that chromatin-mediated inhibition of L1 sequences transcription
prevents excessive formation of G4 structures in human neurons.
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3.2 Introduction
Nucleosomal histone proteins are regulated by post-translational modifications that can impact
transcription, replication, and repair. BMI1 is a component of the Polycomb Repressive Complex
1 (PRC1). The PRC1 promotes chromatin compaction and gene silencing in part through its E3mono-ubiquitin ligase activity mediated by RING1a/b on histone H2A at lysine 119 (H2Aub)
(392,687,725). The PRC1 is recruited to facultative heterochromatin to maintain repression at
developmental and senescence-associated-genes (726–730). BMI1 is also enriched at constitutive
heterochromatin, where it co-purifies with ATRX, HP1, DEK1, and Lamins (731). BMI1 inactivation
in human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) results in loss of heterochromatin and transcriptional derepression of repetitive DNA sequences (731). More recently, reduced neuronal expression of
BMI1 was associated with late-onset sporadic Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (448). Acute BMI1
inactivation in cultured human neurons can also recapitulate AD-associated hallmarks, including
the accumulation of beta-amyloid and hyper-phosphorylated Tau (448). Aged mice hemizygous
for Bmi1 (Bmi1+/-) also develop, along with some progeroid features, AD-like behavioral and
neuropathological phenotypes (447). Furthermore, loss of heterochromatin and genomic
instability at repetitive DNA sequences were described as new molecular characteristics present
in cortical neurons from both Bmi1+/- mice and AD cases (447,660). Loss of heterochromatin and
transcriptional activation of specific classes of endogenous retroelements occur in
neurodegenerative tauopathies and in animal models of Tau over-expression (732,733). Notably,
advanced aging is the most significant risk factor to develop AD (734,735), and many anomalies
present in AD patient’s neurons in situ, such as relaxed heterochromatin and nuclear envelope
defects, are also considered as hallmarks of aging (734,736–738).
Interestingly, most genetically inherited progeroid syndromes, such as Werner, Bloom, and
Xeroderma pigmentosum, present genomic instability phenotypes. These progeroid disease
genes encode DNA damage and/or repair proteins. More specifically, Werner (WRN), Xeroderma
pigmentosum (XPB, XPD) and Bloom (BLM) gene products encode DNA helicases that can resolve
G-quadruplex (G4) DNA’s secondary structures (also called structured DNA or G-quadruplexes)
stabilized by Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds between guanines (G) (128,135,136). Notably, the DNAdependent ATPase and helicase ATRX is enriched at repetitive DNA sequences predicted to form
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G4 structures, and ATRX can physically bind structured DNA in vitro (126). Persistent G4 structures
have been proposed to represent a threat to genomic stability and gene function by interfering
with fork elongation and DNA repair during replication and transcription (161,175,176,739). In
normal physiological conditions, however, G4 structures may be important for the control of gene
expression, maintenance of telomeres, and establishment of replication origins (740).
We report here that putative G4 DNA sequences are significantly enriched in BMI1 chromatin
immunoprecipitation and sequencing (ChIP-seq) data sets, and that BMI1-deficiency in healthy
somatic cells resulted in the induction of G4 structures following the relaxation of the
heterochromatin. Notably, G4 structures were also found to accumulate in AD neurons in situ and
in vitro, as well as in healthy neurons treated with histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi). ChIPseq analyses of post-mitotic human neurons using the 1H6 antibody further revealed that about
95% of peaks corresponded to “active” evolutionary conserved Long Interspersed Element-1 (L1)
sequences. Consistently, inhibition of RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) could reverse the induction of
G4 structures without altering the chromatin compaction state. Importantly, G4 structures
present at specific loci were found to be associated with perturbed neuronal gene expression and
alternative splicing in AD neurons. These results suggest that chromatin-mediated transcriptional
repression of L1 sequences prevents excessive formation of G4 structures in human neurons,
which otherwise can interfere with normal gene expression.
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3.3 Results
Using public BMI1 ChIP-seq data sets, we annotated all BMI1-enriched chromatin regions and
tested their propensity to form putative G4 DNA structures using the Quadparser algorithm (100).
Using four different sets of Quadparser parameters, we found that BMI1 was significantly
enriched at chromatin regions predicted to form G4 structures independently of the Quadparser
stringency (Fig. 28a). We further investigated whether BMI1 association with G4 motifs was
comparable to that of proteins known to physically interact with structured DNA such as the
ATRX, XPB, and XPD helicases (126,136). We annotated ATRX, XPB and XPD ChIP-seq peaks
alongside BMI1 peaks for the presence of putative G4. While 45% of ATRX, XPB, and XPD peaks
were associated with putative G4, only 6% of BMI1 peaks showed the same association (Fig.
28b), suggesting that BMI1 does not bind G4 structures but is rather enriched at chromatin
regions with propensity to generate G4. We also analyzed the ChIP-seq peaks obtained with the
BG4 antibody, which recognizes G4 structures. As reported, we found that ~60% of BG4 peaks
contained a putative G4 DNA sequence (Fig. 28b) (741). Next, we compared the putative G4 DNA
sequences contained in the BG4, XPB, and the BMI1 peaks. Surprisingly, while ~30% of the
putative G4 DNA sequences linked by BG4 were enriched for XPB, only 0.05% were enriched for
BMI1 (Fig. 28c). Similarly, only 0.15% of the putative G4 sequences bound by XPB were enriched
by BMI1 (Fig. 28c). Since BG4 peaks were reported to be predominant at the promoter of actively
transcribed genes, these results suggested that BMI1 peaks containing putative G4 DNA
sequences are rarely present in actively transcribed regions.
To test the possibility that the BMI1 function is required to prevent the formation of G4
structures, we used the 1H6 and BG4 antibodies, which recognize G4 structures (108,741). In early
passage normal HDFs, we noticed that the baseline level of 1H6 and BG4 immuno-reactivity was
relatively low (Fig. 28d, Fig 29b). However, we observed a robust nuclear and modest cytoplasmic
immunoreactivity for 1H6 and BG4 in BMI1 knockdown HDFs (shBMI1) (Fig. 28d, Fig 29b),
suggesting accumulation of both G4 DNA and G4 RNA structures (107,111). To test for the
specificity of the signal obtained, we fixed naive cells with paraformaldehyde and then exposed
them to HCl, an agent that denatures DNA’s secondary structure. HCL is commonly used in
transmission electron microscopy and immunohistochemistry on paraffin sections. We found that
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HCL treatment resulted in non-specific immuno-labeling when compared to cells retaining a
native chromatin state (Fig. 28d, Fig 29b). This revealed that G4-specific antibodies should only
be used on cells with native chromatin. Pyridostatin is an agent that stabilizes spontaneously
forming G4 structures, and we found that 1H6 immuno-labeling was significantly increased after
exposing HDFs to pyridostatin (Fig. 28e) (142). To further validate our observations, we performed
co-localization studies with an antibody against the Werner (WRN) helicase. WRN is predicted to
bind and unwind G4 structures (130,742,743). In control HDFs, WRN and 1H6 levels were low and
did not co-localize (Fig. 28f and Fig. 29c). They were, however, significantly induced after BMI1
knockdown or after exposition to pyridostatin (Fig. 29c). In both cases, 1H6 and WRN presented
a very high coefficient of co-localization (Pearson correlation: 0.79 for shBMI1; 0.70 for shScr +
pyridostatin) (Fig. 28f). Relatively strong co-localization between 1H6 and XPB or 53BP1 (but not
XPD) was also observed (Fig. 28f and Fig. 29c). Importantly, G4 structures were not detected with
1H6 after treatment of HDFs with 10Gy of gamma radiations, which induce DNA double-strand
breaks (Fig. 28g) (744). Taken together, these experiments suggested that nuclear foci visualized
using the 1H6 antibody represent genuine G4 structures.
Given that BMI1 is enriched at heterochromatin, and that BMI1 deficiency results in loss of
heterochromatin compaction (731), we reasoned that BMI1 activity may counteract the induction
of G4 structures through chromatin compaction. The H3K9me3 histone mark is enriched at
constitutive heterochromatin (closed) regions, while the H3K9ac histone mark is enriched at
euchromatin (open) regions. Accordingly, loss of H3K9me3 nuclear foci was observed in HDFs 16h
after transfection with a BMI1-targeting shRNA vector (Figs. 28h and 30a). Notably, we found that
nearly all 1H6 foci induced following BMI1 knockdown did not co-localize with H3K9me3 (Fig. 28h,
Pearson coefficient correlation of -0.135). In contrast, H3K9ac signal intensity was increased upon
BMI1-knockdown (Figs. 28h and 30a), and a significant positive correlation (Pearson coefficient
correlation of 0.25) was observed between 1H6 and H3K9ac labeling (Fig. 28h) (745). This
suggested that the induction of G4 structures may be associated with chromatin relaxation. To
test our hypothesis, we used HDACi, which leads to chromatin relaxation by preventing the
deacetylation of histones (745,746). We found that HDFs treated with Sodium Butyrate (SB) or
Trichostatin A (TSA) displayed rapid induction of G4 structures within 2h, which was markedly
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preceded by robust elevation of H3K9ac levels (Figs. 28i and 30 b-d). Pearson correlation analyses
at 2h revealed a near-perfect correlation between H3K9ac and 1H6 labeling, suggesting that most
G4 structures were induced following histone acetylation (Figs. 28i and 30 b-d).
To test if Bmi1 knockout was also associated with the formation of G4 structures, we analyzed
Bmi1-/- mice. The Bmi1 protein is expressed in post-mitotic retinal neurons (Fig 31a), including
cone photoreceptors. Cones from Bmi1-/- mice present reduced heterochromatin compaction at
post-natal (P) day 25 (286,443). In wild type (WT) mice, we found that the baseline level of 1H6
was low in all retinal neurons (Figs. 28j and 31a). In contrast, nuclear 1H6 immunoreactivity was
high in S-opsin positive cones of Bmi1-/- mice (Figs. 28j-white arrows and 31a). Notably, 1H6
induction in Bmi1-/- cones also correlated with an increased H3K9ac level (Fig. 31b-white arrows).
Interestingly, 1H6 was also induced in cones from Bmi1-/- mice at P1 (Fig. 31c), thus before the
onset of retinal degeneration (443). These results suggested that chromatin compaction prevents
excessive formation of G4 structures in both human and mouse cells.
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Figure 28.

Chromatin compaction prevents excessive formation of G4 structures

a. Showed is the proportion of BMI1 ChIP-seq peaks containing a putative G-quadruplex motif
according to the Quadparser algorithm and using four independent sets of parameters. Top: color
gradient indicating the stringency of the Quadparser parameters. G4, G-quadruplex; 1 Gray et al.
2014 parameters (747); 2 Gray et al. 2014 and Zizza et al. 2016 (178); 3 Law et al. 2010 (126); P-
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value: probability value based on generating six sets of 3,542 randomly positioned probes and
annotated for G4 motifs.
b. The proportion of ChIP-seq peaks for XPB, XPD, ATRX, and BMI1 containing a putative Gquadruplex motif according to the Quadparser algorithm. Gray et al. parameters were used to
annotate all ChIP-seq datasets. G4, G-quadruplex.
c. Venn diagram for BMI1, XPB, and BG4 (G4-seq) chip-seq peaks co-localizing with a putative Gquadruplex according to Gray et al. Quadparser parameters.
d. Formaldehyde fixed HCA2 cells infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses, or denaturated
using 3M of HCl, were immunolabeled and counterstained with DAPI and 1H6 antibody. These
antibodies were used to detect G-quadruplexes structures. The graphs show the quantification of
1H6 signal intensity in each cell with the relevant t-test. P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***. Scale Bar:
10 µm
e. Formaldehyde fixed HCA2, treated for 16h with vehicle (DMSO) or 5 µM of pyridostatin
(pyrido), were immunolabeled and counterstained with DAPI. The 1H6 antibody was used to
detect G4 structures. Scale Bar: 10 µm. The graphs show the quantification of 1H6 signal intensity
in each cell from Fig. 1E with the relevant t-test. P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***.
f. Pearson correlation between 1H6 and various helicases co-localization was calculated from the
immunofluorescence pictures (see Figure 29C).
g. 10 Gy irradiated HCA2 cells were fixed then immunolabeled and counterstained with DAPI. The
graphs show the quantification of 1H6 and 53BP1 signal intensity in each cell. An average of 150
cells was analyzed per condition with the relevant t-test. P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***. Scale Bar:
10 µm
h. Formaldehyde fixed HCA2 cells infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses were coimmunolabeled with 1H6 and H3K9me3 or H3K9ac antibodies and counterstained with DAPI.
Pearson correlation between 1H6 and various histone modifications co-localization was
calculated from the immunofluorescence pictures. The scatter plot was then divided by a K-means
clustering using 3 groups, and the Pearson coefficient is indicated on the graph. Scale Bar: 10 µm.
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i. Immunofluorescence pictures of HCA2 cells treated with 10 μmol/mL SB for the indicated time.
Pearson correlation study of the co-expression between 1H6 and H3K9ac at the 2h time point.
Plotted in a scatter graph with the Pearson coefficient indicated on the graph. An average of 150
cells was analyzed per condition. See more quantification in Figure 30 D Scale Bar: 40 µm
P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***. All values are means ± SEM.
j. IF analyses on WT and Bmi1-/- mouse retinal sections at P10 using the 1H6 and anti-S-Opsin
antibodies. S-cone photoreceptors with the induction of G4 are showed (white arrows). Scale
bars: 12μm
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Figure 29.

Validating the 1H6 antibody as a suitable antibody to detect G4 structures
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a. HCA2 cells were infected with the shScramble or shBMI1 viruses together with a BMI1myc DNA
construct that was shRNA-resistant. 72 hours later, paraformaldehyde-fixed cells were
immunolabeled and counterstained with DAPI. Cells positive for the BMI1myc construct are
indicated (white arrow). Note the rescue of H2Aub and H3K9me3 in shBMI1 cells, also expressing
the shRNA-resistant BMI1myc construct. Scale bar: 15μm.
b. Formaldehyde fixed HCA2 cells infected with shScramble or shBMI1 viruses, or denaturated
using 3M of HCl, were immunolabeled and counterstained with DAPI and BG4 antibody. These
antibodies were used to detect G-quadruplexes structures. The graphs show the quantification of
BG4 signal intensity in each cell with the relevant t-test. P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***. Scale Bar:
10 µm
c. Formaldehyde fixed HCA2 cells were co-immunolabeled with 1H6 and antibodies against
various helicases, counterstained with DAPI. Crop with higher magnification of the area is
indicated by the square. Scale Bar: 10 µm
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Figure 30.

Chromatin relaxation induces the formation of G4 structures

a. Quantification of the H3K9me3 and the H3K9ac signal from Figure 28I. BMI1 knockdown
resulted in decreased H3K9me3 level and increased H3K9ac level. Statistical differences were
analyzed using unpaired T-test with two tails.
b. Quantification of the H3K9ac and 1H6 nuclear signal in the cells that were treated with sodium
butyrate in Figure 28J. Statistical differences were analyzed using unpaired T-test.
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c. Immunofluorescence pictures of HCA2 cells treated with 5ng/mL of trichostatin A for the time
indicated. Scale bar: 35 µm.
d. Mean signal intensity of 1H6 and H3K9ac in each nucleus were measured and plotted in a box
and whisker graph. Statistical differences were analyzed using unpaired T-test with two tails.
e. Pearson correlation study of the coexpression between 1H6 and H3K9ac at the 2h time point
plotted in a scatter graph with the Pearson coefficient indicated on the graph. P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**,
≤0.001***.
µm. P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***.
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Figure 31.

Loss of Bmi1 leads to G4 structures in mouse photoreceptors.
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a. IF analyses on WT and Bmi1-/- mouse retinal sections at P10 using the 1H6 and anti-S-Opsin
antibodies. Crop with higher magnification of the area indicated by the respective dashed
rectangles are presented in Figure 1.E. Scale bars: 40μm
b. IF analyses on WT and Bmi1-/- mouse retinal sections at P10 using 1H6, anti-H3K9ac, antiH3K9me3, and anti-S-Opsin antibodies. Photoreceptors were labeled with H3K9ac or H3K9me3
antibodies (white arrows). Scale bars: 12μm
c. IF analyses of WT and Bmi1-/- mouse retinas at P1 using 1H6 (G4) and anti-S-Opsin antibodies.
Crop with higher magnification of the area indicated by the respective dashed rectangles (at the
bottom). S-cone photoreceptors with the induction of G4 structures are shown (white arrows).
Scale bars: 40μm (top); 12μm (at the bottom)
d. IF analyses of WT and Bmi1-/- mouse retinas at P10 using the cell cycle markers anti-Ki67 and
anti-PCNA and anti-S-Opsin (s-cone photoreceptors marker) antibodies. Positive control staining:
positive cells for Ki67 and PCNA staining in the retinal ciliary margin (white arrows). Scale bars:
40μm

3.3.1 Re-establishing chromatin compaction reverses accumulation of G4
structures in AD neurons
Considering that BMI1 expression is reduced in AD brains and neurons (448), we tested whether
the above findings were relevant to AD. We first evaluated the presence of G4 structures in BMI1
knockdown human neurons, an experimental cellular model of AD (448). We found that BMI1
knockdown neurons showed reduce H3K9me3 levels, which correlated with the robust
accumulation of G4 structures (Fig. 32a). Using frozen brain sections from the hippocampus of
elderly controls and AD cases, we found that G4 structures also accumulated in AD neurons in
situ (Fig. 32b). Likewise, iPSC-derived neurons from two distinct AD cases showed increased
H3K9ac levels that correlated with the accumulation of G4 structures (Figs. 32c, 33a, b). DNA
damage accumulates in AD neurons in situ (447), and 53BP1 nuclear foci label DNA damage (748).
By performing a time-course study, we observed that AD neurons showed an accumulation of G4
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structures at day in vitro (DIV) 14, thus before the appearance of 53BP1 nuclear foci at DIV30 (Fig.
32d). 1H6 also did not co-localized with 53BP1 (not shown), suggesting that G4 structures present
in AD neurons are not associated with DNA damage.
We performed high-resolution confocal microscopy and 3D reconstruction analyses on AD
neurons to reveal the subcellular localization of G4 structures. G4 structures were found to be
abundant around the nucleolus and at interspaced puncta located at the nuclear periphery,
suggesting accumulation at the nucleolar heterochromatin and at lamina-associated domains
(LADs), respectively (Fig 32e) (749,750). Using the neuronal marker III-tubulin, we also confirmed
that G4 structures observed in AD cultures were predominant in neurons (Fig. 33a). We further
investigated if the modulation of chromatin structure could improve the observed phenotype.
Tau over-expression in neurons is sufficient to induce heterochromatin relaxation, and GSK3b is
the primary kinase that phosphorylates Tau in AD (660,751,752). Likewise, p53 accumulates in AD
neurons, and p53 can initiate heterochromatin relaxation by inhibiting the expression of the
histone Lys9 tri-methyltransferase SUV39H1 (448,753). We thus treated control and AD neurons
for 24h with CHIR99021 (a GSK3b inhibitor) or pifithrin-alpha (a p53 inhibitor) (Fig. 32f). We found
that both treatments significantly reduced H3K9 hyper-acetylation and the accumulation of G4
structures in neurons from two unrelated AD cases (Figs. 32f and 33b-d), revealing that reestablishment of chromatin compaction is sufficient to rescue the G4 phenotype.
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Figure 32.

Re-establishing chromatin compaction reverses the accumulation of G4 structures in AD
neurons

a. IF analysis showing that BMI1 knockdown in human neurons results in loss of heterochromatin
(H3K9me3) and induction of G4 DNA structures (1H6). Scale bar: 35 µm.
b. IHC analysis on frozen human brain sections (frontal cortex) showing 1H6 immunoreactivity in
AD patient’s neurons.
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c. IF analysis showing G4 DNA structure (1H6) induction and histone H3 acetylation (H3K9ac) in
AD neurons. Scale bar: 35 µm.
d. Quantification of IF results showing G4 DNA induction in AD neurons that occurred before
53BP1 accumulation. Statistical differences were analyzed using an unpaired T-test with two tails,
and the result is shown on the graph. P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**, ≤0.001***.
e. High-magnification IF analysis showing G4 DNA structures at the nuclear membrane (white
arrows) and nucleolar (n) periphery (orange arrows) in AD neurons. This phenotype can also be
visualized using 3D reconstruction. Scale bar: 10 µm.
f. Schematic of the method used to produce iPSC-derived neurons (top image). Control (Ctrl) and
AD iPSC-derived cortical neurons were treated for 24h with an inhibitor of GSK3β (CHIR99021) or
an inhibitor for p53 (pifithrin). They were then labeled with the 1H6 and H3K9ac antibodies and
counterstained with DAPI prior to immunofluorescence analysis. Mean 1H6 or H3K9ac
fluorescence intensity/cell was quantified and plotted in a whisker and box plot. Statistical
differences were analyzed using an unpaired T-test with two tails. P ≤0.001***. All values are
means ± SEM.
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Figure 33.

The formation of G4 structures can be reversed by re-establishing chromatin compaction

a. IF analysis showing that 1H6-positive cells in AD cultures are βIII-tubulin-positive neurons. Scale
bar: 35 µm.
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b. IF analyses of iPSC-derived control (Ctrl) and AD2 cortical neurons. Mature neurons were
treated for 24h with an inhibitor of GSK3β (CHIR99021) or an inhibitor for p53 (pifithrin), then
labeled with antibodies against 1H6 and H3K9ac. Scale bar: 34 µm.
c. IF analyses of iPSC-derived control (Ctrl) and AD1 cortical neurons. Mature neurons were
treated for 24h with an inhibitor of GSK3β (CHIR99021) or an inhibitor for p53 (pifithrin), then
labeled with antibodies against 1H6 and H3K9ac. Scale bar: 34 µm.
d. Mean 1H6 or H3K9ac fluorescence intensity/cell was quantified and plotted in a whisker and
box plot. Statistical differences were analyzed using an unpaired T-test with two tails. P
≤0.001***. All values are means ± SEM.

3.3.2 1H6 peaks present high similarities with canonical and non-canonical G4
sequences
In order to localize G4 structures on the human genome, we performed ChIP-seq using the 1H6
antibody on control and AD neurons at DIV30 (448). We identified 1389 peaks in AD neurons and
1165 peaks in control neurons. Enrichment of 1H6 within the peaks was significantly higher in AD
neurons (Figs. 34a and 35a). Peaks in AD neurons were also significantly larger than in controls,
covering 0.6% of the human genome, compared to 0.2% (Fig. 34b). While most of the peaks in
control neurons were represented in AD samples (Fig. 35a), cluster 1 from the AD peaks showed
no enrichment in control neurons, revealing a large subgroup of AD-specific peaks (Fig. 34a). Venn
diagram distribution revealed that out of the 1389 AD peaks, 737 peaks were AD-specific, and
558 were shared with control neurons. Out of the 1165 control peaks, 504 peaks were controlspecific, and 609 were shared with AD neurons (Fig. 34c). The discrepancy in the number of peaks
shared by both groups was explained by the occasional presence of two control peaks within a
very large and unique AD peak.
We observed by immuno-fluorescence that most G4 structures induced in AD neurons localized
at LADs. Bioinformatic analysis of ChIP-seq data further revealed that ~40% of 1H6 peaks
colocalized with constitutive LAD domains (cLADs) and ~25% with facultative LAD domains (fLADs)
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(Fig. 34e) (754). AD peaks were also found to colocalized more with cLADs than control peaks.
Hence, ~65% of AD peaks indeed colocalized with cLADs or fLADs. The observed percentage could
not be explained by the coverage of these domains on the genome since cLADs, and fLADs
represent 49.7% of the human genome (Fig. 34f).
Next, we compared all 1H6 peaks with the canonical G4 motif. The most stringent predicted
canonical G4 sequence contains 4 interspaced repeats with at least 3 guanines/repeat, the
guanine repeats being separated by a loop of 1-12 nucleotides (93). This revealed that 61% of 1H6
peaks in AD neurons and 53% of 1H6 peaks in control neurons colocalized with a predicted
canonical G4 sequence (Fig. 35b). Importantly, these values presented a Z-score nine times higher
than a random distribution of the peaks on the human genome (Fig. 35c). Annotation of all 1H6
peaks revealed that ~38% were located within gene bodies, ~20% at enhancers, and ~5% at CpG
islands (Fig. 34d). We also analyzed all peaks using an unbiased motif discovery algorithm. We
found that the most statistically significant motifs discovered by MEME Suite contained
interspaced G repeats predicted to form non-canonical G4 structures (Figs. 34g, h, and 35e)
(755,756). When probed with a QGRS finder (Quadruplex forming G-Rich Sequences) (757), these
motifs presented a G-score of 34 (758). When analyzing with MEME the peaks that did not
colocalize with a canonical G4 sequence (~45% of all peaks), we found that the most statistically
significant motifs also contained interspaced G repeats predicted to form non-canonical G4
structures (Fig. 35f). These results indicate that most epitopes recognized by the 1H6 antibody in
the ChIP-seq experiment corresponded to structured DNA.
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Figure 34.

1H6 peaks present high similarities with canonical and non-canonical G4 sequences

a. Heatmap of 1H6 ChIP-seq enrichment from AD neurons or control neurons centered on AD
peaks with a +/- 10 Kb. K-means clustering highlighted on the right was done using the AD
enrichment.
b. Histogram showing the percentage coverage of 1H6 peaks and predicted G4 sequences on the
entire human genome.
c. Venn diagram shows the number of specific AD peaks and those that are shared with a Ctrl
peak and a diagram that shows the Ctrl peaks that are specific and those that are shared with an
AD peak.
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d. Repartition of 1H6 peaks and predicted G4 sequences on the genome. A permutation test was
performed for each combination in order to calculate the significance. A total of 1000 permutated
sets of probes were randomly generated and annotated for the different parts of the genome.
e. graph showing the percentage of colocalization between 1H6 peaks and LAD domains or non
LAD domains.
f. A pie chart showing the repartition of the genome between LAD domains and non LAD domains.
g. MEME analysis on all the ChIP-seq combined on the neurons showing the top three motifs EValue associated with them, the number of QGRS (Quadruplex forming G-Rich Sequences) and
the highest G-score associated with these sequences.
h. MEME analysis on the 1H6 peaks of Ctrl or AD neurons showing motifs that can form a G4
structure with the E-Value associated with them, the number of QGRS, and the highest G-score
associated to these sequences.
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Figure 35.

1H6 peaks are more abundant in AD neurons and recognize the G4 motif.

a. Heatmap of 1H6 ChIP-seq enrichment from AD neurons or control neurons centered on the Ctrl
peaks with a +/- 10 Kb. K-means clustering highlighted on the right was done using the Ctrl
enrichment.
b. A pie chart showing the percentage of AD or Ctrl peaks that contain a G4 canonical sequence
predicted by the Quadparser.
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c. Permutation test on the colocalization between the 1H6 ChIP peaks and the G4 predicted
sequences. A total of 1000 permutated sets of probes were randomly generated and annotated
for G4 predicted sequences.
d. Heatmap of 1H6 ChIP-seq enrichment from AD neurons or control neurons centered on
predicted G4 sequences +/- 10 Kb. K-means clustering highlighted on the right was done using
the AD enrichment.
e. MEME analyses of the peaks that colocalized or not with a predicted G4 sequence, the
corresponding E-value is shown for each motif.
f. Venn diagram showing the distribution of AD peaks in regard to containing or not: Ctrl peak or
a predicted G4 sequence. For each category, a MEME analysis was performed, and a motif that
can form a G4 structure was shown with the E-Value associated with them, the number of QGRS,
and the highest G-score associated with these sequences.

3.3.3 1H6 peaks correspond to evolutionary conserved L1 sequences
Using bioinformatic analyses, we found that the best clustering approach to segregate 1H6 peaks
was obtained when testing for the enrichment of repetitive elements. Indeed, upon annotation
of all peaks for the presence of repetitive elements, we found that Long Interspersed Elements
(LINEs) were present in 95% of peaks from control neurons and in 98% of peaks from AD neurons
(Fig. 36a). Furthermore, 75% of the peaks also contained at least one Short Interspersed Element
(SINE) (Fig. 36a). Notably, the L1 family was the most enriched for LINEs, and the ALU family was
the most enriched for SINEs (Fig. 36b-c). The enrichment for LINEs and SINEs in all 1H6 peaks was
much higher than the theoretical percentage obtained when searching for LINEs and SINEs in all
predicted G4 sequences of the human genome (Fig. 36a-c). These differences in enrichment could
also not be accounted for by a difference in genome coverage between the mean of control and
AD 1H6 peaks (~0.3%) and all predicted G4 sequences (~0.3%) (Fig. 34b). Among the L1 family,
the LIPA3, LIPA2, LIM5, and LIMC4 sequences were the most represented (Fig. 36d). Among the
ALU family, the AluSx, AluY, AluSz, and AluSxz sequences were the most represented (Fig. 37a).
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Remarkably, when searching for predicted G4 motifs in the consensus sequences for these
repetitions, we found that each contained at least three canonical G4 sequences (Figs. 36e and
37b).
Considering the above findings, we investigated the presence of LINEs or SINEs in intragenic 1H6
peaks. Notably, a unique peak was identified in both control and AD neurons between exons 13
and 14 of the Amyloid beta-precursor protein (APP) gene. In AD neurons, the peak was much
larger than in control neurons, spanning two extra-canonical G4 sequences (Fig. 36f). We also
noticed the presence of two regions with very high reads density within this unique peak (Fig. 36fboxed peaks in red). Further analysis revealed that these regions contained four non-canonical
G4 sequences presenting a relatively high G4 score (Fig. 36f). Strikingly, we found a near-perfect
match between the presence of a broad intragenic 1H6 peak and the presence of a unique and
evolutionary conserved L1 sequence at the APP locus and all other tested loci (Figs. 36f and 37c).
While SINEs were frequently present within or close to 1H6 peaks, they were not as predominant
as L1 sequences (Figs. 36f and 37c). Noticeably, the presence of “bystander” SINEs apparently
accounted for the enlarged 1H6 peak found in AD neurons at the APP locus (Fig. 36f). These
findings suggested that evolutionary conserved L1 sequences represent the source of about all
G4 structures detected in healthy and AD neurons.
Evolutionary conserved L1 sequences are the only LINEs with intact internal promoters, allowing
them to be transcribed by RNAPII. To test if the formation of G4 structures was dependent on
transcription, we treated control and AD neurons with the RNAPII inhibitor DRB for 8 hours prior
to immunofluorescence analysis (Fig. 36g). We found that inhibition of RNAPII mildly impacted
G4 structures in control neurons, but dramatically reversed the accumulation of G4 structures in
AD neurons (Fig. 36g). Accordingly, the 1H6 signal largely co-localized with that of RNAPII in AD
neurons (Pearson correlation analysis: 0.63) (Fig. 36h). To confirm this, we treated control
neurons with HDACi or HDACi + DRB. While HDACi treatment resulted in the induction of G4
structures and H3K9 acetylation, the addition of DRB prevented the induction of G4 structures
independently of H3K9 acetylation (Figs. 36i and 38a). Comparable results were obtained with AD
neurons (Fig. 38b). These results thus distinguished RNAPII-mediated G4 induction from
chromatin relaxation.
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Figure 36.

1H6 peaks correspond to evolutionary conserved L1 sequences
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a. Histogram showing the distribution of 1H6 peaks and predicted G4 sequences within families
of repetitive elements present in the human genome. One peak can contain a combination of
various repeat elements. A permutation test was done for each combination in order to calculate
the significance. A total of 1000 permutated sets of probes were randomly generated and
annotated for the repeat elements.
b. Histogram showing the distribution of 1H6 peaks and predicted G4 sequences within members
of the LINE family. One peak can contain a combination of various repeat elements. A
permutation test was done for each combination in order to calculate the significance. A total of
1000 permutated sets of probes were randomly generated and annotated for the repeat
elements.
c. Histogram showing the distribution of 1H6 peaks and predicted G4 sequences within members
of the SINE family. One peak can contain a combination of various repeat elements. A
permutation test was done for each combination in order to calculate the significance. A total of
1000 permutated sets of probes were randomly generated and annotated for the repeat
elements.
d. Pie chart showing the repartition of repeats from L1 sequences-the most represented LINE
family in AD and Ctrl peaks.
e. Graphical representation of the position of all predicted G4 sequences prevalent in the L1
family. The consensus sequence for each sub-classes of L1 was used.
f. Physical map showing enrichment of 1H6 peaks (red: AD neurons; green: Ctrl neurons) within a
unique region of the APP locus and spanning 6-7kb of genomic DNA. Predicted canonical G4
sequences are shown in blue. LINEs and SINEs present at the APP locus are represented in shades
of greys. The shade of greys within LINEs or SINEs reflects their degree of conservation, with black
being the most conserved. Lighter shades indicate the presence of base mismatch, base deletion,
and base insertion. A zoom of the peak is represented and showing two regions of high reads and
containing several G4 motifs. We used the Quadparser algorithm to measure the corresponding
G-score of each motif.
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g. Immunofluorescence analysis of iPSC-derived neurons treated or not with DRB for 8h, as
presented in (H). Neurons were fixed with paraformaldehyde and immunolabeled with 1H6
before counterstaining with DAPI. The associated graphs show the quantification of 1H6
fluorescence intensity/cell. All values are means ± SEM. *** P < 0.001, Student’s unpaired t-test.
h. Formaldehyde fixed AD neurons were immunolabeled with RNAPII and 1H6, and
counterstained with DAPI. A zoom of a single cell is shown. Pearson correlation analysis was
conducted on the AD samples. This revealed a strong correlation (0.63) between RNAPII and 1H6.
i. Mean signal intensity of 1H6 and H3K9ac in the nucleus from neurons treated with HDACi, or
HDACi + DRB. Values were measured and plotted in a box and whisker graph. Statistical
differences were analyzed using unpaired T-test with two tails. Scale bar: 35 µm. P ≤ 0.05*,
≤0.01**, ≤0.001***. (see Fig. 38a)
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Figure 37.

SINEs contain predicted G4 sequences
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a. A pie chart showing the repartition of the repeats from ALU, the most represented SINE family
in the AD and control peaks.
b. A visual representation showing the predicted G4 sequences on the consensus sequence of the
repeats that are prevalent in the ALU family.
c. Physical maps showing enrichment of 1H6 ChIP-seq in two different gene bodies and the
corresponding identified peaks. Along with the 1H6 enrichment, we plotted the repeat elements
LINE and SINE with, the color of these repeats reflects their conservation with black being the
most conserved and lighter shades indicate the presence of base mismatch, base deletion, and
base insertion.

Figure 38.

Transcription inhibition can rescue the G4 structures phenotype.
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a. Ctrl neurons were treated with HDACi or HDACi and DRB, then fixed with formaldehyde. These
cells were immunolabeled with H3K9ac and 1H6, counterstained with DAPI.
b. Ctrl or AD neurons treated for 24h with DRB then fixed with formaldehyde. These cells were
immunolabeled with RNAPOL II and 1H6, counterstained with DAPI. Scale bar: 35 µm.

3.3.4 Induction of G4 structures perturb splicing and gene expression in AD
neurons
To evaluate the biological significance of our findings, we performed a Gene Ontology (GO)
analysis of genes associated with 1H6 peaks. Among the 139 control-specific peaks associated
with a gene (i.e. lost in AD), there was no pathway enrichment. Among the 259 genes with peaks
common to control and AD neurons (i.e. common peaks), there was an over-representation of
genes involved in deubiquitination (Fig. 39a). Among the 269 AD-specific peaks associated with a
gene (i.e. gained in AD), there was a general over-representation of genes involved in cell-cell
adhesion, axonal projection, neurogenesis, and synaptogenesis (Fig. 39a). Notably, comparative
RNA-seq analysis of control and AD neurons revealed that a subset of genes with intergenic or
intragenic peaks presented modified splicing events (Figs. 39b, c, and 40a). In the first scenario
(lost in AD), a single intergenic peak between SMN1 and NAIP was lost in AD neurons. This
resulted in cryptic splicing and/or transcription from SMN1 over the adjacent NAIP locus, possibly
explaining the presence of aberrant and larger SMN1 protein isoforms in AD neurons (Fig. 39b,
d). In the second and third scenarios (common peaks and gained in AD), the presence of a single
intragenic peak was found to be closely associated with alternative splicing of minor isoforms
and/or exon exclusion events, possibly explaining perturbations in APP, DNAH6 and ANO4 protein
isoforms observed in AD neurons (Fig. 39b, d). Efficient exon splicing can be associated with
increased gene expression, while exon exclusion results in the opposite trend, a process called
exon-mediated activation of transcription starts (759). Additionally, G4 structures located in
intragenic regions have been shown to represent an obstacle to transcriptional elongation,
resulting in reduced gene expression (760). To test if our results matched any of these models,
we super-imposed those genes associated with aberrant splicing events over a Volcano plot
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distribution of all genes differentially expressed between control and AD neurons. We found that
a large proportion of genes associated with aberrant splicing events were also significantly
downregulated in AD neurons (common peaks, P = 0.0078; gained in AD, P = 0.002). These results
suggested that intergenic G4 structures may sometime work as “gene insulator” elements in
normal conditions, and that excessive formation of intragenic G4 structures can perturb
alternative splicing and gene expression in AD neurons.
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Figure 39.

1H6 peaks are enriched at key regulatory elements of neuronal genes
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a. Venn diagram and gene ontology analysis of genes associated with peaks common to both AD
and Ctlr neurons or specific for AD neurons (AD). The most significant pathways are indicated on
the diagram along with the respective P-value.
b. Sushi plot of three different loci containing a 1H6 peak and associated with a differential
splicing event. Exons are represented as blue boxes. The red lines represent a peak found in AD
neurons; the green lines represent a peak found in control (Ctrl) neurons green. Loss of the
intragenic peak in AD neurons between the SMN1 and NAIP genes is associated with the
formation of cryptic fusion transcripts. The common peak found at the APP locus (but increased
in AD) is associated with the loss of some minor isoforms in AD neurons. The unique peak gained
in AD neurons at the DNAH6 locus is associated with loss of minor isoforms and a large splicing
gap in AD neurons.
c. Table showing the number of genes containing a 1H6 peak, as well as the number of genes that
entailed a differential splicing event associated with a 1H6 peak. The splicing events were
subdivided into the loss of a minor isoform or formation of a gap junction.
d. Western blot analyses of Ctrl and AD neurons. GAPDH and ponceau were used as normalizers.
Black arrows indicate differentially expressed protein variants.
e. Volcano plot showing differential gene expression between Ctrl vs AD neurons using RNA-seq.
Superimposed in red are genes containing a G4 peak and associated with an abnormal splice
event. Note that genes in the second and third volcano plot (i.e. common and gained in AD) are
significantly downregulated. For each gene distribution (red dotted ovals), a P-value was
calculated using the binomial distribution, knowing that 51% of the genes were downregulated.
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Figure 40.

G4 structures affect the splicing of genes

a. Sushi plot of three different genes containing a 1H6 peak and having a differential splicing
event. The blue line represents the genes with the exons, followed by the lines that represent the
1H6 peak (red: AD neurons; green: Ctrl neurons).
b. WB analysis of some of the identified proteins in Fig. 39C.
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3.4 Discussion
We reported here that BMI1 inactivation in human cells or mouse photoreceptors resulted in
heterochromatin relaxation and induction of G4 structures. A similar phenotype was observed in
AD neurons. Loss of chromatin compaction in general, as shown using HDACi, also resulted in the
induction of G4 structures. Conversely, the formation of G4 structures in AD neurons was
reversed by re-establishing chromatin compaction. ChIP-seq analysis using 1H6 further revealed
that most significant consensus motifs contained canonical and non-canonical G4 sequences, and
that 1H6 peaks corresponded to evolutionary conserved L1 sequences. Hence, inhibition of
RNAPII allowed distinguishing transcription-mediated induction of G4 structures from chromatin
relaxation. 1H6 enrichment was predominant in AD neurons, and most AD-specific peaks were
linked to genes involved in neurogenesis and synaptogenesis. At last, some intragenic peaks
enriched in AD neurons were associated with alternative splicing events, exon exclusion, and
reduced gene expression.
Herein, we have preferentially used the 1H6 antibody, which was shown to recognize several, but
not all, G4 structures in vitro (108). We have further validated the specificity of this antibody using
several approaches and by showing: 1) specific labeling after pyridostatin treatment, but not after
gamma irradiation; 2) co-localization with the Werner and XPB helicases; 3) equivalent results
when using the BG4 antibody; 4) specific labeling only under native chromatin conditions and; 5)
detection of canonical and non-canonical G4 sequences in ChIP-seq consensus motifs. Previously,
high-throughput sequencing of indirect DNA immunoprecipitation experiments with the BG4
antibody suggested that G4 DNA-forming sequences were abundant in gene bodies (112,761).
ChIP-seq analyses using BG4 further confirmed that, under physiological conditions, G4 structures
were enriched at the promoter of some actively transcribed genes, such as c-MYC (741). These
observations are consistent with our findings in control neurons, where several G4 peaks were
detected at intragenic and enhancer regions.
In AD neurons, heterochromatin compaction is reduced, and we found that G4 structures
preferentially

accumulated

at

LADs

and

peri-nucleolar

heterochromatin.

Likewise,

heterochromatin compaction was reduced, and G4 structures were induced in BMI1 knockdown
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neurons. Notably, most LINEs are localized at LADs (754,762), and we indeed found that about all
1H6 peaks corresponded to L1 sequences. In this context, it is notable that BMI1 co-purifies with
LMNA and LMNB2, alongside with architectural heterochromatin proteins (731), suggesting that
BMI1 may, directly or indirectly, be important for the stabilization of LADs. L1 sequences
represent nearly 17% of the human genome (262). While these sequences can be autonomously
transcribed by RNAPII from a 5’ UTR promoter, it is estimated that out of the 500,000 L1
sequences present in the human genome, less than 5000 have an intact internal promoter (763).
Notably, it was found that the 3’ UTR of L1 sequences can form G4 structures in vitro and that this
feature is conserved among mammals, suggesting a possible functional role for the propagation
of retro-transposons (764,765). Strikingly, we have found that only evolutionary conserved L1
sequences i.e. predicted to be transcriptionally active, were associated with 1H6 peaks. This is
consistent with our observations that the accumulation of G4 structures required functional
RNAPII activity. We also showed that upon RNAPII inhibition, chromatin relaxation could be
uncoupled from the accumulation of G4 structures. This supports a model where chromatinmediated inhibition of L1 transcription is the primary mechanism regulating the formation of G4
structures in post-mitotic neurons.
A recent study revealed that many genes in AD brains displayed alternative splicing events (766),
but the underlying mechanism remained unknown. However, part of these splicing anomalies
were mimicked in neurons over-expressing Tau (766), thus possibly linking Tau-mediated
chromatin relaxation to specific alternative splicing events. Here, we found that some intragenic
1H6 peaks enriched in AD neurons were associated with alternative splicing events and reduced
gene expression, thus providing a plausible mechanism for a fraction of genes with perturbed
splicing in AD. The overrepresentation of 1H6 peaks in genes involved in neurogenesis, axonal
guidance, and synaptogenesis in AD samples is also intriguing considering the reported inability
of AD neurons to guide their projections and form functional synapses (767–774). It is also
intriguing considering that most genes with an exon-mediated activation of transcription starts
structure are also enriched for brain development, neurogenesis, and synaptogenesis (759).
Further work is clearly required to understand better the complex interconnections between G4
structures, splicing, and neuronal gene expression.
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In conclusion, while specialized DNA helicases have evolved to recognize and resolve G4
structures to promote transcription, replication, and repair, chromatin-mediated transcriptional
repression of L1 sequences represents a critical mechanism to prevent excessive formation of G4
structures in human neurons. Considering that heterochromatin relaxation in neurons is also
observed in other neurodegenerative diseases, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
frontotemporal dementia, and tauopathies (170,660,738,775–778), these findings have
potentially broader implications. Our findings thus expose for the first time the nature of DNA
sequences capable of forming G4 structures in human neurons, the mechanisms underlying their
activation, and the biological impact of their deregulation.
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3.10 Experimental procedures
3.10.1 Human samples and animals
Human pluripotent stem cells were used in accordance with the Canadian Institute Health
Research (CIHR) guidelines and approved by the “Comité de Surveillance de la Recherche sur les
Cellules Souches” (CSRCS) of the CIHR and Maisonneuve-Rosemont Hospital Ethic Committee.
Human brain tissues were obtained from the Douglas Hospital Brain Bank after approval by the
Maisonneuve-Rosemont Hospital Ethic Committee. C57Bl/6 Bmi1-/- (The Netherlands Cancer
Institute, Amsterdam) and wild-type (Charles River, St-Constant, Canada) mice were used in
accordance with the Animal Care Committee of the Maisonneuve-Rosemont Hospital Research
Centre (Approval ID #2014-03, #2012-09).

3.10.2 Cell cultures
Normal human diploid fibroblasts (HDFs) were purchased from the Coriell Institute. HCA2 cells
were kindly provided by the laboratory of Dr. Francis Rodier. HDFs were cultured with DMEM/F12
media (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS (Invitrogen) and non-essential amino acids
(Invitrogen). For the HDACi experiments, cells were treated with 5ng/ml of Trichostatin A (Sigma,
T1952-200UL) or 10 mM of Sodium Butyrate (Sigma, 303410-5G), and 5µM of pyridostatin (Sigma,
SML0678-5MG). For the replication and transcription arrest, we used respectively: 1μg/mL of
Aphidicolin

from Nigrospora

sphaerica

(Sigma,

A0781-1MG)

and

40μM

of

5,6-

Dichlorobenzimidazole 1-β-D-ribofuranoside (DRB; Sigma, D1916-10MG). A concentration of
0.2μg/mL of aphidicolin or of 0.2mM of Hydroxyurea (Sigma, H8627) was used to induce
replication stress. iPSC and neuronal cultures were conducted according to the methods
described in (448).

3.10.3 Differentiation of human embryonic stem cells into cortical neurons
Differentiation of iPSCs into cortical neurons was performed accordingly to Flamier et al. (448).
Ctrl1 (fibroblasts from Coriell Institute #AG04152), Ctrl2 (fibroblasts from Coriell Institute
#AG09602), AD1 (fibroblasts from Coriell Institute #AG08243) and AD2 (fibroblasts from Coriell
Institute #AG08259) iPSCs were dissociated using Accutase (Innovative Cell Technology #AT-104)
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and platted on growth factor reduced Matrigel (Corning #356231) in PeproGrow hES cell media
(PeproTech #BM-hESC) supplemented with ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632;10µM, Cayman Chemical
#10005583). Upon 70% of confluency, the media was changed to DDM supplemented with B27
(1X final), Noggin (10 ng/ml, PeproTech #120-10C) and LDN193189 (0.5µM; Sigma #SML0559).
The medium was changed every day. After 16 days of differentiation, the medium was changed
to DDM/B27 and replenished every day. At day 24half of the medium was changed for Neurobasal
A media supplemented with B27 (1X final) and changed again every three days.

3.10.4 Immunofluorescence
Eyes were extracted and fixed by immersion over-night at 4°C in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)/3%
sucrose in PBS, pH 7.4. Samples were washed three times in PBS, cryoprotected in PBS/30%
sucrose, and frozen in CRYOMATRIX embedding medium (CEM) (Thermo Shandon, Pittsburgh,
PA) or in Tissue-Tek® optimum cutting temperature (O.C.T.) compound (Sakura Finetek, USA). 5
to 12 µm thick sections were mounted on Super-Frost glass slides (Fisher Scientific) and processed
for immunofluorescence. For immunofluorescence labeling, sections were incubated overnight
with primary antibody solutions at 4°C in a humidified chamber. After three washes in PBS,
sections were incubated with secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. Slides were
mounted on coverslips in DAPI-containing mounting medium (Vector Laboratories CA, H-1200).
Confocal microscopy analyses were performed using 60x objectives with an IX81 confocal
microscope (Olympus, Richmond Hill, Canada), and images were obtained with Fluoview software
version 3.1 (Olympus). The cultured cells were fixed for 15 minutes with 4% PFA, washed three
times, and then permeabilized for 10 min with 0.25 Triton (Sigma, X100-500ML), cells were then
blocked in PBS/2% BSA (Sigma, A7906-100G) for an hour and incubated overnight with the
primary antibody. Primary antibodies used in this study are: FITC mouse anti-TRA-1-60 (BD
Pharmingen, 560380), rabbit anti-SOX2 (ab97959), goat anti-NANOG (R&D systems, af1997), goat
anti-S-Opsin (1:250, Santa Cruz, sc-14363), rabbit anti-H3K9me3 (1:500, Abcam, ab8898), rabbit
anti-H3K9ac (1:500, Cell Signaling, 9671S), rabbit anti-WRN (1:100, Santa Cruz, sc-5629), rabbit
anti-TFIIH p80 (1:200, Santa Cruz, sc-20696) targeted against XPD, rabbit anti-TFIIH p89 (1:200,
Santa Cruz, sc-293) targeted against XPB, rabbit anti-53BP1 (1:100, Novus, NB100-304), rabbit
anti-H2Aub (1:200, Cell Signaling, 8240S), rabbit anti-Ki67 (1:1000, Abcam, ab15580), and mouse
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BG4 (1:333, Absolute antibody, Ab00174-1.1) and 1H6 antibodies recognizing G-quadruplexes.
We obtained the 1H6 antibody from The European Research Institute for the Biology of Ageing.
After the primary antibodies, slides were washed three times using PBS and incubated with the
secondary antibodies for 1h. The Secondary antibodies are: donkey AlexaFluor488-conjugated
anti-mouse (1:1000, Life Technologies), donkey AlexaFluor488-conjugated anti-rabbit (1:1000,
Life Technologies), goat AlexaFluor647-conjugated anti-mouse (1:1000, Life Technologies), goat
AlexaFluor texas red-conjugated anti-rabbit (1:1000, Life Technologies). Slides were then washed
three times with PBS and mounted with coverslips in DAPI-containing mounting medium (Vector
Laboratories CA, H-1200).

3.10.5 Quantifications and statistical analysis
For the co-localization study, random lines were drawn on individual cells using FIJI. From these
lines, we plotted the intensity profile of each marker accordingly. The data collected was plotted
on horizontal graphs with each marker as a separate line for the visualization of the peaks
(example figure 2D). The data was also plotted in a scatter graph, using GraphPad Prism 5, to
visualize the correlation between these two markers. On these sets of pairs, a Pearson correlation
was calculated to quantify the correlation. For the co-expression study intensity of the signal for
different markers was measured, using a mask on DAPI to identify the nucleus, and then plotted
in a scatter plot using GraphPad Prism 5, to visualize the correlation between these two markers.
On these sets of pairs, a Pearson correlation was calculated to quantify the correlation. For the
expression study, we quantified the mean intensity of each marker in the nucleus area using the
DAPI signal to identify that area. Values were plotted with a box and whisker graph. The K-means
clustering was done searching for 2 or 3 groups with 20 iterations for each run. Statistical
differences were analyzed using Student's t-test for unpaired samples with P ≤ 0.05*, ≤0.01**,
≤0.001***.

3.10.6 Western Blot
Cell extracts were homogenized in the Complete Mini Protease inhibitor cocktail solution (Roche
Diagnostics), followed by sonication. Protein material was quantified using the Bradford reagent.
Proteins were resolved in 1x Laemelli reducing buffer by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis and
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transferred to a Nitrocellulose blotting membrane (Bio-Rad). Subsequently, membranes were
blocked for 1h in 5% non-fat milk-1X TBS solution and incubated overnight with primary
antibodies. The antibodies used in this study are: mouse anti SMN (Santa Cruz, SC-32313), rabbit
anti-MOAB (Novus, NBP2-13075), mouse anti B4 (Santa Cruz, SC-28365), rabbit anti ANOA4
(Invitrogen, PA5-62785), and rabbit anti DNAO6 (Invitrogen, PA5-57636). Membranes were then
washed 3 times in 1X TBS; 0.05% Tween solution and incubated for 1h with corresponding
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies. Membranes were developed using the
Immobilon Western (Millipore).

3.10.7 Public ChIP-seq analysis and prediction of G-quadruplexes
ChIP-seq datasets were obtained through the GEO platform using accession numbers GSE22162
(ATRX and H3K9me3), GSE44849 (XPB and XPD), GSE76688 (BG4) and GSE38273 (BMI1). BMI1
significant peaks were extracted from Meng et al. (779). The Model-based Analysis for ChIP-Seq
(MACS) was used to extract significant peaks with a P-value cutoff  0.05. Peak coordinates were
mapped onto hg19 genome reference using SeqMonk v0.34.0 software (Babraham
Bioinformatics). Putative G-quadruplexes were predicted using Quadparser algorithm V2 running
under python v2.7.11 with indicated parameters for the number of guanines in each stack (Ggroups), the number of base pairs between G-groups (loop size) and the number of time the loop
and a stack was repeated after the initial stack (Repeats-1) (100). For example, to perform a
Quadparser on chromosome 1, searching for a stack of 5 Gs and a loop size of 1 to 7 with 4 repeats
the scrip and the parameters will be: quadparser.py -f chr1.fa -r ([gG]{5,}\w{1,7}){3,}[gG]{5,}. Gquadruplexes coordinates for each set of parameters were then mapped onto hg19 genome
reference using SeqMonk software. Annotation of ChIP-seq peaks with G-quadruplexes was
determined by extending them 50 base pairs on each side and counting the number of
overlapping predicted G-quadruplexes. SeqMINER was used for H3K9me3 ChIP-seq enrichment
heatmap and k-means clustering using default parameters.

3.10.8 ChIP-seq experiment and data analysis
The ChIP-seq experiment was done using the Diagenode kit: “iDeal ChIP-seq kit for Histones”
reference number: C01010051. We followed the manufacturer protocol with a minor change:
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after cross-linking, we added pyridostatin to buffer B in order to stabilize already present G4
structures. Immunoprecipitation was performed using the 1H6 antibody. The quantity and size of
DNA fragments were verified on the Bioanalyzer with a “DNA 1000” chip. After precipitation, the
DNA libraries were prepared using the “NEBext Fast DNA Library Prep Set for Ion Torrent”
reference number E6270S. the libraries were then loaded on the “Ion Chef System” and
sequenced on the Ion Torrent. Raw reads were aligned on the human genome Hg19 using the
torrent platform. EaSeq software (780) (http://easeq.net) was used in order to analysis the
aligned data, and to call the peaks. EaSeq was also used in order to produce the heatmaps and
the train plots with a window of 10 Kb. Annotation and the statistical significance were done using
the RegionR package (781) using databases downloaded from UCSC table browser (782). In order
to identify the motifs, we used the MEME-ChIP from the MEME suite (783,784). In order to
identify the pathways of the identified genes, we used Gene Ontology (GO) (785–787). The ChIPseq data of the 1H6 antibody performed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI's Gene
Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al., 2002) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number
GSE133113.

3.10.9 Transcriptome analysis
Total RNA from two independent biological samples was extracted using the standard procedure
of Qiagen columns and assayed for RNA integrity. cDNA was prepared according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (NEB library) and sequenced using the Illumina platform. Base-calling
and feature count were done using Illumina software. For differential expression analysis, Dseq2
(788) was used on R program(789).
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4 Chapter 4 – Discussion
4.1 Formagenetics: a new field of molecular biology
The genetic material has always fascinated biologists at large and molecular biologists specifically.
How does the living transmit that information, maintain it, replicate it, and modify it according to
the environment? These are the main questions of most modern molecular biology researchers.
These questions have been the source of many big discoveries over the years.
Using plants in 1866, Gregor Mendel has founded the field of modern genetics. He was the first
to introduce the concept of heredity, which is now taught as the laws of Mendelian inheritance.
His work on peas also introduced the idea of “invisible factors” (790), referring to what we now
call genes as the factors behind the observed traits.
It was until 1953 that another major breakthrough was introduced by Watson and Crick. They
have won a Nobel prize for their description of the DNA as a double helix form and the “specific
pairing” of the bases (6). In this same paper, the authors have suggested a theory of the
replication of the DNA using the base-pairing as a template. It is worth noting that the work of
Watson and Crick was largely due to the work of Rosalind Franklin that was able to establish the
X-ray diffraction pattern of the B-DNA (791). These major breakthroughs have helped ignite the
research on the genetic material again, and in 1961, the genetic code was established (792). It
consisted of the combinations of the bases into codon that code specifically an amino acid.
With the genetic code, a new field called Genetics was established, and the search for genes
began. The most important project would be the Human Genome Project that was launched in
1990 (793,794) through 2003 (795). This project was a milestone in the field of genetics not just
because it was able to sequence and catalog the genes found in the human genome but also
because it established the notion that the variability in the cells cannot be solely explained by the
genome sequence. However, there must be other mechanism that regulate the expression of
these genes.
After the Human Project Genome, the field of epigenetics (796) came to light along with many
projects, most importantly: the Human methylome project (797) and the Human Histone
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Modification Database. These projects have helped to shed light on the role of epigenetics in gene
regulation (798,799) and DNA repair (800).
In this thesis, and after showing the importance of the G4 structure in human cells and diseases,
we suggest establishing a new field in the molecular biology word named “formagenetics”
(Forma: a prefix, origin: Latin, meaning: shape): the study of the secondary structures of the DNA
that stray away from the canonical Watson-Crick base pairing and the B-DNA structure of the DNA
(801).

4.1.1 G4 structure as a modulator of genetic material:
In this thesis, we studied one of these structures that are highly present in the human genome is
the G-quadruplex structure or what is commonly known as G4 (100). These structures consist of
the stacking of multiple G-tetrad: the G-tetrad is the auto-assembly of four Guanines by a
Hoogsteen hydrogen bond in a planar form, the G-tetrad is stabilized by a monovalent cation that
sits in the middle of the tetrad (115). The importance of this field and these structures is growing
because they are more and more identified to play essential roles in various cellular functions
(802), human diseases (803), gene expression (144,178), and telomere maintenance (804).
Most of the studies in the field are centered around the proteins that can unwind these structures
and the DDR response. These studies have identified many helicases that can unwind the G4: XPB
and XPD helicase (136) are helicases identified to target regions with high G4 predicted sites
preferentially. The BLM helicase responsible for Bloom’s syndrome was also recognized as a
helicase that, with a G4 DNA as a preferred substrate (135). The WRN protein, responsible for the
Werner syndrome, has also been identified as an unwinding protein of the G4 (128,805,806). The
same role has also been proved for the FANCJ helicase (132,164) responsible for the Fanconia
Anemia syndrome. These studies have demonstrated yet again the importance of these
structures since the dysfunction of these identified helicases leads to severe disease.
While these studies and many more were essential in identifying the mechanism by which the cell
reacts to these structures and eliminate them, more fundamental questions remain untouched:
when and why these structures appear in the genome? And more importantly, does the cell have
mechanisms by which it can protect itself from the appearance of these structures?
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In the third chapter of this thesis, we covered these questions establishing a direct link between
chromatin condensation and the emergence of these structures in the genome. Showing that the
cell, by proper compaction of the chromatin, reduces the number of spontaneously forming G4
protecting itself against their deleterious effects, like the alternative splicing of neuronal genes
seen in AD. These findings can lead to other questions equally important.
4.1.1.1 The difference between canonical and noncanonical G4 structures
While the canonical G4 structures are thought to be the unimolecular G4 structures following the
predictive motif where a stretch of 4 guanines is repeated four-time separated by a loop of 3 to
7, many other non-canonical G4 structures can exist, and their function can differ from that of
the canonical:
4.1.1.1.1 Unimolecular G4 structures that do not follow the consensus G4 motif
We have presented in chapter one the unimolecular G4 structure, and their canonical motif, but
many G4 structures do not follow this motif (93). In our ChIP-seq data, the most represented
motifs were non-canonical G4 structures formed from a stretch of three G repeated four times.
This result can be an indication that at least in postmitotic human neurons, most of the G4
structures were non-canonical ones. Many chemistry papers have studied the thermodynamics
properties of the canonical and non-canonical loops (807–812), these research have set the basics
of these properties establishing how the loop length, the length of the G4 stretch and even the
sequence underlying the G4 structure can influence how much these structures are
thermodynamically stable. Unfortunately, no research has been done so far to link the various G4
motifs and their uniqueness. A systematic approach studying the various G4 motifs and their
biological relevance should be made because a broad approach, like the one employed in the
third chapter, can be the first step, but this step should be sharpened with time.
4.1.1.1.2 Unimolecular G4 conformation
While this thesis has studied how a cell can protect itself against G4 structures and what are the
fertile terrains on which these G4 structures can develop, others have started the study on how,
when these conditions are met, the DNA makes the transition between a double helix to a G4
structure. Some have suggested that a transitional phase is required in the form of a G-hairpin
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(813), others have studied the actual physical, molecular, and thermodynamics mechanisms that
dictate the folding process of the DNA (747,814). Depending on the folding process and the
underlying G4 motif, the resulting unimolecular G4 structure can be of different conformation, as
shown in the first chapter (Fig. 3) (812,815,816). All these motifs cannot be pulled down under
the same umbrella, a stricter study that can differentiate between these conformations should
be done. For a study like this to be possible, new antibodies should be developed. In fact, all the
antibodies that are now available and recognizes the G4 structures are pan antibodies and cannot
discriminate between these conformations (106,108), that is why methods that can distinguish
between these various conformations is a tool that is highly needed to move forward and dissect
this field. Another way to study the conformation of these structures is to modify the MDSMaPseq (817), a method already used for RNA structures, to identify the structure linked to these
G4. In fact, most of the tools that we have nowadays to study G4 structures in vivo reply heavily
on antibodies. In this work, and prior of using these tools, we have gone through a round of
validation detailed in chapter 3.3 in order to confirm that these antibodies are recognizing G4
structures. Nevertheless, tools that rely on antibody detection can be very unreliable, that is why
the news tools that are to be developed in this field should steer clear of antibody detection and
move closer to molecular probes.
4.1.1.1.3 Unimolecular Vs. polymolecular G4 structures
So far, we have discussed the unimolecular G4 structures, but as saw in (Fig. 2), G4 structures can
be bimolecular and tetramolecular. These G4 structures can, in part, explain the peaks found in
our ChIP-seq experiment that did not colocalize with a canonical G4 motif (many of these peaks
colocalized with a non-canonical G4 motif as shown by the MEME analysis). While these G4
structures require four stretches of G to be formed, these stretches of G are not on the same DNA
molecule, so not sequential on the DNA. To study these G4 structures, we have to develop a new
method that combines the ChIP-seq experiment developed in chapter 3 and a C5 experiment to
study the conformation and folding of the genome in a 3D model of the nucleus and then we can
match the G4 peaks and the proximity of these G4 stretches in this 3D model. A model like this
will require the crosslinking of the DNA like in a C5 experiment, then the immunoprecipitation of
this DNA with the 1H6 antibody, once immunoprecipitated each G4 structure will be barcoded in
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a manner similar to the barcode used in a single cell sequencing and then sequenced. Doing so
will give us the resolution needed to determine the spatial 3D conformation of the DNA in the
nucleus along with the G4 state of this DNA.

4.1.2 G4 RNA
While in this thesis, we only discussed DNA G4 or the G4 structures that can arise on the DNA,
many other studies have also elucidated the existence of G4 structures in the RNA molecules
(818–821). In fact, in our results we have seen elevated levels of cytoplasmic G4 structures (Fig
29 b). While these observations remain preliminary results many explanations can be given to
such phenomena for example: it is known that the knockdown of BMI1 increases the transcription
of the repeat elements in the genome, these repeat elements harbor many putative G4
sequences that can be attributed to the induction of G4 RNA structures. These G4 structures
cannot modulate the transcription of the genes, nor can they influence the genomic material, but
they can influence the translation of the RNA harboring them and, by consequence, the protein
resulting from that RNA. This field of study also comes with its own tools to visualizes these
structures that are often transient (104).

4.1.3 Other secondary structures of the DNA
This new field of molecular biology should not be restricted to G4 structures. In fact, as we have
seen in chapter 1, DNA can adopt many secondary structures like the many forms of the double
helix, the G4 structures, hairpins, and many other structures. Few works of literature have been
produced about these structures, and when this literature exists, is it rarely in a human context.
Formagenetics should include and favor the study of all these structures as a distinct level of
regulation to be added to the genomic and epigenetic levels of regulation. The study of this field
will not be very trivial since most of our tools, like qPCR, siRNA, shRNA, or Crispr-Cas9, will not be
useful in this field. New tools to study the conformation and the 3D architecture of the DNA
should be developed.
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4.2 G4 in diseases
In chapter three of this thesis, we have seen that not only these G4 structures were more present
in neurons of AD patients, but that this presence might have a direct effect on the transcription
and the splicing of essential genes implicated in this disease. The enrichment of these genes is
not random. We suggest that the more genes are transcribed in physiological conditions, the
more they are at risk of developing G4 structures when the cells lose their chromatin
condensation. In light of these findings, and knowing that these G4 structures are driven by the
relaxation of the chromatin, we suggest a more in-depth study of the link between G4 structures
and many human diseases associated with chromatin relaxation.

4.2.1 The link between G4 structure and aging
We have shown in this thesis that chromatin condensation is essential to keep the number of G4
structures at bay, but during aging, cells endure an epigenetic shift that reduces the chromatin
condensation, this shift is well studied, and there is a plethora of literature that has analyzed this
shift (552,822–827). This chromatin relaxation is due to a reduction of histone proteins and
chromatin remodeler proteins like the BMI1 protein. This relaxation of the chromatin is so
constant that many have studied it in order to elaborate a predictive model of age (828–833),
some even called the model: the epigenetic clock of aging (834). We also proved in chapter three
that BMI1 is a crucial protein in the prevention against G4 structures.
This epigenetic shift during aging, chromatin relaxation, and hypomethylation leads to higher
transcription of repetitive sequences and an imbalance in gene transcription. All these
deregulations, in light of chapter three of this thesis, will undoubtedly lead to more G4 structures
and more deregulation of gene expression. A strategy that can reduce these G4 structures can be
very effective at reducing aging and providing a better quality of life to people. These strategies
can consist on over-expressing BMI1 to maintain chromatin compaction, but also overexpressing
helicases in order to resolve and reduce existent G4 structures. Another strategy that is more
counterintuitive is to treat the patients with G4 ligands, this will increase G4 structures in these
cells. Since cancers cells have elevated levels of G4 structures to begin with, compared to normal
cells, this strategy will preferentially kill cancer cells. This kind of strategies, mimic the
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senotherapeutics, that are nowadays being successfully used with senescent cells to reduce aging
(493,835).

4.2.2 G4 in progeria syndromes
When we knocked-down WRN protein in the human fibroblast, we had a marked increase in G4
structures. That is why we can safely theorize that progeria syndromes will have elevated levels
of G4 structures. In fact, progeria syndromes represent accelerated aging due to a mutation. In
these syndromes, we can always notice a relaxation of chromatin comparable to the relaxation
seen with healthy aging. Furthermore, most of the progeria syndromes have a mutation in the
helicases that can resolve these structures like FANCJ, BLOOM, WRN (131,135,156,806), or they
have mutations in the lamin protein (554) reducing the anchoring capability of the
heterochromatin to the LAD. Adding to this the results seen in the third chapter showing the
importance of these LAD domains on G4 formation, it would suggest a heterochromatin
landscape very favorable for G4 structures in progeria syndromes. These G4 structures and the
genes that they affect may play a crucial role in worsening the progeria phenotype.

4.2.3 G4 in other neurodegenerative diseases
In this study, we focused on sAD to study G4 structures, but many neurodegenerative diseases
are closely linked to aging, with the number one risk factor for many of them is age. Like aging
and Alzheimer’s disease, many of these neurodegenerative diseases have a decondensed
chromatin landscape (836,837). It is the case for Huntington’s disease (838–841), Parkinson’s
disease (which has an epigenetic drift mostly seen in the methylation of the DNA (842–844)), and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (776,845–848). That is why many strategies to combat or even
lessen the progression of these diseases are epigenetic strategies aiming at modulating the
chromatin landscape (849–852). Along with these strategies, we should study the G4 structures
in these neurons since the chromatin landscape is very favorable for their formation. As in
Alzheimer’s disease discussed in chapter three, these G4 structures can influence the
transcription and the splicing of genes specific to these diseases, and targeting these G4
structures can be a more aimed way to treat these diseases.
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4.3 G4 structures and the integrity of the genome
While we discussed in this thesis the transcription effect of these G4 structures, one should not
overlook the replication effect and the increased damage to the DNA that these structures can
induce. In fact, many have observed an increase in DNA damage upon the stabilizing of G4
structures (175,853–855), but few have studied the exact relationship between these G4
structures and the DNA damage observed.
G4 structures by themselves are a significant risk factor for DNA damage. If we observe a G4
structure (Fig. 2) we can see that one strand of the DNA is forming a bulge with the stacks of the
G-quartets. This DNA bulge is recognized as DNA damage, and the DDR can be recruited in order
to resolve this bulge. On the other hand, if we observe the second strand, we can notice that it is
left unprotected with no complementary DNA. This form of single-stranded DNA is very prone to
DNA damage like ROS species, UV, physical damage… furthermore, a single-stranded DNA can be
likely to form DNA:RNA hybrids called R-loop (856,857). These R-loops are often targets of
nuclease activities, increasing the risk of genome instability (858–861) and inducing double-strand
breaks. While the G4 structures can by themselves increase the risk of genomic instability, they
can also hinder the DDR machinery by slowing it down since these structures, even if they are not
recognized by the DDR should be resolved before that the DDR machinery, or the transcription
machinery, can access the DNA.

4.3.1 Targeting G4 structures as a synthetic lethality treatment for cancers
In chapter three, we have seen that the genes that are most affected by these G4 structures are
those transcribed in the cell. Combining our results with the interplay between G4 structures and
DNA damage, especially in cells that are actively dividing and with active transcription like cancer
cells, is a very promising target for therapy (862,863). Stabilizing G4 structures in cancer cells that
already harbor many genomic instabilities can be a very effective synthetic lethality approach to
kill specifically these cells with minimum harm to other cells that are not dividing as much and
that do not already harbor so many genomic instabilities. Many drugs can be used for that
purpose, as an example, pyridostatin used in our study can be used in cancer patients. This drug
stabilizes, as seen in chapter three, normally occurring G4 structures in the cells. Stable G4
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structure can be read as an insult to genomic integrity by the DNA repair pathways, and DDR
would be recruited to this structure and in order to resolve it (142). A cell that is lacking functional
DDR may see an accumulation of these structures without being able to resolve them (864). This
is the case for BRCA1 and BRCA2 deficient cells, where these cells can be targeted successfully by
CX-5461, a G4 ligand (180,181). This drug is also being tested in a phase one clinical trial by
Cyclene Pharmaceuticals for advanced solid tumors and lymphomas (865). On another hand, DDR
can induce double-strand DNA breaks, while resolving these structures, increasing the genome
instability of these cells (866,867). Since cancer cells are more actively dividing and transcribing,
these cells would have more normally occurring G4 structures for the pyridostatin to stabilizes,
hence creating a synthetic lethality in these cancer cells. Furthermore, many G4 stabilizing agents
that have been shown to interfere with the telomerase activity can reduce the tumor size (in
animals) like the case of telomestatin (868,869), RHPS4 (870,871) and triethylene tetramin (872).
Finally, S2T1-6OTD, a G4 stabilizer, can inhibit the transcription of c-MYC and hTERT (873), two
potent oncogenes.
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6 Annex I: supplementary data related to chapter 3
Gene

Forward

Reverse

Hprt

5’-ACTGTAATGATCAGTCAACGGG-3’

5_-GGCCTGTATCCAACACTTGG-3’

Bmi1

5’-GGAGACCAGCAAGTATTGTCCTATTTG-

5’-CTTACGATGCCCAGCAGCAATG-

3’

3’

5’-CAACGCCCCGAACTCTTTC-3’

5_-GCAGAAGAGCTGCTACGTGAAC-

P16

3’
Line

5′-TGGCTTGTGCTGTAAGATCG-3′

5′-TCTGTTGGTGGTCTTTTTGTC-3′

Sine

5′-GAGCACACCCATGCACATAC-3′

5′-AAAGGCATGCACCTCTACCACC3′

Min.

5′-TTGGAAACGGGATTTGTAGA-3’

5′-CGGTTTCCAACATATGTGTTTT-3′

5′-GGCGAGAAAACTGAAAATCACG-3′

5′-CTTGCCATATTCCACGTCCT-3′

5′-CGCTCCGGTAGAATACTTAC-3′

5′-TGCCATGCCGGCGAGCCTGT-3′

sat
Maj.
sat
IAP1

Table 11 . Mouse RT-qPCR primers
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Gene

Forward

Reverse

Line

5′-TGGCTTGTGCTGTAAGATCG-3′

5′-TCTGTTGGTGGTCTTTTTGTC-3′

Sine

5′-GAGCACACCCATGCACATAC-3′

5′-AAAGGCATGCACCTCTACCACC-3′

Min. sat

5′-TTGGAAACGGGATTTGTAGA-3’

5′-CGGTTTCCAACATATGTGTTTT-3′

Maj. sat

5′-GGCGAGAAAACTGAAAATCACG-3′

5′-CTTGCCATATTCCACGTCCT-3′

IAP1

5′-CGCTCCGGTAGAATACTTAC-3′

5′-TGCCATGCCGGCGAGCCTGT-3′

HoxA7.1

5’-GTGGGCAAAGAGTGGATTTC-3’

5’-CCCCGACAACCTCATACCTA-3’

Globin

5′-CAGTGAGTGGCACAGCATCC-3′

5′-CAGTCAGGTGCACCATGATGT-3′

Table 12 . Mouse ChIP-qPCR primers
Gene

Forward

Reverse

GAP-DH

5’-TCACCAGGGCTGCTTTTAAC-3’

5’-ATCCACAGTCTTCTGGGTGG-3’

BMI1

5’-AATCCCCACCTGATGTGTGT-3’

5’-GCTGGTCTCCAGGTAACGAA-3’

P16

5’-GGGTTTTCGTGGTTCACATC-3’

5’-CTGCCCATCATCATGACCT-3’

Alu

5’-CCTCAATCTCGCTCTCGCTC-3’

5’-CTCTAAGGCTGCTCAATGTCA-3’

McBox

5′-AGGGAATGTCTTCCCATAAAAACT-3′

5′-GTCTACCTTTTATTTGAATTCCCG3′

Sat a

5′-AAGGTCAATGGCAGAAAAGAA-3′

5′-CAACGAAGGCCACAAGATGTC-3′

Sat III

5′-

5′-TCCATTCCATTCCTGTACTCGG-3′

AATCAACCCGAGTGCAATCNGAATGGA
ATCG-3′

Table 13 . Human RT-qPCR primers
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Gene

Forward

Reverse

HOXC13.2

5’-AGCAGAGCTCAGTGGGAGAG-3’

5’-AATTTCAGGCCCACCCTTAG-3’

Globin

5’-GGCTGTCATCACTTAGACCTC-3’

5’GGTTGCTAGTGAACACAGTTG-3’

Alu

5’-CCTCAATCTCGCTCTCGCTC-3’

5’-CTCTAAGGCTGCTCAATGTCA-3’

McBox

5′-AGGGAATGTCTTCCCATAAAAACT-3′

5′GTCTACCTTTTATTTGAATTCCCG-3′

Sat a

5′-AAGGTCAATGGCAGAAAAGAA-3′

5′-CAACGAAGGCCACAAGATGTC-3′

Sat III

5′-

5′-TCCATTCCATTCCTGTACTCGG-3′

AATCAACCCGAGTGCAATCNGAATGGA
ATCG-3′

Table 14 . Human ChIP-qPCR primers
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Figure 41.

RING1B knockdown does not recapitulate the BMI1-deficient heterochromatin
phenotype
262

(A-C) 293T cells were transfected with siScramble or siRING1B RNAi and analyzed by ChIP,
Western blot and qPCR. (A) Although enrichment for RING1B is highly reduced in siRING1Btreated cells at all loci, no significant impact was observed for H2Aub and H3K9me3 deposition
and HP1 accumulation at repeat-DNA sequences. Reduced H2Aub deposition was however
observed at the canonical target HOXC13. (B) The siRING1B # 4 was used for all experiments. (C)
RING1B knockdown resulted in modest up-regulation of SatIII expression, although the difference
with siScramble was not significant.

263

Figure 42.

BMI1 localization at repeat-DNA sequences and HOXC13 is EZH2 and H3K27me3independent
264

293T cells were infected with shScramble or shEZH2 viruses and analyzed by ChIP. Although
enrichment for EZH2 and H3K27me3 was highly reduced at HOXC13 in shEZH2-treated cells, there
was no impact on BMI1 and H2Aub enrichment. Furthermore, significant enrichment for EZH2
and H3K27me3 was not observed at repeat-DNA sequences in both shScramble- and shEZH2treated cells.

Figure 43.

BRCA1 localization is unaffected upon BMI1 deficiency in human cells

265

293T cells were infected with shScramble or shBMI1 lentiviruses and selected for hygromycin
resistance. Immuno-fluorescence analyses confirmed that BRCA1 expression/localization was not
affected by BMI1 deficiency.

266

Figure 44.

BRCA1 is required for H2Aub deposition, heterochromatin formation and silencing

267

293T cells were transfected with shScramble or shBRCA1 plasmids and analyzed by ChIP (A),
Western blot (B), and qPCR (C). (A) BRCA1 knockdown resulted in reduction of H2Aub and
H3K9me3 deposition and HP1 accumulation at all tested loci, including HOXC13, where BRCA1
accumulation is relatively low. BRCA1 knockdown also resulted in increased accumulation of BMI1
at all tested loci. (B) The 2D04 shBRCA1 construct was used for all experiments. (C) BRCA1
knockdown resulted in up-regulation of Satellite repeats, with a modest effect on ALU and McBox.
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7 Annex II: Heterochromatic genome instability and
neurodegeneration sharing similarities with Alzheimer’s
disease in old Bmi1+/− mice

The first annex is an article, on which I have worked during my Ph.D., and was published on
Scientific Reports in 2018. In this article, we have established that BMI1 +/- mice are an interesting
animal model to study sAD. These mice, as they grow old, develop many of the molecular,
physiological, and behavioral hallmarks of sAD.
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8 Annex III: Loss of Bmi1 causes anomalies in retinal
development and degeneration of cone photoreceptors

The second annex is an article, on which I have worked during my Ph.D., and was published on
Development in 2016. In this study, we continued the work on BMI1 function as a neuroprotector
but in the context of photoreceptors rather then in the context of cortical neurons. This work
proved for the first time that photoreceptors lacking BMI1 undergo degeneration via RIP3associated necroptosis.
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9 Annex IV: Off-target effect of the BMI1 inhibitor PTC596
drives epithelial-mesenchymal transition in glioblastoma
multiforme

This third annex is an article, on which I have worked during my Ph.D., and was published on
Precision Oncology in 2020. In this article we continued the work on the functions of BMI1,
specifically its role in maintaining the stemness of cancer stem cells.
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10 Annex V: Deregulation of Neuro-Developmental Genes and
Primary Cilium Cytoskeleton Anomalies in iPSC Retinal
Sheets from Human Syndromic Ciliopathies

This fourth annex is an article, on which I have worked during my Ph.D., and was published on
Stem Cell Reports in 2020. This article is not in the main aim of my studies, nevertheless, it is an
important article establishing a new model for the study of retinal degeneration diseases.
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